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VPREFACE
Previous investigation of Blake's reputation iij this
country has hitherto been confined to the period before I063;
S. Foster Damon, the American authority on Blake, and Thomas
Olive Mabbott have investigated this period thoroughly. There
was little to do other than to check their accounts, and to
add such stray fragments of additional data as they may have
known but not included in their published articles.
There has been no attempt heretofore to give a consecu-
tive account of Blake's influence in America; the tendency has
been to investigate rather the influences upon Blake himself.
In order to discover the extent of Blake's influence it has
been necessary to follow hints in the various biographies and
periodical articles on iVmerican poets, and to weigh independ-
ently the proposed parallelisms between their work and that
of Blake. Few of those suggested have been considered as
established beyond doubt.
The one indispensable book for the study of Blake is
that by S. Foster Damon; often the author has supposed him-
self to have discovered a new bit of Blakeana, only to find
the item somewhere in Damon.

CHAPTER I
iNmoDucTio:^
Fourteen years have passed since the centennial of
the death of William Blake was observed throughout the
English-speaking world, and it is now possible to review
the astonishing growth of his reputation and influence within
the century from 1827 to 1927. Scarcely more than a hundred
years ago, in his own country, Bl=Lke was so little known
that Lamb actually had to assure Wordsworth that he was
more than a mame.-^ Yet in 1927 that name had become so
v/ell-known in America that Max Plowman could write:
The trend of modern poetry is in the direction first
pointed by Blake's Song:s of Innocence and Experience .
toward the creation of images, Modern poetry endeavours,
t>y suggestion, by implication, to create a reverie in
which mental images are presented. The prevailing style
favours an economy of words and simplicity of manner
that is derived straight from Blake's earlier poems.
2
In 1907, a generation earlier, there were already
signs of the coming vogue of Blake. A reviewer for the
Nation noted then that
Blake begins to rival Brovming as a corpus for
exegetes, and it must be admitted that some of the
recent publications have been profitable even for the
rational reader
. . , There is today a class of hungry
souls who, liaving graduated from Dante, Shelley, Whitman,
J- Alexander G-ilchrist, The Life of ".iilliam Blake, Pic tor
I.^notus (London: The I-lacmillan Company, I663) , Vol. 1, p.
2 Max Plowman, An Introluc ti^n to the S tudy of Blake
(New York: E. P. Dutton and Company, 1927), p.

2and a guccesslon of other f^ospels, have at last fixed
their intellectual teeth on Blake. You will meet
little circles of them here and there in the country,
sad-eyed women and feline-looking men, who find in the
Propiietic Books the last word of spiritual truth . . .
extreme romanticism . , . makes the pabulum of such
coteries .3
The culture of the twenties was the cult of the first
decade of the twentieth century. Shift the view back to an
earlier period, to the time when these "little circles" were
in the process of formation. Boston, long the center of
religious and literary cultism, was preparing to welcome
Blake as the apostle of a new era. In lo90 Arlo Bates, a
professor of English at the Massachusetts Institute of
Teclinology, suggested:
Now that there is a movement in London to form a
Blake Society, on the lines of the Shelley and the
Browning Societies, there will probably be something of
the sort here,^ There is nobody on the face of the earth
who could better serve as the centre of a Boston craze
than V/illiam Blake, Ke was great enough to be thoroughly
misunderstood; he wrote a great deal that is so absolutely
incomprehensible to everybody that the wayfaring man,
though a fool, cannot lack abundant excuse for all sorts
of new and fantastic "interpretations" of it, while there
is still enough that is beautiful and sublime, and at the
same time intelligible, to hold the sensible, who are the
saving salt of these societies. The fact that the
original Blake water-colors brought over here by Mr,
>iuaritch have been just accumulated by the Boston Art
Museum is an additional fact which may be counted upon as
^ Nation
. 55:286, September 26, 1907.
^ The '/William Blake Society of Arts and Letters,
founded in 1901, on the feast of the Assumption, by Richard
0. Jackson, was represented in the United States by G-ardner
Teall, Esq., of V/ashington Square, New York City, president
and secretary here. There is also a California Blake Society.

having some weight, and I live in i.ope that we aiay next
winter have the amuseoient of a Blake Society, with all
the exquisite fooling that this implies*. For wnlch way
of stating it may I be forsivenl5
To trace ti.is stream to its slender source, compare
the foregoing passages, showing a retrogressive decline in
the prestige of the Blake "movement" as we go back down tne
years, with the testimony of William Augustine Cram, a
Universalis t minister, the father of Ralph Adams Cram, as to
the standing of Blake in Boston literary circles in 1868.
"Today," he said, "Blake's poems are the mystic gospel of a
higher life to y, few."^ But even then Blake was already
"more and more appearing a wonderful revelator .
"''^
These four passages suggest a question to which this
study is intended to offer some possible answers; namely,
how is it that a poet hardly known to exist in the city in
which he lived all but a few years of a very long life,
should have become, within a century after his death, a
commanding figure in American literary circles and a very
considerable Influence upon modern American poetry?
An answer to the question v/ould not only aid in
explaining the poetic renaissance in the United States, but
^ Arlo Bates, "Literary Topics in Boston."' The Book
Buyer
. 7:199*200, June, lc90.
William Augustine Cram, "William Blake," The Radical .
:382, February, 1868. Italics not in the original.
Ibid.
, p. 378.

4would throw llf^ht on the manner in wnich pos Uiuuous literary
reputations in general are advanced. It is not impossible
that a thorough diagnosis may lead to prognosis; having
constructed a chart of the rise in Blake's reputation and
Influence, we may be able to suggest what place he is likely
to occupy in the future.
That Blake has been considered critically from several
points of view makes it necessary to go occasionally outside
strictly literary bounds. Althougri this study is concerned
primarily with Blake's literary reputation, and with his
influence upon modern American poetry, it would be unwise to
ignore his reputation and influence in other directions, for
there is an overlapping and interconnection of influences,
as will be noted particularly in the chapters on the Imagists
and on the painters. It will be sufficient to keep in mind
the fact that the other aspects of Blake's personality are,
for the purposes of this study, regarded as subordinate to
Blake as a poet.
By a convenient alliteration, Blake's personality as
it affects our world may be considered in its poetical,
pictorial, and pnilosophical aspects. It is hard to say
which of these is the more important; we cannot lean upon the
critics, for there is as yet no agreement among them. There
are, in fast, curious anomalies in the treatment of Blake
by critics of art, literature, and life which will be pointed

5out laucr in this paper.
There is no suggestion, therefore, that Blake's
influence on poetry is the most significant of his uianifold
influences, nor ti^at it is the primary influence, either
chronologically or in the sequence of cause and effect
(that is, for example, that the influence on painters is a
result of their first having read Blake's poetry).
In order to discover v;hat Americans have thought of
Blake during tiie last century, recourse has been had to
essays published in periodicals and books, to reviews in
periodicals and newspapers, to exhibition catalogues, to
biographical and critical studies of American v;riters, to
standard ATierican histories of literature, to anthologies,
to library bulletins, to musical publications, and to the
poems, plays, and novels of those writers whose connection
with Blake was suggested by other sources.
The study of contemporary poets has been, in general,
limited to those of whose connection v;ith Blake there was
prior evidence, partly in order to narrow the field, other-
v/ise hopelessly large, and partly to check an inevitable
tendenc^i^ to see Blake everywhere, after becoming saturated
in Blake literature. There is some collateral verification
of parallelisms in this limitation, for there is already a
presupposition of influence, based upon the fact that the
author in question has read Blake, has written upon Blake,

6or la associated with Blalie by other writers, In many cases
personally acquainted v/lth the author, and therefore In a
position to judge authoritatively of the presence of Blake
Influence. The bases for estimating tne presence of such
Influence are further elaborated in the chapter on Imasism.
If there is one critical principle v/hich has been
brought home during this investigation it is that bare
parallelisms, unsupported by other evidence, are relatively
unimportant. It is particularly true of Blake that mere
verbal reminiscences are the least Important of the evidences
of his influence. As Emily Hamblen said, "Blake's point of
view is far more characteristic and original than i:is imagery."
It is a factor in the vitality of the Blake tradition that
his poetry sets poets at creating new poetry rather than at
Imitating Blake in detail. As far as it is possible, therefore,
the study has been kept clear of unjustified statements of
influence, although there are a number of examples of such
unqualified and undocumented statements in the Blake literature.
Reviewing a Zurich dissertation, a case in point, Helen White
called it
a very good example of the pitfalls of the influence study.
Faithful comparisons of passages, of elements, even of
whole v/orks, are of little avail, unless the v/hole
undertaking is constantly shaped by a sense of how the
two men, taken by and large, stand with regard to each
^ Emily S. Hamblen, On the Minor Prophecies of William
Blake (New York: E. P. Button and Company, Inc., 1930), p. 4.

7other on all sides of temperament, point of view,
purpose .9
In a paper which is to review Blake's influence over
more than a hundred years, it is impossible to rive all the
details of parallelism for each author cited, but it is hoped
that the fact that these have been kept in mind will be in
most cases self-evident.
The literature on Bla.ke is grouped about certain nodal
years, namely 1563, looO, 1593, 1907, and 1927. In each of
these years the publication of a series of books on Blake,
chiefly by English authors, was followed by an outpouring of
critical commentary in the American press, and, in some
instances, by the appearance of independent American contri-
butions. The discussion must be arranged, however, not only
on a chronological, but also on a topical plan. To some
extent the two are parallel. That is, Blake was discussed
from many points of view, successively. There v;ere
sociological doctrines implicit in his poetry, and the science
of psycnology, developed since his day, asserts its rigiit to
judge his work by its own methods.
Blake was regarded in the earliest period as an
engraver, then, successively, as a painter, a lyricist, a
mystic, a revolutionary, and a prophet of the modern
y helen C. White, (A review, untitled), Tlie Modern
Lan --uar.e Review, 25:219, April, 1930.

8consciousness. It is not that each of these aspects has been
considered to the exclusion of all the others, at any one
time; It Is rather that the emphasis has shifted In the
manner Indicated. At the same time that critics have turned
to ever-new sides of Blake's personality, there has been a
consciousness of the earlier ways of regarding him. This
constant, though slight, shift In perspective Is the primary
reason for the undoubted growth In Blake's reputation. Blake,
like Shakespeare, seems to offer inexhaustible material for
commentary.
Blake's reputation has, then, developed chronologically
tiirough a series of distinct periods, each centering about a
year of particular activity. It has developed, furthermore,
by a broadening process wiilch does not yet seem to have
reached its conclusion. There has been what might be called
a lateral as well as a lineal development. In addition there
has been a vertical or thlrd-dimentsional development in the
rising enthusiasm of the criticism. From Crabbe Robinson
to S. Foster Damon there has been a constant rise in Blake's
stock. Even during the shorter period between Rossettl and
Yeats, between the Pre-Raphaelite and the lieo-Celtic
movements, there was an evident increase in warmth of
appreciation, and this was reflected in American circles
Influenced by these movements.
Finally, with the American poets of the period

9centering about the first World War, Blake became almost
synonymous with the poetic attitude. His madness, his
naivete, his mysticism, his humani t-^rianism. Lis symbolism,
his hatred ox convention, his love of definition, his
obscurity, the intensity of his sexual imagery, his mono-
syllabic compression in the lyrics, his grandiose freedom ixi
the prophecies—all these made him the model for a twentieth
century poet, as Byron had been the model for an earlier
generation.
/
CHAPTER II
THE "unki'JOv:n paiwter" 1737-1863;
I. BL^UIE'S ;.SS0CIATE3
To those who knew Blake in early manhood, he was
primarily an engraver; his painting was known to very few,
among them his patron Thomas Butts (a descendant of the
patron of Holbein); his poetry was scarcely known at all.
Lamb,-^ Coleridge,^ Wordsworth,^ and Southey"^ had some
knowledge of his work; Keats, as Amy Lowell suggested, may
have been influenced by him.^ A tenuous sort of secondary
influence may, consequently, have been exerted on American
writers through the medium of these poets and essayists;
the connection between Blake and Coleridge may, possibly,
have been of considerable significance. The analysis of
Anglo-American literary relations, however, has not yet
been carried out in sufficient detail to make possible an
assessment of the extent and importance of such secondary
influence
.
^
--Alexander G-ilchrist, The Life of Vfll'liam Blake . Fictor
I^^notus (London: The Macmillan Coinpa.ny, I863) , Vol. 1, p. 7^+.
^ Ibid
. . p. 336.
^ Ibid . . p. 1.
Ibid., p. 25, 227.
r—
Cf . infra, p.
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Shelley, Godwin, Priestley, and Paine were fellow
radicals, who met Blake at the home of a Mr. Johnson in
London, and two of these, Priestley and Paine, lived in
America for a number of years, after they had known Blake,
^
Paine had particular reason to remember Blake if, as 3-ilchrist
said, it was Blake who warned Paine to leave England, and so
enabled him to escape arrest."^ It is true that both Priestley
and Paine were worshippers of the Gallic goddess of reason,
and that Blake became disgusted with the revolutionary
movement when he saw whither it led, to barren rationalism
and inevitable social reaction.
It must, one presumes, remain a matter of pure
speculation v/hether either of these men ever spoke of their
eccentric London associate to their new American friends;
it seems not improbable that they did so, considering the
length of time each lived in the New World.
Priestley arrived in New York on June 4, 1794, and
gdied in this country on February 6, 1604. He lived during
most of this decade in Northumberland, Pennsylvania, spending
some time in Philadelphia. He had proposed on his arrival to
^ Jilclirist, 22. ci
t
. . p. 92-3.
Ibid.
, p. 95.
Q
Philip Joseph Hartog, "Joseph Priestley," Dictionary
of National Bio.g^raphy
.
XVI, 357'76.

12
spend at least two months each year in the American capital.
Paine had been in the colonies during the Revolution;
one may suspect American iafluence on Blaise through himl He
arrived in America on tiiis first visit on November 30, 177^.^
He was in London in 1767 i and it was then that Blake met him
and, perhaps, saved his life. Paine was again in America
on October 30, 1802, and remained here until his death, on
July 8, 1809.
There was therefore a period of fifteen months during
which both Priestley and Paine v/ere living in America. Tiiey
were both talkative men, and it is intriguing to contemplate
the possibility that some of tneir talk was about the young
radical Blake, only thirty years old when Paine fled from
England
.
G-odwin, to v/hom Blake was later violently antagonistic,
was at one time an associate, and may conceivably have had
his imagination stirred by conversation with the engraver.
If this were so to any considerable extent, the fact would
be interesting in view of the undoubted influence exerted by
Godwin on Charles Brockden Brown, our first novelist. "^^
There is a strong likelihood tliat Shelley was affected
9 Leslie Stephen, "Thomas Paine," Dictionary of National
Bio-raohy
.
XV, 69-79.
'^^ Carl Van Doren, "Charles Brockden Brown," Diction-
ary of American Bic'^raphv
.
Ill, 107-110.
/
13
by what he knew of Blake, and Shelley himself has had
sufficient influence on American poets to make every factor
in his own literary personality of significance in a study of
tne sources of American literature. As we shall see, Elinor
V/ylie owed a great deal to Blake, although her first
allegiance was to Shelley; in the parallel case of Amy Lowell
the double influence was that of Blake and Keats. The two
cases illustrate an embarrassing truth concerning influences,
namely that it is difficult to distinguish between the effect
of original reading of a poet and the absorption of his
manner through a poet whom he has influenced. Tne obvious
difficulty, the practical impossibility, of completely
disentangling these strands of poetic tradition, should not
lead us to ignore the existence of these inconveniently
nebulous sources of influence.
Rather, we must realize that about the hard core of
verbal reminiscence and demonstrable ideological echoing
there is an ill-defined aura of semi- independent , semi-deri-
vative material, none of which may be definitely classified
as Blakean, but which would not be quite what it is had
31ake never lived. One has, in studying American poets of
the present century, jUst this sense of a diffusion of
Blakean ideas so complete that the source is obscure,
Seymour Stocker Kirkup, who had known Blake well,
was the center of a coterie at Florence, and a young American

14
painter, Henry Wilde, was associated with him in Italy, about
1840. He was an old man when Charles Eliot Norton visited
him in London. -^^ These are two further living links between
Blake and America.
No doubt Benjamin West was the first American, if such
he can be called who spent fifty-seven years of his life in
England, to know Blake. It has been said that
One of West's greatest gifts as a teacher was his
ability to appreciate unconventional genius; he was one
of the few artists who praised the work of William Blake
during the lifetime of that great mystlc.l3
The praise spoken of was undoubtedly that recorded by
Joseph Farington, R. A.; an entry in his diary dated February
19, 1796, noted that "West, Cosway, & Humphrey spoke warmly
in favour of the designs of G^m.l Blake the Engraver, as
H l4
works of extraordinary genius and imagination. It is
notev;orthy that West knew Blake, then thirty-nine years old,
as an engraver and not as a painter. One wonders whether
West knew of the circumstances under which Stothard's
illustration of the Canterbury Pilgrims was produced, v/hen he
11 Lionel Henry Cust, "Seymour Stocker Kirkup,"
Dictionary of National Biop-raohy
.
XI, 224-5.
\j
L
, ini ro.
,
p
.
James Thomas Flexner, America ' s Old I-las ters : Firs t
Artists of the New World (New York: The Viking Press, 1939) , p.
14
James G-reig, editor, Tne Far in;-;ton Diary (London:
Hutchinson and Company, Ltd., 1923), PP. l4l-2.
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recoimnended that work to Mr. Kart Davies, wi^o xiad called upon
him "and wished West to Inform QiiiiQ of any productions in
which any of those eminent Camong modern artists3 miglit be
thouglit to have excelled. "'^^ For this was the work which
Blake believed Cromek had commissioned to him, the work for
which he engraved a faoiiliar desirn (a copy of which hangs in
the poetry room at the Widener Library in Cambridge), and
which first made Richard Kenry Stoddard acquainted with
Blake's name.-^^
He CWest3 was influenced by the early romantic reaction
of Stothard and Blake, but was too old to accept the new
trend in full Csaid Oskar Kagenl; after all its instigators
were thirty years his juniors. 1<
West, successful painter, president of the Royal
Academy after Sir Joshua Reynolds, attracted many young
American painters to London. Their knov/ledge of Blake is
problematical. Professor Damon found no reason to suppose
that eiti^.er Jashington Alls ton, wx-ose v/ork has some points
of rapprochement with that of Blake, or V/illiam Austin, author
of Peter Rugg, the Kissing; Man ( r: highly imaginative
combination of flip van Vv inkle and the Flying Du tollman) , both
of whom were in London during Blake's lifetime and both of
I3 Ibia., Vol. 6, p. 77.
1^
.Cf. infra
. p.
17
Oskar Kagen, The Eirth of the American Tradition in
Art (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 19-^0), p. 121.
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whom knew Fusell, ever met or indeed ever heard of '.Villiam
olake
,
Of a third American, John Sartain, who was Ir London
for twenty- two years, from loOS until three years ai'ter
Blake's death, this is not true. Sartain, an engraver from
Piiiladelphia, later the editor of Sartain' s Union Map-.azine of
Li terature and Art, and a member of the Ro si crucian Society
of Philadelphia, a man whose interests might be expected to
lead to an acquaintanceship v;ith Blake, knew many of Blake's
associates. Kis account of Blake was published tv.'o years
before the turn of the nineteenth century; it is possible,
even quite probable, that he had spoken of Blake to friends
in Philadelphia literary and artistic circles earlier.
Sartain had seen the illustrations to Job hung on
the walls of Yarley's rooms, and had iieard fruiii the astrologer
19details of Blake's life and artistic tectjiique. He had stu-
died with Richter, and had heard from him of the Canterbury
20 ?1Pilgrims affair. He T^d met Blake's widow. Sartain was,
therefore, the first American to have any extended knov;ledge
of Blake.
-^^ S. Foster Damon, "Some American References to Elake
Before I863," Modern Lanp-.uare Notes
. 45:365, June, 1930.
^^ Joi'Ji Sartain, Reminiscences of a Very Old Kan (Nev/
York: D. Apple ton and Company, lc9C)
,
p. 108.
20
Ibid
. . p. 112.
21
Ibil
. . pp. 114, IS3.

17
He w;.3 "deeply impressed." Cautiously he adiiiltted
"admiration of certain qualities" in the illustrations to
Job.^^ He v;as interested in the engravinr;;, teclnnique employed
by Blake, noting that he employed neither burin nor graver,
but a small knife-like tool.
When his reminiscenees were published, Blake's name
was already well imown in America; in givins an account of
him, Sartain was rather gratifying than arousing curiosity.
Neither in his engravings nor in his literary productions was
there a hint of Blake influence; this is rather curious when
it is remembered how many interests Blake and he had in
common.
II. Ii'JFLUEI\CE BEFOllE I83O
Berger gives a bibliography of Blake's works, some of
which could have found their v/ay to America during his life-
25
time or during the three years after his death. Considering
the scarcity and obscurity of these v;orks, however, it is
extremely unlikely that any of Blake's own work, asirle from
his illustrations in Blair's G-rave and Young's Kip'ht Thoughts .
Ibid . . p. 109.
23
Ibid-
. P- lOS.
24
LO C a C 1 t •
25
Pierre, Berger, V^'illiam Blake, Poet and Mys tic (auth
orized translation; Hew York: E. P. Dutton and Company, 1S15)
,
420 Dp.

18
both very popular poems, should have crossed the Atlantic.
Miss Lowery gives an account of the five sources for Blake's
Tilt6
early life; four of tnese were published before 1630.
chance Is rather ;^ood that copies of these may have been In
American libraries. On the whole, however, there Is no doubt
that nothing of significance was known of Blake before the
publication of Cunningham's Lives . to be discussed in the
following section. There are, nevertheless, some curious
parallels to stir speculation as to the possibility that
some fugitive pieces of Blake's may in some way have reached
America
.
In Freedom' s Journal for June 8, 1627 C^he year, as
it happens, of Blake's ^eath^
,
appeared a little poem,
called' "The Black Beauty," copied from the New Haven
Chronicle . It was claimed that the anonymous author
was a "son of Africa." Not only is the poem a confessed
Imitation of Solomon ' s Sonr. but also an interestlnfj
reminder of William Blake's "The Little Black Boy,"^ which
the author in all probability did not know. . . .
Black I am, ohl daughters fairl
But my beauty is most rare.
Blacky indeed, appears my skin.
Beauteous, comely, all within:
Black when by affliction press 'd,
Beauteous, w^en in Christ I rest;
Black, by sin's defiling blood,
Beauteous, wash'd in Jesus' blood;
Black I am in my ov/n eyes.
Beauteous in my lord's I rise:
Black I am to men, 't is true,
Beauteous in the angels' view:
Black, if Jesus frowns a while.
Beauteous, when I see him smile,
2b Margaret Ruth Lowery, Windows of the Morning: a
Critical Study of William Blake'
s
Poetical Sketches, 1733
(Yale Studies in English, Vol, 93. New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1940) , 249 pp.

19
Black, while in the tomb I lie,
Beauteous, when I .aount the sky. '
The likenesses to "The Little Black Boy" are striking
even though inconclusive. Particularly close is the parallel
between the spiritual-like antiphony in the poem by the "son
of Africa" and the balancing of white and black in Blake's
first stanza:
My mother bore me in the southern wild,
And I am black, but Ol my soul is white;
White as an angel is the English child.
But I am black, as if bereav'd of light.
Still more striking are the parallels between Blake
and Henry Coggswell Knight, class poet at Brown University,
in later life an Episcopal clergyman.
Knight was studying at Harvard in IGOS, "an indifferent
student, preferring reading of his own choice to a definite
program of stady."^^ In a volu.iie of nis poems published in
1315 there is a verse which suggests a reading of Coleridge's
"Chris tabel," not then popular; this supports the view that
Knight was unorthodox in taste and a reader of out-of - tne-way
literature.-^^ According to Frederick Knight "botn my brother
27 Vernon hoggins. The Ney.ro Author, Kis Development In
America (hew York: Columbia University Press, 19:)l) , PP.
William Blake, Poems and Prophecies (Max Plowman,
editor, Everyman's Library; New York: E. P. Dutton and Company,
1927), p. 10.
" Mildred E. Williamson, "Henry Coggswell Knight,"
Dictionary of American Bio£raDhy» Vol. 10, p. 466.
30
Ibid.

20
and myself had too much sensibility and too- little sense. I
was ever in my study, but gave myself up to general reading.
This admission is apparently the basis for the statement :uade
by Miss vvilliamson above.
We are reminded of Blake when we read that at college
"some at midnight have their spirits awake, nolding deep
"52
communion with the sages of other years." It is not triat
this is anything more tlian the love of romantic gloom,
common at the time; it is, however, an interesting coincidence
that a poet whom we aaspect of having read Blake, appears by
his brother's account to have been something of a seer
himself. It may be added, for the comfort of those who insist
on Blake's insanity, that Knight had a half-brotner who died
mad.
Helen G. "Witiirow was the first to suggest Blake's
influence on the obscure American poet.
In 1309 there was published at Boston "The Cypriad," a
slender volume of poems. The youthful author, Henry
Coggswell Knight, (born at Newburyport, Mass., 1766; died
at Rowley, Mass., I635)
,
graduated from Brown University
in IS12. As might be expected in the work of so young a
poet, the title-poem and others of the "Cypriad" are
plainly derivative. Tnere is one possible exception, "The
Li ttle Sweep"
:
Sweep chimney, sweep I
Tiiorn Gottag;e or the Poet'
s
Home: A Memorial of
Frederick Kni rht
.
Ssq
. .
of Rowley
.
MasT] Tsoston: Press of
nmos Crocker and Brewster, 165577 P« 12.
^2 Ibid
.
, p. 13.
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Sweep chimney, sweep'.
Pity the boy
Without employ.
The snow is very deep:
Ohl pity take
For mis'ry's sake,
Nor leave nijQ cold to weep;
Poor little Afric sweep!
He's very cold'.
Ohl very coldl
With nought to eat.
And frozen feet;
Kis doublet now grown old;
His shoes are gone.
This snowy morn.
And, ahl was Saapo sold
To die with winter's cold?
None hears my cryl
Soon I must diel
For in the street
No one I meet.
While in the snow I cry.
Ah', now I know
In cruel snow
Poor Sampo cold must lie,
Ahl with his brush must die.
To the modern mind this poem immediately suggests Blake.
The lyrical stanza form, the short lines, the repetition
of words for rhyme, the contrast of the black boy with
the white snow (Kote: Blake's "A little black thing among
the snow," becomes an actual negro boy in Knight's poem.
Blake's The Little Black Boy," however, contains a negro.)
apparently comes from Blake. The last three lines of
Knight's poem suggest the illustrations in "Songs of
Experience .
"
In "The Cypriad" Knight was obviously a frankly
derivative poet. If he had not seen "Songs of Innocence
and Experience," this is the one original poem in the
book. If it had been normally possible for him to have
seen Blake's volume we should assume his indebtedness
without hesitation. How an American in 1S09 could have
seen it without crossing the Atlantic we can only
conjecture. Blake's poem was not republished until
1624, wh^n it aopeared in Montgomery's "Chimney Sweeoer's
Friend. "-^^
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Perhaps the similarity in subject has been unduly
influential in leading Miss Withrow to draw the comparison,
and the otiier likenesses are merely accidental. Chimney
sweeps formed the "child labor" problem of the time; there
was agitation in Parliament during the period for the
amelioration of conditions; it was not a peculiar humanitarian
hobby of Blake. Chimney sweeps are rather common characters
in literature; the subject has since been treated by Dickens
(in Oliver T^.^lz t ) and Kingsley (in Water Babies ) . The really
strong point in the argument is the contrast between this
poem and the others in the volume, a contrast which certainly
suggests something unusual in its conception.
It can hardly be admitted, however, that the influence
of Blake is very significant, when the internal evidence for
its existence is so doubtful. If it could be shown beyond
doubt tiiat Knight had never seen Blake's poem, the fact that
he wrote in the Blake manner nevertheless would seem to indi-
cate the insignificance of "influences" generally. That can
hardly be called a cause, in the absence of v/hich an effect
can be brought about.
The "influences" on the research student may need
examinaLion. V*hen Miss V/i throw says that "to the modern mind
this poem immedin tely suggests Blake," and that "if it had
33 helen C, '.vitrirow, "The Chimney Sweeo in American
Verse," i^otes and .c^ueries, l60:9S, February 7, 1931.
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been normally possible for him to have seen Blake's volume
we should assume his indebtedness without hesitation," she
betrays an ever-present weaimess in influence studies. There
is a tendency to consider as one and the same the oossibili ty
of influence and its acTtual exis tence .
Tnere is one other poem in the volume which, if we are
to presume a Blake Influence on Knight at all, might afford
another instance of that Influence. The poem is an "irregular
ode" entitled "The Orpkan Boy," and has the same short linns
and childish pathos that characterize Blake's "Little Boy
34
Lost." There is, to be sure, a classical epigraph to
explain ti.e source of the poem, but even a translation may
admit other influences than the ostensible original.
III. FROM CUiCL-IilGHAM TO V/ILKIKSON 1830-1639
In the same year in which Sartain left England, that
is in 1830, appeared Allan Cunningham's Lives of the Most
Eminent British Painters
.
Sculptors
.
and Architects . There
was an American edition in the following year.-^^ This work
was the source from v^hich Americans gained what little
knov/ledge of Blake tney possessed before I863.
3*^ henry Coggswell Knight, The Cvoriad . In Two Cantos .
V/ i th 0 ther Poems and Translations (Bos ton: J. Belcher, Printer,
1CC9), pp. ::'3-^.
Allan Cunningham, Lives of the Mos t Eminent British
Painters . Sculptors . and \rcnitec ts (Harper's Stereotype Edi-
tion; Ilev/ York: harper, I83I)
,
3 vols
.
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Cunningham la, therefore, the most important single
factor in the history of Blake's reputation, from a purely
sCiioii..rly point of view. For
The two chief problems in the history of Vfilliam
Blake's reputation are perhaps how far he was known as
a poet in England before the publication of Gilchrist's
"Pictor Ignotus" in I863, and how far he was known at all
in America before that date.?^
Although Cunningham was writing of Blake primarily as
a painter, he included in his chapter on Blake the following
poems: "The Tiger," "The Chimney Sweeper," "Holy Tnursday,"
"Laughing Song," "Song" ("I love the Jocund dance"), "Gwin,
King of Ilorway," "introduction" (from Sonc-s of Irmocence)
,
"The Lamb," "To the Muses," and "King Edward the Third" (a
fragment; .
"
Much more attractive than Blake's poems, however, was
his ov/n curious personality, and the legend of his visions.
These were apparently taken quite seriously, and upon
Cunningham's version of them was based the general vievi of
Blake as a more or less harmless lunatic. The so-called
"prophetic books," which would have strengthened this impres-
sion, were still known even by rumor to very few.
Since Cunningham's conception of Blake was for years
w Thomas Olive Mabbott, "Blake's American Fame," Times
Literary Suoolement
. p. 127, February 23, 1933.
57
Cunningham, 02. cit .
I
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accepted in America as an accurate portrait of tr.e palntcr-
poet, and since he was referred to again and again, it may be
well to see how Blake was treated in the Lives .
According to Cunningham's account, 31d,ke, "by frequent
indulgence In . . . Imaginings . . . gradually began to
believe in the reality of v.'hat dreaming fancy painted. "-^^
The biographer of painters made a comment which is interesting
In the light of subsequent criticism. Ee said that Blake
•7
"wrought with his pencil in ... a higher and better spirit,"'^
but that "he never attained that professional skill, without
wi:ilch all genius Is bestowed in vain.""^^
The very hlgii prices paid by twentieth century collector
for Blake items is some evidence that Cunningham's view Is
not generally shared now; but the really interesting point to
be made here Is Lhat in the field in which Cunningham was
particularly concerned, he regretfully condemned Blake's
actual productions. In this attitude there is evidence of
a curious fact to be noted later, in connection, for example,
41
with articles In The hew Jerusalem Man;azine and The --American
42
.-architect. a critic is quite ready to acknowledge Blake's
3^' Ibid
. . p. 132.
^5 Ibid.
, p. 131.
^ Ibid
. , p. 153.
Cf. p. 27.
^2 Cf . p. 104.
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claims In those fields of which the critic himself professes
no special knowledge; men who made no pretence to know thoU;^t
hfc might be and probably was England's greatest color is t and
England's greatest mystic. Upon his first appearance in
America Blake was treated with little respect whether as poet,
painter, or philosopher.
The Swedenborgian organ in America, The New Jerusalem
Map;azine
.
published in Boston, the center of this church as
it was of Unitarianism and of Christian Science, reviewed
in its December, IS3I, and January, 1&32 issues, respectively,
the lives of Flaxman and Blake, the two Swedenborgian artists
included in Cunningham's Lives . In January it drew a compar-
ison between the two to the disparagement of Blake. The
same sort of comment is made by Catholics of Blake as compared
44
with Francis Thompson.
The Swedenborgian reviewer said:
He was gifted with perhaps equal talent, and he appears
to have embraced some of the peculiar opinions of Flaxman,
but not unders tandingly ; and these truths were, in his
case, little more than broken parts of a system of which
he knew not the unity and coherence; and they were
mingled with falsities and made to minister to his self-
conceit, and grievously distorted by the false medium
Marguerite Beck Block, The New Church in the New World
(New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1932)
, p. 309.
^ Cf. Florence Moynihan, "Francis Thompson and Blake,"
Catholic Education Review
. 15:306-8, April, 1918.

through which he saw them . . . our readers will find in
the following account of him frequent occasion for pity
and regret. ^5
Blake had, after all, repudiated Swedenborg as he had
repudiated devolution, and he might anticipate scant courtesy
from the faithful. It is rather strange, nevertheless, to
find that very aspect of Blake which is regarded as most
important by contemporary students of the poet, namely his
philosophy of life, deprecated by a critic representing the
body which would be presumed to be most sympathetic to this
side of his personality.
Yet this is, as we have pointed out above, not an
unusual reaction. Poets deprecate his poetry and painters
his art; on the other hand poets find him important as a
religious thinker, and painters are apt to like his poetry.
Possibly this is to be ascribed to a natural tendency to
qualify our Judgments the more cautiously, the more specific
knowledge we possess.
In this case the reviewer was equally severe in
judging the poetry. The poems cited above are spoken of as
"some specimens of his poetry, in which we see no great merit.
Unless v;e v.-ere to quibble over the v/ord "great" as applied to
lyrics, this Judgment could scarcely be made acceptable to
''+5
"William Blake," The New Jerusalem Magazine, 3:104,
December, 1832.
Ibid., p. 106.
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the great majority of re:iders of Blake today.
Critics however, like poets, are an irritable race,
and doubtless forced by the nature of their profession to an
emphasis on skepticism. Ten years after the dismissal of tne
poems as of "no great merit," the same magazine made amends
by printing without comiuent, upon the last page of txie issue,
under tne heading "Poetry," one of those very poems, "Tne
Lamb, Selected from Songs of Innocence by William Blake,"
47through whose recommendation we shall proDably never know. '
Blake's visions excited an interest in him which
neither his painting nor his poetry could arouse at first.
During the nineteenth century there was particular interest
in the mysterious and the occult. It was the age of Mesmer
and the Fox sisters and the Society for Psychical Research;
this interest in the supernatural was a natural reaction from
the Age of rieason.
In 183'^ the first American edition of a book on sleep
48
was published in New York. That it was read as well as
oublished is indicated by the fact that tnere were two more
49
American editions at least. The author, Robert Macnish,
47 The New Jerusalem Magazine, 13:99, April, 1842.
4R /
Robert Macnish, The Philosophy of Sleep (first
American edition) (ix'ew York: W. Pearson and Company, 1834),
96 pp.
Cf . Bibliography, sub voce Macnish.
I!
r
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drawing upon Cunningham, related the story of tne fairy
funeral, and that of the spiritual portraits, called Blake
"perhaps ti.e most remarkable visionary and passed judgment
on his fancies tlius : "His wild imagination, wnlch totally
overmastered his Judgment, and make Csic") him mistake the
51
chimaeras of an excited brain for realities ..."
Someone signing himse-lf or herself simply ".i." was
moved by this story of the fairy funeral to compose a poetical
effusion at once, and it was published in the I^^ew York Mirror
the same year. Said "A.":
One of his visions appeared to me so particularly
poetical in its conception, that I was irresistibly
impelled to atte:npt to give it a poetic dress.
No minstrel on the glade was seen.
No shepherd, with his silver reed,
The sky was calm, the air serene.
And silence slumbered on the mead.
Bright fancy painted to niy eye
The viewless tenants of the air
Breathing soft notes of minstrelsy.
To greet some sister-spirit there.
With ti'-Tobbing heart, and heaving sigh.
Breathless I stood, in wonder lost;
Then came a lovely vision nigh,
Of fairy forms, with sadness cross 'd.
The setting sun his rays had shed
In gold and purple o'er the sky,
When lol a requiem for the dead
On Zephyr's pinions floated by.
Macnlsh, og. cit
. . p. 227.
51 Ibid . . p. 228.
52 "A."^ "The Fairy's Funeral," New -York Mirror, 11:406
June 21, 1631.

Each little head was bent with grief,
^Ith tears was filled each little eye;
Upon a rose's fragrant leaf
They bore a form of beauty by.
A gentle fairy form I ween
Of rarest beauty, pale and dead,
Clad in soft robes of purest green.
Lay stretched upon the roseate bed.
Slow moved the solemn train along.
Till at the garden's utmost bound.
With mingled sobs, and plaintive song.
They laid the corse in hallowed ground.
Soft as the sighing zephyr's breath,-
That mystic music stole away.
And in the icy arms of death.
In sweet repose the fairy lay.
I came at earliest dawn, to view
The spot to sorrow sacred made;
Each little leaf was pearl 'd v;ith dew.
Where that loved fairy form was laid.
And still as each revolving year.
That sacred season brings around.
Soft music fills the balmy air,
And dew-drops sparkle on her mound.
It is probable tiriat "A." ha^ read Cunningham as well
as Macnish, since the latter' s account was spoken of as "very
53
characteristic,' presumably of Blake, implying a previous
knowledge of Blake's character v/hich could only have come
from Cunningham.
Poe may have been influenced by this fancy of the
fairy funeral; it is quite probable that he read this version
"A.", "The Fairy's Funeral,"
53 Ibid
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of the story. Lafcaiio Hearn stated without qualif icc'. tion
thai Blake influenced Poe, by way of Coleridge and Bulwer-
Lytton, although he made no effort to document his assertion.-^'
Thomas Olive Mabbott susgested a connection between the poem
in the New York Mirror and Poe's "island of the Fay."^-^
3. Foster Damon pointed out the similarities between
Thomas Holley Chivers , a friend of Poe, and Blake.
The parallels between the two are at first striking.
Both v/ere mystics in times that did not appreciate them;
both versified and- painted; -both adored music; both were
(literarily) better at lyrics than at larger works; both
alternated between the naive and £;randiose moods; both
ignored academic rules; both have fine passages surrounded
by others which are at least not immediately recognizable
as poetry; both were influenced by Swedenborg and the
Kabalah; both evolved metaphysical systems, which were,
in general points, the same; both believed that symbolic
poetry was the highest form of literature; both hid their
doctrines under their symbols; both were considered eccen-
trics; and both were, in Fuseli's words, "damned good to
steal from. "56
In the typical Blakean manner was Chivers' "Little Boy
Blue , A Song"
:
Though he lay on the ground.
Yet in visions of night.
He was compassed all round
By the angels of light. 57
5^^~Lafcadio Hearn, On Poets (ToSyo: The Hokuseido Press,
1934), p. 471.
55 Tiiomas Olive Mabbott, "More Early American Publica-
tions of Blake," Notes and i^ueries, 165:279, October 21, 1933.
56 s. Foster Damon, Tliomas Holley Chivers; Friend of Pee
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1930) , p. 274.
57 Ibid
. , p. 274-5.
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Every hint of Blakean influence beioi-t io63 is v.'ortliy
of investigation, since even hints of such influence are rare.
A.S one investigator in the field, Thomas Olive Mabbott, said:
Despite a ^ood deal of seekin^^ in American periodicals
and books, at least to the year 1650, Oxily about 14
separate items riave been recorded by Dr. Keynes in his
"Bibliography," and two supplementary articles by Professor
Foster Damon and myself, respectively . . . Most of these
references and quotations come from the 40' s, only two
antedate them . . . (these are the New Jerusalem and
Mirror items). Both are more or less directly based on
Allan Cunningham' s^pLives of the Most Eminent British
Painters" of 1830.^^
He added another bibliographical item to the slowly
y^oi'ilns list.
From the same source C5i-inninsham3 is a newly found
paragraph, headed "Enthusiasm of an Artist," and credited
to "Lives of the Artists," which appeared in the "Forei^^n
Summary," on the second page of Atkinson' s Saturday
Even in.-- Post, Philadelphia, February 28, 1835. It is
merely an account of how Blake on his deathbed finished
a sketch of the Ancient of Days, and then perceiving his
wife in tears at the thought that it might be his last
work, tossed off a portrait of her in his best manner.
The wide circulation of the Post even at that time, ^how-
ever, makes the reference of considerable in teres t.^-^
Felicia Heraans wrote a poem based on this deathbed
drama, as did Mrs. Elizabeth E. Eames, an American. Whether
yirs , Eames was inspired oy ti.e newspaper account as -.veil as
by the poem by Mrs. Remans, to which she certainly ov/ed much,
her -./riting on the subject shows how strongly the Blake anec-
Thomas Olive Mabbott, "Blake's American Fame," Times
Literary Suoolement
. p. 127, February 23, 1933.
Ibid.
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dotes appealed to rOiUantlc American readers. The poeoi is
cited later in this chapter.
IV. FROM WILKINSON TO C'lLCriilDT 1839-1863
A 1 though the .Tiaterial for this chapter has been
treated almost entirely accordin^^ to a chronolo.^ical arran^e-
nient, because in so many cases it is derivative from secondary
and even tertiary sources, making it necessary to keep the
chronological sequence in mind, an English publication, The
Pnilosophv of Sleep , by Walter Cooper Dendy, which was issued
in l64l, in introduced nere, somewhat out of order, so that it
may be considered together with the volume of Macnish. There
6
1
was an American edition in 1845-
The book treated Blake from the standpoint of the man
of medicine, and tended -to strengthen the impression of Blake
as a madman. One wonders whether Holmes may have read the
volume
.
Look on the wild pencillings of Blake, another poet-
painter Clike FuseliJ, and you will be assured that they
were ghost-seers, .-^n intimate friend of Blake, himself a
reader of the stars Cthis would be Varley} , has told me
the strangest tales of his visions. In one of his reveries
he witnessed the whole ceremony of a fairy's funeral, which
he peopled with mourners and mutes, and described with
high poetic beauty. He was engaged, in one of these moods,
Cf. infra
, p. 40.
6l Walter Cooper Dendy, The Philosophy of Mys tery (New
York: Harper and Brothers, 1845) , 442 pp.
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In painting Kin^; Edward I, wiiO was sltt-in/; to nia. rox- .lis
picture. '.Vhile they v;ere conversing, //allace suddenly
presented himself on the field, arfd, by this uncourteous
^intrusion, marred the studies of the painter for that day.
Dendy was employing the narrative device of the dialogue
>
and he put into the mouth of "mother ciriaracter the following
observations, apropos of a comparison just made between Blake
and Shakespeare:
A most unliappy comparison, Astrophel. The difference
between Shakespeare and Blake is a,ntipoi6an . Blake was
a visionary, and thought his fancies real: he was mad,
Shakespeare was a philosopher, and knew all his fancy was
but imagination, however real might be the facts he wrought
from. ^3
Walt Vi'hitman also compared the two to Blake's disadvan-
64
tage, in almost identical language. Others have pointed out
the ways in v;hich Blake measured up to his great predecessor.^^
The fact that the comparison is made at all is significant.
This is one of the few (surprisingly fev/ to one new to the
study of Blake) forthright accusations of insanity in the
criticism of Blake.
James John G-arth '.Vilkinson, Blake's first editor, a
Swedenborgian, and the first of tne increasingly long list of
Blake enthusiasts, exerted considerable influence in tipping
62 Ibid ., pp. 93-4.
^5 Ibid . . p. 94.
Cf . p. 80.
^5 Cf. Bibliography, "Ranking Blake with Shakespeare."
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the scales in favor of Blake.
Wilkinson had many acquaintances in America; his
friendship witi. t..^ cider Henry James, editor of the Harbin.-^er
.
began with their correspondence in lc4l, two years after nic
edition of Blake's poems was published, a clironology of
some significance in estimating the extent to which his
enthusiasm for 31ake migiit dominate his conversation. G.
Wilkinson James, brother of William, was undoubtedly named for
the En^lisinaan. It may liave been Wilkinson who brought about
the publication of "The Lamb" in Tne IJew Jerusalem Ka.cr.azine
in 1842; the dates here (1641-1842) are suggestive.
Ke .aade a tour of America in 1869; his American connec-
tions parallel those of Anne jilcliris t , widow of Blake's
biographer. When Nathaniel Hawthorne was in London with his
family, his children were attended by Dr. Wilkinson; riawthorne
met Coventry Patmore at the doctor's home and discussed
mysticism with him; Hawthorne expressed apathy towards and
even repugnance to "spiritism."
Mrs, Anna Cabot (Jackson) Lowell, as her name indicates,
was related to many of the Boston families v;ith whom Wilkinson
was in contact. The timing is such that it may have been
Wilkinson who was responsible indirectly for the publication
bb Wilkinson was not an American, as both S, Foster
Damon and Anita Brenner have asserted.
^7 Julian Hawthorne, Nathaniel Haw thorne and His Wife
(Boston: James R. Osgood and Company, 1885), pp. 150-1.
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in her anthology of several of Blake's poems for children.
Thomas Olive Mabbott discovered this bit of Blakeana.
The earliest inclusion of Blake's work that I have met
with in an anthology in America is the printing of the
poems "On Another's Sorrow," "Night," and "The Little
Black Bov," in a volume compiled by Mrs. Anna Cabot
(Jackson) Lowell; Poetry for Home and School . Selected
by the author of the "Theory of Teaching," and "Edwards'
First Lessons in Grammar" (Boston: Published by S. a.
Simpkins, 1843). The poems appear in the first part of
the book, addressed professedly to younger pupils, and
are perhaps selected for their humanitarian quality.
According to the Boston directories, Mrs. Lov;ell (whose
name does not appear on the title page) ran a private
school. The volume was revised in I850, and later
reprinted from stereotyped olates; copies with the dates
1854 and 1855 being known. 'The 1854 title is "Gleanings
from the Poets, for Home and School."
The same poems appear (on different pages) and testify
to the conti^ued interest of the Transcendental group in
The old New England families are hopelessly tangled
in a maze of interlocking marriages, and almost all of them
signalize the purity of their blood lines by carrying the
maternal family name as a middle name; as, for example, i-j-s
.
Anna Cabot Jackson Lowell herself. This "sense of kinship
which is still a marked feature of the older Boston families
69ilo.vered io perfection in the Kigginsons." This passage
from Bliss Perry's biography of one of the clan is introduced
because it adds an enlightening footnote to the account of a
^ Thomas Olive Mabbott, Modern Languag^e Notes
.
4?:
67-8, February, 1932.
6Q^ Bliss Perry, Life and Letters of Henry Lee
Higginson (Boston: The Atlantic Monthly Press, 1921)
, p. I3.
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copy of Poetry for Home and School dated 1846, which the
author picked up in a Cambridse bookstore recently. This
was a second edition, not Included among the four cited by
Mabbott.
Bliss Perry continued:
Their clan was a prolific one, and by a long series of
inter^iarriages they were allied to an amazing number of
Old Boston faziilles: Gabo ts . Lees . Jacks ons . Lowells .
Channings
,
Perkinses, Tynr;s
,
Storrows, Putnams, Morses,
Paines, all called them "cousins. "70
Tiie copy spoken of has the gold initials "M. L. K."
set in the back, and the fly-leaf bears the pencilled
inscription "Kary Lee Kigsinson," carefully aligned on a
half-erased pencil line, together with the da.te, "Feb 1^""^
1C53.". Mary Lee Higginson was the fourteen year-old sister
of Henry Lee higginson, nineteen years old in 1S53, later the
founder of the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Evidently Mary had
been given the book at the beginning of the second semester
at Mrs. Lowell's private school, whether as a prize (the
gold-lettering suggests such a possibility), or as a text,
bought for her by her parents.
The title page includes two more works of which Mrs,
Lowell had been the author, "r'irst Lessons in G-eometry," and
"Olympic (lames."
Of interest to the student of Blake's influence is the
70 Ibid ., p. 14.
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statement of the book's purpose in the preface. The book was
... as well adapted to tiie fjtuiixj circle as the
school. It ^ives to children all they could cull from
many volumes, and, if inwoven with their earliest recol-
lections, will be remembered with deli{£;ht in after years.
Whether or no we remember "with deli^rht" tiiose poems
we learn perforce and by rote in childhood, there is no doubt
that the rhytiim and diction we absorbed tnen we can never in
after years wholly escape from. It is this truism which makes
the inclusion of poems by Blake in antholorries for children,
from the very first, so significant a measure of -his possible
influence on mature poets.
The "iJote to the Second Edition" explains that certain
poems were abridged or omitted; Blake's poems were not subject
to excision, however.
The day has passed v/hen we learn such masses of poetry
"by heart" ar Mary Higginson was required to learn. Of the
first section of 245 pages and 177 poems, no less than Jo
poems are marked in pencil as "learnt," among them all triree
of Blake's poems. The "Sonnet," by J, R. Lowell, on page 238,
is marked in ink "to coz Anna Lowell." Anna, of course, is tiie
editor of the book, Mary's teucher, and "coz" to both SLames
Russell Lowell and Mary herself. Such are the involutions
of Boston society. One cousin teaches another cousin poetry
written by a third cousin and dedicated to the first cousinl
There are no marks in the second section, which does
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not look as If it x..-.d been thumbed at all, eo that Mary, -it
fourteen, evidently represented that less mature mind for
which Mrs. Lowell destined the three Blj,ke poems.
Tne Lowell nauie r-ecuri L..ret. „iOre times lu ^iAb study;
not only Mrs. Anna Lowell, but James Russell, his wife Maria,
and Amy Lowell enter into the history of Blake's reputation
in -'imerica.
Mary Lee Higginson, by the way, became Mary Blake when
she married a gentleman by that name and v/ent to live in
Philadelphia. One wonders whether she associated her own
married name with the three poems she "learnt" in her school
days, not many years before.
Thomas Olive Mabbott turned up two more early bits of
Blake material in America. Referring to "the schoolbook of
1843," he saii:
Recently two more inclusions of Blake's poems in
little annuals for children have turned up, of great
interest, since they confirm the evidence of the school-
book that the 'Songs' were thought to be suitable for
real children, not merely those 'fit to enter the king-
dom of Heaven.' In Catalogue 59 of the Argosy Book
Stories, New York, under item 193, Mr. H. C. Houlton
pointed out, under the heading 'Blake's American Debut?'
that the two poems, 'Little Boy Lost' and 'Little Boy
Found,' appear in the Child' s G-em for l£45 (edited by
Mrs. S. Colman. Boston, T. K. Carter and Co., il8|-
Washington Street, issued 1844) at page 69, signed W,
Blake. Examination of several annualettes edited by
Mrs. Colman (whose first name was Pamela) in the New
York Public Library, revealed that the year before in
the Literary Keepsake for 1844 (the data of publication
are the same) at page 93f (without title) 'A Cradle Song.'
It is quoted in full in a story called 'The Baby,' where
a small child, seeing a baby, asks ner mother: 'May I sing
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that little sons her that I learnt in Ailliam Blake's
'Songs of Innocence'?' and is permitted to do so. 71
To what music would this "Cradle Song" be sung?
It was through Blake's works of fancy, rather than of
Imagination, that he was first known in America. The rather
pretty fancy of the fairy funeral had been considerably
extended and weakened in the poeu by "A." mentioned above; the
second poem "inspired" by Blake's life rather than by his v/ork
was also an elaboration of a hint given in Cunningham's Lives .
Mrs. Elizabeth E. Eames had read a poem by Llrs .. Kemans , "The
Painter's Last iork," suggested by the story of Blake's death-
bed portrait of his wife Catherine. In 1543 >irs . Eames
published her embellishments on the legend, entitling her
verse "Love's Last Vvork."
Mightier thou art, and ever wert,
0, Love— than Death
1
A soft Italian sunset its rich warm purple spread
—
Blending its royal rays, with hues of gold and ruby
red:
A still and shining lake, beneath, mirror 'd each
passing die,
V/hich in its sun-born glory lay, bright as the
bending sky.
Serenely radiant and fair, that Southern sunset
play '
d
Around a Cottage Home, which stood, in a green,
luxuriant glade-
-
Filling the glossy chestnut stems, with veins of
tender light.
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And fllnp;ins, o'er the olive leaf, a veil more
silvery bright.
But its parting glow fell loveliest, where a starry
Jasmine wound,
With the myrtle and rose-laurel, an open casement
round;
Tlirougli which the citron-odors and lime-tree's
fragrance stole,
And a niGi'itingale made music, to charm the pensive
soul
.
But unheeded fell the sunlight, tij?o' the rich and
bow'ry gloom.
Unheeded stray'd sv/eet scents and sounds, througli
the Dyin^ Painter's room.
Upon Lis silken couch he lay, but his thoughts were
all of her,
Who had been the starligJrit of his dreams, his
boyhood's worshipper.
Long did his dark, adoring eye, rest on her lovely
face.
As tho' to grave upon his soul, each fair and fault-
less grace.
He spoke at last,—and low, and deepy yet melting
was the tone
,
That tlirilled the list'ning ear of her, who watch'
d
him there alone.
"The Spirit of my Art--
The high— the beautiful, the G-od-like spirit
—
Visits once more iny heart.
Its last, last crown of triumph to inherit
1
Come hither, love, this parting; work shall be
Worthy my skill, --and thee.
"And thou— stand as thou art--
Just lay that soft-braid, from thy snowy forehead.
And I, ere I depart.
Will paint such loveliness as ne'er was borrowed
From Raphael's Mary,— so divinely fair.
Thou standest, half-drooping there 1
"Yes 1 thou art wondrous fair
—
Not the rich, radiant beauty, that I found thee
—
But a loveliness more rare--
iRefin'd and chasten'd, floateth soft around thee--
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Thy cheek Is pale, and thy pure, pure brow
Showeth the blue veins nowl
"But how serenely bright
The dear work qto^hs , beneath my quivering fingers ;--
Seel I have caught the light
—
The spiritual light, that in the blue eye lingers--
And given, to those curv'd lips, the tenderness
Born of the love's excess.
"But how much dwells unseen,
My blessed, blessed one 1 0, nought can ever
Show forth what thou hast been.
Through all the changes of Life's fitful fever:-
Unto my heart, thy deep, devoted love
Kath been all gifts above 1
"For all thy gentle cares
—
Thy patient ministry, through long hours of sickness--
For thy watchings and thy prayers
—
Thy hooeful spirit, rais'd to aid my weakness
—
For thy youth, thy bloom, made offerings unto me
—
For 2^Lk> again I bless theel
"iNiow lay my weary head,--
For the last time , upon thy faithful bosom,
0, weeo not thus, belov'dl
Yet, yet a little while, my drooping blossom.
And thou Shalt fill that vacant place by me
—
Under yon spreading treel
"And let this comfort thee.
That our Soul' s Love is not of things that perish;
It will immortal be
And holy, as the Faith our spirits cherish.
We shall ' oersweep the grave' again to dwell
Beside each other— love— farewell '. " ' 2
The poem is a typical nineteenth century sentimental
effusion, with all the conventional properties, exclamation
points, italics, piety, unabashed quotation from OLher poets,
provincial pronunciation ("sperrit"), flossy detail (the
Mrs. Elizabeth J. Eames , "Love's Last Work," The
Southern Literary Messenger, 11: 559-60, September, 1843.
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"silken couch," "nightingale," and "starry jasmine"), the
(Quakerish iiiode of speech, :ind the edlfylnr conclusion, like
the more or less graceful departure from this world of a grand
opera actress, with sweeping gestures. The neatness v/lth
which Mrs. Eames worked up to that final word reminds us of
the way really skillful letter writers formerly concluded their
epistles. I-Irs . Kemans had already sent Blake south for a
"poetic" death In Italy, but Mrs. Eames was responsible for
many of the details. The line as " tho ' to ^rrave upon his
soul , . ."is probably only a chance deviation Into something
like an allusion to txie real Blake, as is the expression,
"boyhood's worshipper," which could allude to the comparative
one-sidedness of Catharine's love-affair, but probably does
no t
.
Tiiere is a passing reference to Blake in a philosophical
treatise by the Plon. Job Durfee, Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court of Rhode Island, published in Boston in 1846. Writing
of the possibility of the formation of mental images, he was
reminded of Blake, as a footnote explained:
Vi'illiam Blake, whose biography is given in Cunningham's
Lives of tlie Mos t Eminent British Painters and Sculptors .
must, I think, be regarded as affording an extraordinary
instance of this power of mind.'-^
The Panidea
.
in which this note first appeared, was
Job Durfee, The Panidea , or An Omnipresent Reason
Considered As tlie Cre?. tive and Sustaining LokOs (Boston: T.
H. ".I'ebb and Company, 1846), p. 63.
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republished In 1849 In i.ls collected works.
The note Is remarkable in that an eminent lawyer, a
member of a profession notorious for its pedestrian character,
did not consider Blake made himself liable to charges of
madness in claiming to see visions, but only demonstrated
extraordinary powers of mind. The lion. Job Durfee was one of
the first to be interested in Blake as a psychological study.
William Howe Cuyler Hosmer of New York was a poet with
a rather interesting background. Kls mother spoke many Indian
tongues and he v/as himself an authority on Seneca Indian lore.
On August 14, 1643, at the third annual council of V/as-ah-n0-
de-no-san-ne , the Iroquois Confederacy, he read a poem, "Qenun-
dewah." Perhaps his knowledge of Indian phraseology intensified
his own tendency to a rhetorical style.
In 1846 a poem of his, called "Blake's Visitants," was
published in G-raham' s Magazirie, in Philadelphia. The poem
was suggesLed by the ubiquitous Lives of Allan Cunningham.
The stars shed a dreamy llght--
The wind, like an infant, sighs;
My lattice gleams, for the queen of night
Looks ttirough with her soft, bright eyes.
I carry the mystic key
That unlocks tne mighty Past,
And, ere long, the dead to visit me
V/ill wake in his chambers vast.
The gloom of the grave forsake.
74 Job Durfee, The Coaole ts ".rorks of the Hon . Job Durfee,
La le Chief J us tice of Rhode Island
.
With a Memoir of the author
(Tiioaas Durfee, editor, Providence: -^lidding and Proud, 1849)
,
523 pp.
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Ye princes who ruled of yore I
For the painter fain to life woull wake
Your majestic forms once more.
Ye brave, with your tossing lolurnes,
Ye bards of the pale, high brow I
Leave the starless night of forgotten tombs.
For my hand feels skillful now.
They come, a shadowy throng.
With the types of their old renown-
-
The Mantuan bard, with his wreath of song.
The monarch with robe and crown,
They cornel— on the fatal Ides
Of March yon conqueror felll
For the rich green leaf of the laurel hides
His baldness of forehead well.
I know, though his tongue is still,
By his pale, pale lips apart.
The Roman whose spell of voice could thrill
The depths of the coldest heart
—
And behind that group of queens
Bediglit in superb attire.
How mournfully Lesbian Sappho leans
Her head on a broken lyre I
That terrible shade I know
By the scowl his visage wears.
And the Scottish knlgiit, his noble foe.
By the broad claymore he bears
.
Tnat warrior king who dyed.
In Saracen gore, the sands.
With his knightly harness on, beside
The fiery Soldan stands.
Ye laurell'd of old, all halll
I love, in the gloom of night.
To rob the past of nis cloudy veil.
And gaze on your features brlgiit.
Hahl the first bright beam of dawn
On my window redly plays
,
And back to their homes of dust, have gone
The mighty of other days. 75
This diluted graveyardism owes nothing whatever, either
7^ B. H. C. Hosmer, "Blake's Visitants," G-raham' s Magazine
.
29:151, September, 1846.
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of spirit or expression, to Blake. The v;eak:nes3 of nineteenth
century poetasters in seizing upon superficially "interesting"
material (the v;ori itself, in the sense of "sentimental," wis
peculiar to the period) for working up in a romantic manner,
led inevitably to the production of watery verse whose one
solid element was the subject, thinned as it was by successive
second-hand treatments. ""Z^.", Mrs. Eames, and Hosmer took
Blake's visions much more solemnly than did Blake himself.
Blake was by no means "unknown" to New England, more
particularly to Boston and Cambridge, even before I863. The
possibility that Henry Coggswell Knight had in some way come
across a copy ~l'ike's early poems has been noted; much
more convincing evidence of a rather general knowledge of the
poet occurs in the decade of the forties. The three antholo-
gies, all published in Boston, one by a school-teacher
related to most of the first families of the region, and the
later of tne two items in the New Jerusalem Ha^azlne, are all
grouped, significantly, about the year l84l, when James John
G-arth V/ilklnson first began to correspond with Henry James
76
the elder.
T\vO more items during this decade may well stem from
the same source. In 1S47 Longfellow published a collection
of poems called The Es tray
. which included "The Tiger" and
7t> Clement John Wilkinson, James John G-arth .Vllklnson
(London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner, and Company, Ltd., 1911),
p. 41.

"The Little Black Boy." On Saturday, June l4, 1845, the
first Issue of The Harblnr.er . puMlf^hed by the Brook Farm
Phalanx, appeared. This uiai^azine, successor to the Phalanx .
continued publication until February 10, 1848. According to
Clarence 3-ohdes, "the English poets whose work appeared most
II 78frequently were Hood, Mrs. Southey, and Blake. The
magazine was edited by the elder Kenry James, who had then
known Wilkinson for five years or more. The inference is
obvious.
The motto of the magazine indicated its attitude
toward the worli of "social and political progress," an
attitude as revolutionary as that of Blake. "^.11 things,
at the present day, stand provided and prepared, and await
the light," declared The HcU^birvrer
.
In the issue of October 31, 1846, appeared an article
by Wilkinson on Progress; in the same issue, in the "Poetry"
79
column, the first poem was on "Another's Sorrow."
With the issue of November 6, 1847, the periodical
was printed in larger format and by a new organization, the
American Union of Associatlonis ts . In the issue of June 24,
77 Henry V/adsworth Longfellow, compiler. The £s tray .
Collection of Poems (Boston^ Ticknor and Company, lG47) , l44
7£ Clarence L. r . Gondes , The Periodicals of --vine r lean
Trans cendentalism (Durham, North Carolina: Duke Univei^sity
Press, 1931), p. 226.
79
The H3.rbin^-er
. 3:333, October 31, 1846.
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1848, the poetry coluimi v;as devoted entirely to 51:ik;e, v/itii
the explanation:
Tne followins are some portions of a little collection
of Poe tical 3ke tches by W. B., London, printed in the
year 17S3, which is .very rare, and as coming from V/illiam
Blake, the author of the 3onn-.g of Innocence and Experi -
ence
. as well as from its ov\rn merits, -leserves reoublica-
tion.^0
The reference to the Son,g;s of Innocence and Experience . of
which 'villiinson was the editor of the first edition in 1S39,
adds to our conviction as to the source of this recognition
of Blake, The poems published were the four on the seasons,
suggested to Blake by the well-known work of Thomson.
The July 8 issue of the same year contained "Selections
from Blake's Poems," including "To the Evening Star," "To
Morning," and the three "Songs" ("how sv/eet I roamed," "Ky
8l
silks and fine array," and "Love and Harmony").
Christopher Pearse Cranch, John G-reenleaf Whittier,
and V/. ,i . Story were on the publication board of The Harblnf-;er
.
and it was, presumably, read thoroughly by the Trans cenden tal-
is ts. V/hittier referred to the fairy funeral in Su-perna tu -
ralism in Hew England, nt that time (l£47) , xe probably
knew of Blake only through Cunningham. The essay, from which
the passage below is taken, was republished in his collected
works, under the title "Charms and Fairy Faith."
GO I Did . . 7:57, June 24, 1848.
8l
Ibid
. . 7:73, July 8, 1848.
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Fairy faith ia, we may safely say, now dead everyv/here
,
buried indeed, --for the mad painter Blake saw the fuxieral
of the last of the little people, and an irreverent
En^iilish bishop has rung their requiem. ^2
Wc .1...: the name of the senior Henry James again
associated with Blake in a commentary on "The Little Vagabond,"
an essay published in The Soiri
t
of the A^e in 1649. The
brief article is as follows:
Every one who has read Allan Cunningham's Lives of the
En.g^lish Painters, is familiar with the interesting sketch
of rVilliam Bl^ke. Cunningham was of too worldly a bent
to do full Justice to Blake's poems. Some of these for
simple and natural pathos will never be surpassed. He
who reads, however, must allow tne author any amount of
license v/ith respect to syntax and prosody. I enclose
you one of his poems not by any means as a fair specimen
of his muse, for it is not, but for its s trikin,^ humani-
tarian strain.
It seems to me that this curious morceau involves much
useful truth. "The Little Vagabond" evidently considers
that worship will not be spontaneous, while the stomach
is empty, and the back uncovered. He does not mean to say
that worship will be impossible in that state of things,
but only enforced or voluntary, not spontaneous. "When
the lark soars and sings in the morning"— thus the ragged
little piiilosopher reasons— it is from the inspiration of
a full crop. His song is a spontaneous gush of gratitude
for the good breakfast 3-od has given him. Line my crop
and feather my back every day like the lark's, and I will
give you both a matin's and vesper's, to v/hich the lark's
shall be no parallel. ..."
But I had no intention of writing a commentary on poor
Blake's muse . . .^'3
Henry James, "William Blake," Spirit of the A^, 1:113,
April, 1649.
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The last line suggests a new turn in criticism of ^I^ac.
The "mad painter" is tending to become "poor Blake," the
misunderstood romantic genius, too r-^'r^t in ineff^.ble visions
to make a way for iiimself in the hax^su \jocld of reality.
Blake's personality is fused with that of Shelley. The lie\i
England conscience approved the "useful truth" in 31y.ke's
poem; it is to be noted particularly that Blake is praised
for his "humanitarian strain," and that the poems included
in Mrs. Lowell's anthology were probably selected for the
same humanitarian quality. In the case of several other
anthologies to be mentioned later in this chapter, this seems
to be the aspect of Blake's poetry which was most attractive
to the generation which was agitating for the abolition of
slavery. " Tne Little Black Boy" rivals "The Tiser" during
this period. A i.int of the reason for the acceptance of
Blake in New England is contained in the comment of James
that Cunningham was "too worldly" to appreciate Blake. It
reminds us that Boston was the historic center of a theocratic
social system, that religion had long been a more living issue
there than politics, that Transcendentalism, Uni tarianism, and
Christian Science were born there, jnd ti.at even today there
is an aristocracy in liew England based on "character" rather
than on wealth.
It is somewhat surprising to discover how very wide-
spread was the knowledge of Blake's lyrics in this period before

Gllciirlst, for, before revlewirig all the sc:'t^rr^} rYi^rr-:c3
of such knowledge, we should have supposed txiut iic Wc.s aiiiiOSt
wholly unknown. Thomas Olive Mabbott pointed out that
G-eorge V/. Curtis, in an article on Jenny Lind published
in the Union Ma,-'azine . for April 1546, is perhaps the
first American to quote Blake familiarly. He wrote: "Like
Corre^^gio, Jenny Lind recalled in their best meaning the
verses of Blake:
Piping down the valleys wild . . .
and seven lines more.^^
T(i:;iothy) S(hay) Arthur, the man responsible for the
famous Ten IJiyhts in a Barroom , the author of two books whose
titles ::.re strangely Blakean in sound, Tiie Little Bound-Boy
and Trie Lost Children , edited a gift book for I65O which
contained an anonyraous account of Blake un'^er the title, "Tne
Visionary Painter." The author gave the date of Blake's ieath,
85
erroneously, as 1828. Blake died in 1827. He accepted
Cunnir. ~harr. ' s version of Blake's career vrithout reserve, indi-
cating that he had no source v;ith which to compare Cunningham.
He considered Blake primarily a painter, spoke of his "wildly
86
rolling eye," and concluded that a v/ilder visionary never
lived.
'^''^
Thomas Olive Mabbott, "More American References to
Blake Before 1663," Modern Lanrua^.e Notes, 47:86, February, 1932.
Timothy Shay Arthur, editor, "The Visionary Painter,"
The Brilliant . A Gift Book for 165P (New York: Baker and Scribner,
1850), p. 120.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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uut - ' did not always work so idly, nor so Liuch
like a .1. His "inventions for the Book of Job," as
he called them, 21 in number, were productions of much
skill, beauty, and energy. He digped his pen, as well as
his pencil, in poetic fire . . .
Blake's illustrations for ^ouns's IIL^-ht Thoughts, and
those for Blair's Grave . since both of these poems were very
popular on both sides of the Atlantic, were, no doubt, in
many American iiomes before it was c^nerally known tnat tiie
engraver was also a poet. It is unlikely, however, that his
work in illustration paved the way to any considerable extent
for his later recognition as a poet.
Hie first American edition of Hallucinations . a French
work by A. Brierre de Boisraont, like Dendy a doctor, was
89published in Philadelphia in lc;53» This was a translation
from the second Paris edition, and contained some minor
90
variations from the text as given by Professor Damon. The
variations were such as to make the story of Blake's visions
more dramatic. Whoever read the story in Boismont would be
apt to regard Blake as a madman.
T. S. Arthur, as we have seen, had already published
an account of Blake in IC50 ; again, in 185*^, he published
8b Ibid
. . p, 123.
go^
Alexandre Brierre de Boismont, Hallucinations . etc.
(Philadelphia: Lindsay and Blakiston, 1853) , 553 PP«
S. Foster Damon, William Blake . His Philosophy and
Symbols (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1924)
,
pp. 208-9.
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Uif stji'j of Blake's death, in Arthur' s Home Map-.azlne .
91
quoting directly from Cunningham, without acknowledgment.
In l£35 Grrcte Professor Dainoii) , James Russell Lowell
printed fifty copies of Lis deceased wife's poems; in
these forgotten yet exquisite lyrics of Maria Lowell's
are the first poems ^bich are v;ritten under Blake's
spiritual influence.
--Reminiscent of "Little Doy Lost and Found," and of
"Little 3irl Lost and Found," was "Jesus and the Dove, ;^
Catholic Legend."
With patient hand Jesus in clay once wrought.
And made a snov/y dove that upward flew:
Dear child, from all things draw some holy thought.
That like his dove they may fly upward too.
Mary, the mother good and mild,
Went forth one summer's day.
That Jesus and his comrades all
In meadows green might play.
To find the brightest, freshest flov;ers.
They search the meadows round.
They twined them all into a wreath.
And little Jesus crov/ned.
Tired of play they came at last
And sat at Mary's feet,
While Jesus asked his mother dear
A story to repeat.
"And we," said one, "from out this clay
Will make some little birds.
So shall we all sit quietly
And heed the mother's words,"
yj- Timothy Shay Arthur, editor, "William Blake," Arthur'
s
Home Magazine
. l4:329-'^7, April, 155-^.
92 s. Foster Damon, "Some American References to Blake
Before I&63," Modern Lanp;uap;e Notes
. 45:369, June, 1930.
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Then Mary, in her [gentle voice.
Told of a little child
WliO lost her way one dark, dark night
Upon a dreary wild;
And how an angel carue to her.
And made all bria;ht around,
And took the trembling little one
From off the damp, hard ground;
And how he bore her in iiis irms
Up to the blue so far.
And how he laid her fast asleep,
Down in a silver star.
The children sat at Mary's feet.
But not a word they say,
So busily their fingers work
To mould the birds of clay.
But now the clay that Jesus held
And turned unto the light.
And moulded with a patient touch
Changed to a perfect white;
And slowly grew within his hands
A fair and gentle dove.
Whose eyes unclose, whose i&ings unfold.
Beneath his look of love.
The children drop their birds of clay.
And by his side they stand.
To look upon the wondrous dove
He holds with (in?) his hand.
And when he bends and softly breathes,
V/ide are the wings outspread.
And when he bends and breathes again.
It hovers round his head.
Slowly it rises in the air
Before their eager eyes.
And with a white and steady wing.
Higher and higher flies.
The children all stretch forth their arms.
As if to draw it down,
"See Jesus made the little dove
From out the clay so brown.
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"Canst tLou not live with us below,
Thou little dove of clay,
And let us hold thee In our hands.
And feed thee every day?
"The little dove it hears us not.
But higher still doth fly,
It could not live with us below.
Its home is in the sky."
Mary, who silently saw all,
That mother true and mild.
Folded her hands upon her breast.
And kneeled before her child. 93
It may be that Blake, as well as Wordsworth, was a
source of that exaltation of childhood characteristic of the
nineteenth century. Certainly neither the eighteenth with
its worship of reason, nor the twentieth with its worship of
power, could receive so whole-heartedly the ideal of innocence
as the sentimental nineteenth century. That a mass of fluffy
sweetness should have hidden from view what was after all a
really pleasing emotion, is the unavoidable accompaniment of
things human.
If indeed the "Catholic Legend" owes its tone to Blake,
and the story of the little girl lost in a desert and found
by an angel is really derived from a fusion of two of nis
poems, there are Interesting variations from the original. In
metrical and narrative simplicity the lyric In Sonr-s of Inno -
cence is the nearer to Maria Lowell's poem, but the sex of
the lost child, and the character of the rescuer, are those of
Hope Jillson Vernon, editor, The Poems of Maria Lowell
With Unpublished Letters and a Bioffraphv (Providence: Brown
University, 1936), pp. 51-3.
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the "Little Gli-l Lost" in Sonp;s of Experience . The "Little
Boy Lost" was rescued by no less a personar.e than God. If a
guess may be made as to the date of the composition of this
poem, it would be that it was written during that decade when
Wilkinson's correspondence with the elder Henry Jiames had made
Blake evidently a topic of conversation about Boston. The
evidences of this have been given above; that Maria Lowell
should show evidence of Blake influence fits in neatly with the
supposition. Other poems are too consistently Blakean in tone
and theme to be dismissed as coincidental.
"The Slave Mother" and "Africa" are not only humanitarian
in theme, but the latter, at least, is distinctly Blakean in
spirit. Africa itself is conceived of as a creature like one
of Blake's giant forms, and certain phrases are sufficiently
in tue Blakean diction to have been written by Blake himself:
for example; "lions, v/ith eyes of flame," "green spears of
gold thrusting red hearts down," and "throbbing wildly;
dreadful groans stole upward through Earth's ribbed stones."
iMaria Lowell read not only the well-known lyrics, but
also the Book of Thel . as her "Song" shov/s . This is Blake:
"C little Cloud," the virgin said, "I cr.arge thee
tell to me
Why thou complainest not when in one hour tr.ou fade
away
:
Ibid ., pp. 47-51.
I
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. . . 0 maid, I tell thee, when I pass av/ay,
It is to tenfold life, to love, to peace, and raptures
holy
Unseen descendinc- weigh ruy li^^ht win^s upon balmy
flowers
And court the fair eyed dev/ to take me to her shining
tent:
Dost thou, 0 little Cloud? I fear that I am not like
thee
,
For I walk tiriro' the vales of Har, and smell the
sweetest flowers,
But I feed not the little flowers. I hear the
warbling birds
,
But I feed not t^ie warbling birds: they fly and seek
their food:^^
Tliis is Maria Loivell:
0, bird, thou dartest to the sun
When morning beams first spring.
When I, like thee, would swiftly run.
As sweetly would I sing:
Tliy burning heart doth draw me up
Unto the source of fire;
Thou drinkest from its glowing cup.
And quenches t thy desire.
Oh dew, thou droppest soft belov;,
And pearlest all the ground.
Yet when the noontide comes I know
TElOu never canst be found;
I would like thine had been my birth.
Then I, without a sigii.
Might sleep my night through on the earth.
To v/aken in the sky.
0 clouds, ye little tender sheep,
Pastured in fields of blue,
While moon and stars ydur fold can keep,
Ir.i gently shepherd you,
—
William Blake, The Poems and Prophecies of William
Blake (Max Plowman, editor; New York: E. P. Dutton and Comoany,
1927), pp. 39-40.
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Let me, too, follow in the train
That flocks icross the night.
Or lingers on the open plain
V/ith new-shorn fleeces v;hite.
0 singing winds, that wander far.
Yet always seem at home.
And freely play ' twixt star and star.
Along the bending dome,
1 often listen to your song,
Yet never hear you say
One word of all the happy v/orlds
That shine so far away.
For they are free, ye all are free.
And bird, and dew, and light.
Can dart upon the azure sea.
And leave me to my night;
Oh would like theirs had been my birth.
Then I without a sigh.
Might sleep this night through on the earth.
To waken in the sky. 96
The imagery of fire is very common in 31ake; to be
noted in connection with this 31akean motif is the second
stanza of the poem Just quoted. The first stanza is in the
happy, expansive mood of the early Blake lyrics, "Piping down
the valleys wild," for example. In both poems the cloud is
addressed in the same tender tone; compare, for example,
"0 little Cloud," the virgin said,
and 0 clouds, ye little tender sheep.
As the use of the tiger in poetry suggests Blake at
once, so does tne use of sheep, ti^e comv)lementary symbol.
Amy Lowell pointed out that the use of the sheep as a symbol
Vernon, 02. ci
t
. . pp. 44-5.
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was a Blake mannerism. '
In both poems It happens that the cloud and the dew are
juxLujoaed, not, indeed, that this is extraordinary in itself,
but that it is su^-estlye taken together with the other
evidences of a connection between the two poems.
Aliiiost a parapnrase of
Dost thou, 0 little Cloud? I. fear I am not like thee .
is the line
I would like thine had been my birth.
Parallel, too, are
. . . 0 maid, I tell thee, wiien I pass away.
It is to tenfold life, to love, to peace, and
raptures holy
and
Tnou drinkest from its glowing cup.
And quenches t thy desire.
Slake, it is to be observed, uses the dramatic dialogue,
without transitional explanations, a method undoubtedly
derived from ballad teciinique. Maria Lowell, on the other
hand, presents the spectacle of : j^-^antic poet plunged in
solitary reverie, a picture typical of her generation, i^uite
aside from any consideration of generations, however, is
the obviously high quality of l^iaria Lowell's verse, much
better than one generally expects from women poets of the
^ S. Foster Damon, Amy Lowell . A Chronicle with Extracts
from Her Correspondence (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1935)
,
p. 53^.
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early nine teen tii cexitury, particularly in iimerlca. ner
poetry has a sincerity and moving quality, which is not
improbably inspired by her intelligent reading of Blake.
"The- Tii^er ," since the ti.ne of La^j, has been a
constant favorite. "Tne Little Black Boy," for reasons less
poetical than political, ran a close second before the Civil
|Var, Almost everyone l-mows "The Tiger" long before he had
heard of William Blake. The author of this paper has tested
the truth of this statement on a number of acquaintances
durln(5 the past year. Out of a score, no zaore than five
failed to recognize the poem itself, but not one knew its
au thor
.
"The Tiger," published in that widely read volume of
Cunningham, apparently made its debut in an American anthology
when it appeared in Tae Household Book of Poetry , edited by
Charles A. Dana. This was first published in lS57; it passed
98tnrough a very large number of editions.
The purpose of ti.is book (wrote Dana, in his preface
to the first edition) is to comprise within the bounds of
a single volume whatever is truly beautiful and admirable
among the minor poems of the English language.
Four other poems were published with "The Tiger,"
namely, "The Little Black Boy," "Song" ("My silks and fine
array"), "The garden of love," and "On Anotner's Sorrow."
9y Charles A. Dana, compiler, The Household Book of
Poetfy (New York; D. Apple ton and Company"] 1857) , 796 pp.
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The fifth edition (lo59) had "The Chimney Sweeper" in place
of the "Song." The substitution is significant of the weight
i^iven the humanitarian element in judging Blake's poetry. The
edition of 1683 had "The Little Vagabond" and "introduction"
("Piping down the valleys wild"); the "Song" was again omitted.
John Williamson Palmer, 1-1, D.
,
editor of an anthology
called Folk S on^s . first published in l86l, included "The
Piper"; in an loo? edition of the same anthology "The Tiger"
99
was added.
Sometime in the fall of I836, one of the editors of a
magazine of reprints from English periodicals, Littell '
s
Livin.v; Arre, saw some of Blake's drawings at the shop of
Stanford and Delis ser in New York. Finding that Blake had
100
been praised by Fuseli and Lamb, the editor was sufficiently
interested to read Cunningham and Bryan' s Pic tionarv ."^^"^ and
subsequently he published Blake's por trait
, "^^^
"Death's Door,""^^^
and "The Soul Exploring the Recesses of the 3-rave , ""''^^ both the
yy John Williamson Palmer, compiler. Folk SonRS (New York;
Scribner's, I636) , 466 pp.
Littell' s Livinp; Age, 59:848, December 11, 1&5&.
Ibid.
Littell' s Living; Age, 59:785, December 11, I858.
Littell' 3 Living; A£e, 58:721, December 4, 1658.
"^^ Littell' s Livinp; Age, 59:549, December 18, I&58.
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latter being from Blake's illustrations to Blair's Grave.
Edward Pays on Evans wrote that tiie Blake illustrations
for tills popular poem had been used in many otner volumes;
"some of them," he said, "appeared on this side of the
Atlantic, in an edition of Tupper s Proverbial Pxxilosoony .
An edition of The Grave, W i th Illus trations f ro.Ti Desi'^ns
by V/illia::i Slake (New York: A. L. Dick, 1&47) was mentioned
106
by Thomas Olive Mabbott.
Further testimony as to the presence of these Blake
engravings in America was offered by Horace E, Scudder.
Blair's Grave, with designs by Blake, engraved by
Schiavone tti , must have been tnoroughly published, from
the great number of copies which have presented themselves
in all quarters since Blake's name iias come forv/ard. In
America, some bookseller's enterprise found a fresh field,
and in many families the book has for years been a v/ell-
known show-book. ^'
One more Blake item remains to be mentioned, for this
early period. In I858 Childs and Peterson of Philadelphia
published an article on Blake in A Critical Dictionary of
£n.~lish Li tera ture and British and American .authors . The
editor was Samuel Austin Allibone.
10::; Edward Payson Evans, "William Blake, Poet and Pain-
ter," hours a
t
home, 11:62, May, 1870.
106
Thomas Olive Mabbott, "Blake's Designs for Blair's
Grave; American Edition," Notes and Q.ueries . series 12, 10:128,
February IS, 1922.
lOT
Horace E. Scudder, "William Blake, Poet and Painter,"
Scribner ' 3 Monthly
.
20:226-7, iScO.

CHAPTER III
fro:-: aiLCiRiST to yeats 1863-1593
I. BLx'iKE IH EIGHT ANTHOLOGIES
As Blake was treated primarily as a painter up to
1863, when the biography by G-ilchrist was published posthumously
by x:is widow, Anne Gilchrist, assisted by Drmte Gabriel and
'rtilliam Michael Rossetti, so, after that time, he was treated
primarily as a poet, by poets. After 1893, on the other hand,
when attention was turned to the Prophetic Books by the essay
at interpretation of those difficult works by Ellis and Yeats,
Blake came mohe and more to be considered as a mystic. Tn.e
thirty years dealt with in this chapter, therefore, form a
unit in the history of Blake's reputation. During this period
Blake could no longer be spoken of as an "unknown painter,"
but even then the inclusion of his poems in anthologies v/as
sufficiently rare to warrant giving a list of the collections
in which his work appeared. Af ter^ l£93 the number of these
anthologies multiplied so rapidly that it would be tedious
and useless to give them in detail. The anthologies issued
during these thirty years are particularly interesting because
of the distinguished cnaracter, in ziany cases, of their editors.
Longfellow, as we have seen, included two Blake poems in his
collection, called The £s tray .
"The Lamb" v;as oublisned in <."oodside and Seaside in 1869;
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the antiiOlo^y was intended for children, and the poeoi was
illus trated."^
"The Garden of Love" w-^r included in k Library of
Poe try -^^.nd Sonp;
.
I'irst published in lc70, with an introduction
by V/illiam Cullen Bryant, in which he wrote:
In its progress it has passed entirely under ay
revision, and, although not absolutely responsible for the
compilation or its arrangement, I have, as requested,
exercised a free hand both in excluding and adding matter
according to my judgment of whatever was best adapted to
the purposes of the enterprise.
"The Tiger" was published in 3on,o:s of I-Iature in 1573.-^
Three poems— "The Sunflower," "Orthodoxy," ani "The
Tiger"—v/ere included in Parnassus
. an anthology edited by
ilalph Waldo Emerson, the first edition of v/hich was issued in
"To the Muses" and "The Tiger" appeared in Sonr.s of
Three Centuries
.
a lyrical anthology edited by Whittier and
published in Boston in 1C73.-^ In the saue year, incidentally,
1 WoodsTde and Seaside (New York: D. Appleton and Company,
1869), pp. 16-17.
p William Cullen Bryant, compiler, A Library of Poetry
and Son.g; (Kew York: J. E. Ford and Company, 1870) , 769 pp-
^ Son,g;s of Nature (Boston: Osgood and Company, 1873),
13-4.
^ Ralph Waldo Emerson, compiler, Parnassus (Boston: Hough-
ton Mifflin Company, 1674), 534 pp.
John G-reenleaf V/hittier, compiler, Sonp:s of Three Centu-
ries (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1675) , 352 pp.
\
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Roberts Brothers brought out an American edition of 31a.ke
,
6
published in Boston.
"On Another's Sorrow," " Ihc Little Black Boy," "The
Pipe.'," and "The Tir^er" were incluJed in The Firesiae Cyclo -
7
:jedeia of Poetry , published in Philadelphia in 1&7&.
"Night," "The Ti-er," "On Another's Sorrow," and the
"Introduction" to S^n. s of Innocence were included in Harper '
s
Cyclopedeia
. edited by Epes Sargent and published in lc6l.
"O:^portunity" (March ll) and "The Tiger" (June 12) were
published in lco3 in Five Mirm'-^es . a book of poetry selections
9intended for daily reading.
Anthologies are not edited by poets v;ho have not
"arrived" and the fact ti^ai, Longfellow, Emerson, ,/nittier,
and Bryant all selected poems of Blake's for inclusion in
their collections, while it tells something of Blake's repu-
tation, implies very little as to his influence on these
poets, all of whoa seem to have known Blake only when they
were past the in-.pres si enable age. Yet the "influence" of
^ William Michael Rossetti, editor, V/illiam Blake, Poetical
Works
.
Lyrical and Miscellaneous (Aldine edition of the British
poets; Boston: Roberts Brothers, 1875), 231 pp.
Kenry Troth Coates, compiler. Fireside Encyclopaedia
of Poetry (Philadelphia: Porter and Coates, 1678) , 997 pp. -
® Epes Sargent, compiler, harper ' s Cyclopaedeia of Bri tish
and American Poetry (hew York: Harper and Brothers, 15627, 956 pp.
9 Henrietta Louisa Sidney Lear, compiler. Five Minutes .
Daily Readings of Poetry (New York: Thomas V/hittaker, I&63)
, 391 pp.
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El-xke on certain iimerican poets of tuis ei-a. is so often sue^ges-
ted that it may be well to review the evidence.
Hav.'tLorne ' G brief cont-^ict v/ith V/ilkinson in London has
already been mentioned; aside froui the fact thx8.t botu iilaZe
and Hawthorne were preoccupied with the analysis of the soul,
and that both used men as symbols of spiritual "states,"
alternating between "innocence" and experience," there is no
evidence of an association between them. Yet according to
one writer:
In its broad relations, Hawthorne's work is a part of
the Romantic movement in modern literature, having close
affinities with and some indebtedness to the European
fiction of mystery and terror, to the poetry of Blake,
Coleridge, and Shelley, ani to the writings of his
countrymen. Brown and Poe.-^^
It is Interesting to note the names of the ^aer • lo
are cited here as of the same tradition, for all of tuem, it
has been suggested at one time or another, may have been
Influenced by Blake, In spite of these "broad relations"
there is some reason to doubt that Hawthorne would have been
very enthusiastic about Blake even had he knovm him better
than he evidently did. 7or he regarded the Boston and
Cambridge cultlsts with an air of amused semi-detachjnent , as
in The Bli thedale .iomance
.
expressed his lack of Interest in
spiritism, anl cert:.. inly v.-as too sane to a^D irove thoroughly
-L^ V/alter Cochrane Brorison, A Si:or t His tor.7 of .imcr lean
Li tera ture (Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1900) , 0. 226.
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of the "mad painter." Hawthorne had the temperament of a
novelist, not that of a poet.
II. ei^i:rson
Emerson wrote from his home in Concord to James Thomas
Fields on May 24, lS6l, to inform him of the safe s.rrival of
a volume of Blake s poems. Presumably this was the edition
James John G-arth '.Vilkinson, first published in lo39.
Twice, in I863 and in 1&64, he coi^ied into his notebook
the following entry:
Of A'ordsworth' s "Poem to h. C, Six Years Old" Blake
writes: This is all in the highest degree imaginative,
and equal to any poet, but not superior. I cannot think
that real poets have any competition. None are greatest
in the kingdom of heaven. It is so in poetry.
The title of the poem was omitted when Emerson copied
this for tLe second time. Not indexed by the editors of the
Journ:?ls vr2.s another reference to Blake, written soon before
the entry above, in I663, wnen Emerson had probably been
reading Gilchrist and making notes of the striking passages.
Beauty: "For the eye altering alters all ." --Blake
.
In seeing the other day, I did not like it that
she appeared rather to endure her beauty than to animate
-^-^
-valph L. Rush, Letters of Ralph \/aldo Emerson (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1939) , Vol. 1, p. 246.
12
Edward v7aldo Emerson and tJal5.o Emerson .^'ortoes, edito
The JQurnals of Ralph './aldo Emerson (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1909-14) , Vol. 9, pp. 55C-9; Vol. 10, p. 23.
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or create it.
"L ' xiiiour es t ; 1 ' oe 11 al Jier . c ' es t voir "
—
Alme de Loy .
Two of Blake's epigrams --"One thought fills Icmienslty"
le i
14
and "The tigers of wrath are wiser than th horses of instruc-
tlon"--he copied into his journal in 1864.
Blake's self-reliant spirit and daring inind evidently
attracted Emerson; the two poets were, indeed, very close in
spirit.
The interest in Blake shov/n by the Boston and Concord
groups is what one might expect. The trans cenden talis ts were
self-consciously making their way to hea.ven's gate by paths
not unlike Blake's own, and might be expected to greet a
fellow traveler with cordiality. Yet there was a lingering
coldness in Yankee transcendentalism, like the snow left in
out-of-the-way corners at the end of a New England winter,
an ingrained intellectualism which would militate against an
enthusiastic acceptance of the poet of fiery abandonment.
The likenesses between Emerson's "Each and All" and
Blake's "auguries of Innocence" are interesting, but more
significant are the obvious differences in tone. In Blake's
poem Chesterton saw "a sure sign of madness. ""^^
i> Ici^
. . Vol. 9, pp. 557-c.
Ibid., Vol. 9, p. 575.
"^^ G-ilbert Keith Chesterton, William Blake (London: Duck-
worth and Company, 1912), p. I6.
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Blake's poem Is the expression of emotional rather than
Intellectual conviction. Detailed coniparison revec.ls the
relatively sober and lOt^ical treatment of tne tl^ema tj Emerson:
Then I said, 'I covet truth;
Beauty is unripe childhood's cheat;
I leave it behind with the games of youth:'
—
As I spoke, beneath my feet
The ground-pine curled its pretty wreath,-
rlunning over the club-moss burrs;
I inhaled the violet's breath;
Around me stood the oaks and firs;
Pine cones and acorns lay on the ground;
Over me soared the eternal sky,"
Full of light and deity;
Again I sav/, again I heard,
Tlie rolling river, the morning bird;--
Beauty through my senses stole;
-^^
I yielded myself to the perfect whole.
To Blake, on the other hand,
God appears, and O-od is light
To those poor Souls who dwell in Night,
But does a Human Form Display
To those wixO Dwell in :^eaims of Day.
Although there is probably no question of "influence"
here, this illustrates a difference in mystical consciousness
and expression true of other American writers who have been
comps.red with Blake, for example Whitman, _^.nd, later, the
Imagists, who admitted the influence of Blake. Blake's
imagery is further removed from the real v/orld; his mood is
uore intense. His "li^-^i^t" is not to be seen in "tne eternal
J-^ Aaloii Waldo Emerson, Enters on ' s Comole te "<vorks (i^oston
Houghton, Mifflin and Company, lc54) , Vol. 9, p. 15.
William Blske, The Poems and Pro.ohecies of .."i111am
Blake (Max Plowman, editor, Everyman's Library, no. 792;
New York: E. P. Dutton and Company, 1927), P.
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sky"; the "truth" he covets is not a thln^ to be dis tinculshed
froni beauty; the "perfect whole" he sees Is not "made up" of
rolling rivers, oaks, and sky, but cont-ilned in a grain of
sand, "Auguries of Innocence" may be said to present a
spiritual experience, "Each and All" an emotional experience.
In both poets there is a yielding to impressions, an "art of
spontaneity
. . . Blake and V.'ordsworth deliberately cultivated
it; so did Emerson, Thoreau, and Walt Whitman."
It tells us a 50od deal of the position Blake holds in
America that his name is .generally associo. ted vith tno^e of
our greatest writers. When critics wish to praise an American,
the highest encomium possible seems to be that he resembles
Blake. John Macy, for example, drew a comparison betv/een
Emerson's "The self-same power that brought me here brought
you" and Blake ' s - "perfect" "Tiger I Tiger l""""^
James Thomson ("B. V.") pointed out the cose parallelism
in spirit between Emerson and Blake.
Emerson stands closest of all in relation to Blake,
liis verse as v/ell as his essays and lectures bring litlle
else than the expression of this mystical simplicity.
Were he gifted with the singing voice we should not have
to look to the future for ils supreme bard. But whenever
he has sung- a few clear notes his voice breaks, and he has
to recite and speak when he would fain chant. His studies,
lb Vernon Loggins , 1 Hear America, Literature in the United
States Since 1900 (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell and Company, 1937)
,
p. 13.
19 John Macy, The Sptri
t
of American Literature (New York:
Doubleday Page and Company, 191^77 P' 7^.
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also, have somewhat Injured his style with technlcolo^y
,
malting him in his own despite look at rJature through the
old church and school windows, often when he should be
with her in the rustic air.-*^
There is a suggestion of a connection between Slake
ani Emerson in the passage: "In eighty years the influence of
this spirit Q)T mystical siaplicit^ has swelled from the 3on.^,s
..21
of Innocence to the poems of Emerson . . .
Tnese parallels show this about Blake's American repu-
tation and influence; when there is sucn close parallelism
in cases where any real "influence" is out of the question,
even knowledge of Blake, accompanied by parallelism, does not
really prove definite influence. This negative evidence it is
necessary to keep In mind; it justifies the diffidence shown
in ascribing to Blakean influence other parallelisms.
III. WALT v;hiti«'Ian
Swinburne, with characteristic abandon, wrote an essay
on Blake, published in 1&65, in wx.ich he drew a ie tailed
comparison between the English poet and Whitman, placing
the latter a peg or t'vo nbove Blake, a rather surprising
thing to do, since ^.e was at the time aflame with enthusiasm
for Blake's work. Later his admiration for V/hitman cooled,
James Thomson (B. V,), Shelley . A Poem . V/ i th Other
V/ri tin.'rs Kela tinr, to Snelley : .added An Essay on the Poems of
William Blake (Bertram Dobell, editor, London: printed for pri-
vate circulation by 'Whittingham and Company, 1664), pp. 126-7.
•
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and he begnn to attacic him with equal lack of restraint.
.Vuitinan disalssed Swinburne's defection witn the coaLnent,
22
"Aint he the damndest simulacrum'."
;/hltman is the first American writer we should naturally
think of as covins under the spell of Blake, particularly
after having xiad our attention drawn to tiie likenesses
between the two by Swinburne. There was no suss^stion in
Swinourne, however, of any "influence." The essay was purely
appreciative, not nistorical.
Whitman has seldom struck a note of thought and speech
so Just and profound as Blake has now and then touched upon;
but his work" is generally more frank and fresh, smelling
of sweeter air, and reaclier to expound or expose its
message, than this of the prophetic books. Nor is tnere
among tnese any poem or passage of equal length so fault-
less and so noble as nis "Voice Out of the Sea," or as his
dirge over President Lincoln-- the most sweet and sonorous
nocturn ever chanted in the Ci.urch of the world. But in
breadth of outline and charm of colour, these poems recall
the work of Blake, and to neither poet can a_^hi5her
tribute of xjonest praise be paid than this. ^
The syntax of the last sentence is involved and, indeed, mean-
ingless if carefully analyzed.
iiote that Swinburne charges Blake, as contrasted with
Whitman, with precisely the same confined atmosphere which
Thomson associated with Emerson, when comparing him with Blake.
22 Kenry Bryan Binns, A Life of Walt VJhi tman (London:
Methuen and Company, 1905), p. 327.
23 Algernon Charles Swinburne, William Blake, Critical
Essay (London: J. C. Hotten, 1866), p. 303.
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Again and a^aln critics have assumed that Whitman
derived his tecljiique und part of his system of thought from
Blake, although there is not only no evidence for such a view,
but even some evidence to the contrary. Richard G-arnett made
the statement that:
Ke QBlake] may be credited with having made a
distinguished disciple in '.Valt Whitman, who could not, we
tiiink, have written as he did if Blake had never existed.
What was pardonable in one so utterly devoid of the
sentiment of beautiful form as Whitman was less so in one
so exquisitely gifted as Blake. Both derive some advantage
from their laxity, especially the poet of Democracy, but
both suffer froui the inability of poetry, divorced from
metrical form, to take a serious hold upon the memory.
One reads and admires, and by and by the sensation is of
the passage of a great procession of horsemen and footmen
and banners, but no distinct impression of a single
countenance .
^
Both the outright assertion of the derivative nature
of Wiiitman's verse, ani the comparison, to Whitman's disadvan-
tage, of the "exquisitely gifted" Englishman with the "poet
of Democracy" (note the scornful use of the capital), v/ho was
"utterly devoid of the sentiment of beautiful form" and who
was "especially" lax, may be ascribed, in part at least, to a
natural English tendency to consider things American as rather
poor imitations of things English.
Trie passage is interesting for another reason. It is,
no doubt, ti-'ue that an irregular metre and the absence of
rhyme make a large part of Blake's poetry difficult to
Richard G-arnett, William Blake . Painter and Poet (New
York; Macmillan and Company, 1695), p. 31.
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memorize, and It is the mnemonic quality of poetry which has
given the works of other poets such a lasting influence on
later writers. Yet for the very reason that Blake is not
likely to become familiar in the same way that Longfellow
is, his influence is likely to be ^ore diffuse and more
continuous, even though less easily recognizable. For Blake'
later poems and many of the earlier lyrics will not become
staled by singsong repetition from childhood, an^ each
generation will come to his poems with renewed zest. Further
more, what influence Blake may exert is to be looked for in
general attitudes rather than in unconscious verbal imitation
In spite of the assertion of the indebtedness of
Whitman, the real basis for the assumption of such a relation
ship lies in the obvious but superficial similarity in the
long lines used by zhe two poets. The long-winded rny Liims
of Whitman and Blake are likely to have a common source in
"Ossian," whom both rea.5, or in the Bible, v;ith v/hich both
were familiar. As for that significant thing, the spirit of
the two, the touchstone for any genuine influence, there is
no profound likeness.
If both are mystics, and it is only in a broad and
un technical sense that Whitman can be so-called, the mystic-
ism of the American might be called mysticism in a major key,
an earthly, essentially Teutonic mysticism, broad and deep
rather than concentrated. Whitman's mysticism is more
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natural to America, one-third of whose Inhabitants, if we are
to believe Nazi oropac.anda, are of Gernianlc origin, than the
rat,..cr unearthly Celtic .nysticis;n of Blake.
The term "Celtic" 1= not to be taken as asguming
Bl^.ke's descent from the O'Neills, still a disputed point,
but rather as generally suggestive of that sort of non-:^er::nanic
,
un-homely sort of religious fervor commonly associated with
the Celtic race. Tiiat there is something essentially Celtic
in Blake was su^-ested by the way the writers of the Celtic
Renaissance adopted him. That there really is a contrast
betv/eer. the Teutonic and Celtic ways of looking at the world
is shown by the striking contrast between the work of Patrick
Bronte's daughters and that of Jane jiusten, the former typic-
ally wild, the l3tter typically sane. Too much may be made
of such racial characteristics, no doubt, but it is at least
remarkable that Rose O'Neill and Eugene 0':;eill both write as
though inspired by the same muse as that of '.villiam Blake,
25
suppositious offspriiig of the O'Keills.
Traubel, Whitman's Boswell, recorded V/hitman's reaction
to the Swinburne essay. On February 1, 1868, Koncure Conway
wrote Whitman concerning his review of Swinburne's volume:
"You will see in the February Fortni-htly I have had something
2b Chesterton, og. cit . . p. 4.
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::.~r^- to say of your \.'ork . . ."^^ On February 5, John C-rni'^en
iiwtt/cii wrote Uiat ue was sendintt a copy of the book lo .li^lt-
wh:
28
27
man, to ich V/hltman replied two weeks later with a note
of thanks
.
I'-lrs. Anne Jilchrist, widow of Bli^ke's biographer, wno
had completed her husband's work with the aid of the Rossettis,
be^^an ^ f-^rvcnt correspondence with V/hi tnan in 1869. It is
in teres tin,^ to observe that both the early biograpner of
Blake and the first editor, Trilchrist, had intimate associations
v.'ith Americans, Mrs. G-ilclirist wrote:
In May, 1669, came the voice over the Atlantic to me--
0, the voice of my Mate: it must be so—my love rises up
out of the very depths of the grief and tramples upon
despair. I can wait any time, a lifetime, many lifetimes
—
I can suffer, I can endure, I can learn, grow, toil, but
nothing in life or death can tear out of my heart the
passionate belief that one day I sliall hear that voice
say to me, "My Mate, the One I so much want. Bride, Wife,
indissoluble, eternal I" It is not happiness I plead with
G-od for-- it is the very life of my Soul, my love is its life.
Dear vralt. It is a sweet and precious thing, this love.
It clings so caiose, so close to the Soul and Body, all so
tenderly dear, so beautiful, so sacred; it yearns with
such passion to soothe and comfort and fill thee with
sweet tender Joyi it aspires as grandly as gloriously as
thine own soul.^^
The language was as ardent as anything in Blake, as
2b Horace Traubel. ^li i th rfalt Whi tman in Camden (New York:
Mitchell Kennerley, 1915), p. 284.
27 Ibid . . p. 265.
28 Ibid
. , p. 421
Thomas B. Harned, editor, The Letters of Anne G-llchris
t
and Walt Whitman (New York: Doubleday Page and Comoany, 1916)
,
pp. 60-61.
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little restrained by a sense of decorum. Almost ; might
suppose tLat the Albion of Bla,ke was weeping for its "emana-
tion." In June that ye.^r Kadox Brown, a relative of .^ossetti
and a friend of I-Lrs. G-ilc;,ri5t, ^;ave her a copy of V/illiam I-Ti-
30
chael Rossetti's G-eins froLi ,7alt uhl tman . In the letters
sent to 'A'hitman there was no mention of Blake.
In the year of the Philadelphia Centerinial Exposition,
1876, Mrs. (jilciirist came to America, v/here she remained for
triree years; she met Eurrou£;hs
,
Norton, Sounder, Longfellow,
Emerson, G-ilder, and Higsinson; './hitman was already a paralytic
so that the affair, never very serious on his side, came to
nothing. Ker visit brought about the first exhibition of
Blake's work, in Boston, most of the items being contributed
by her.
Blake v;as obviously taken by V/hitman in a casual way;
one has the impression that V/hitman did not take seriously
the attempts to make it appear that there was a community of
spirit between Blake and himself. Traubel, intent on every
detail, noticed that he used a volume of Blake as a footstool;
31
certainly V/hitman wa« no hero-v/orshipper like Swinourne.
To V/hitman, Blake V/\,..i ^3 much painter as poet,
A number of the fellows in England J^ie noted in 18883
30 Herbert Harlakenden G-ilcrj^ist, Anne G-ilchris
t
.
Her Life
and Writinp^g (London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1887)
, p. 177.
^^ Traubel, o^. ci
t
. . p. 155.
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are off after Blake—after the work of Blake's time: but,
if I do not err, some of that art is not sufficiently
admirable to be imitated. Blake is f3reat--very , very--
and is not to be imitated: Blake be^an and ended in
Blake. 32
Again:
W. O^hitmanJ does not acquiesce in the recent revival
of Bewick and William Blake, "it is as if a fellow
started out of a morning and said to himself: I've lots of
money but I don't like the railroad and so I will betake
myself to a coac]^ or 50 afoot— though the distance be a
thousand miles . " -^5
Kis point seems to be that Blake was "dated," that his
art was of the "horse-and-buggy" era; the attitude is like
tnat of Dryden toward the unpolished dramatic works of Shake-
speare, good enough in their day, but outmoded.
One must, of course, be careful not to attach too much
significance to casual remarks let drop by V/hitman and
treasured up by Traubel without any attempt to indicate how
significant in V/hitman's eyes they were. Bewick, like Blake,
has a place in the history of his art as a technician, for it
was he v/ho developed the new practice of making woodcuts by
cutting across the grain, to get a "white line." Blake it is
to be noted, was a part of an artistic revival, "recent" in l8t£.
One day Traubel came upon "'..'. reading G-ilchrist's life
of Blake. Asked me: 'Do you know much about Blake? You know.
32 Ibid
. , p. 99.
33 Ibid., pp. 103-4
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— r
ti-is is Mrs. u-ilci'iris t' s book-- the book she coaipleted.
Three days later he noted "v:. reading Ciilchrlst's Blake. "^'^
Whitman's tone wa^ constantly th3 t of interest In 31--.ke's art
rather than in xiis poetry. It is rather surprising Uiat
Traubel should have heard Whitman say so little about Blake
himself; in the passage above he seems rather interested in
Mrs. ailchrist than in Blake,
A month later Traubel, finding Whitman reading the
Memoirs of Bewick, asked, "Are you particularly interested in
artists? You read a lot about Blake, Millet--." vrhitman
replied, "l suppose I am . . ." Traubel does not say what
Whitman had been reading about Blake other than the biography;
tliere is a significant shade in the preposition, however;
evidently Whitman read about rather than in Blake, a not
uncoiiiUiOn tning to do.
'Whitman made a passing reference to Blake about I69O.
It compares Blake and Shakespeare in somev/hat the same terms
that Swinburne compared Blake and Whitman himself. This
passage, taken v/ith the other remarks of Whitman on Blake,
show a very cool attitude toward his supposed precursor.
How tne half-mad vision of William Blake--Low the far
3^ Ibid ., p. 382.
35 Ibid.
36 Ibid . . p. 492.
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freer, far fairer fantasy that wrote Midsummer Nlsht's
Dream—would have revelled nisht or day ... in one of
our American Cornfields.-^'
Certainly the record does not indicate that Whitman
himself w^.f- consciousness of indebtedness to Blake. Edmund
Clarence Stedman, uowever, made ti^e outright assertion:
Tnere are symptoms in V/hitman's earlier poems, and
definite proof (which, nevertheless, Stedman did not sive)
in the later, that his studies have included Blake,
—
between whose traits and his own there is a superficial,
not a genuine likeness.
Kreymborg implied such a relationship when he spoke of
Whitman as "aided by the glorious dithyrambs of the biblical
30
prophets and of the visionary Blake. '-^-^ Elsewhere ne said
that Swinburne "established the relationship between Blake and
Whitman," apparently iuiplying that Swinburne held Kreymborg'
s
4C
opinion as to the extent of the relationship.
Richard Hengist Home wrote Cosmo de ' Medici . A Star Over
IUa£ara; Brief Colloquy of T'/io Spirits . which the author has
not seen. Tne two spirits v/ere those of Blake and V/hitman;
the connection between the two is at once obvious and baffling
41
to every reader of their v.-orks.
37 Walt Whitman, Collected Works (Kew York: Century Publi-
shing Company, 1900), Vol. 7, p. I6
.
38 Edmund Clarence Stedman, Poets of Ameri ca (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 18&5)
, p. 371.
39 Alfred Kreymborg, Our Sing;in.g; S trenp;th (New York:
Coward-McCann Inc., 1929), p. 217.
40 fRichard Hengist horne , Cosaio de Medici . An His torical
,Tra£edy, and Other Poems (London: 3-eorge Rivers, 1675), ?• 127.
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In view of the explicit statements of G-arnett and
Stednnn, an^ the implication of KreymborG, it is rtr-m-e to
find '^ood saying that there is "no suggestion" that Wiiiliiian
42
was familiar with Blake.
Comparisons which leave the influence question out of
the reckoning are more common, as, for example:
"The one is a prodigal genius marred by almost insane
violence, the other t/hltman3 a writer of almost insane
violence redeemed by a touch of genius.'
"Blake and Wordsworth deliberately cultivated it Cthe
art of spontaneity]; so did Emerson, Thoreau, and Walt
^44
Whitman.
"Writers like William Blake, Fyodor Dostoievsky, and
45
Walt Whitman, the precursors of a new age."
"Like Blake he CWhltmanJ inverted the old Greek
proverb, and by 'Nothing too much' meant not that nothing
should but that nothing could be so.
4^ Clement Wood, Poets of America (New York: E. P. Dutton
and Company, 1925), p. 46.
43
John Nlchol, American Literature (Edinburgh: A. and C.
Black, 1862), p. 214/
44
,Logglns
,
02- clt . . p. 13.
45
G-orham Munson, Destinations (New York: J. H. Sears and
Company, Inc., 1926), p. 1&7.
46
Norman Foerster, Nature In American Literature (New York:
Macmillan Company, 1923), p. 190.
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On the other hand there are crlLics viao explicitly
deny any influence,
"Blake -nd Shelley, the purely lyrical writers of the
new era, do not seeiii to htive touciicd him.
"He has not borrowed 31ake's style, as Stedinan
43
believed."
Blake, William V/ordswor th, and Samuel Warren are said
to have given him C//hitiaaii] hints. More weight may be
attributed to the suggestion that wi thou t Whitman'
s
knowledge of the English Bible, its Old Testament parallel-
Ism and accompanying rhytiim, he would never have devised
his method.^
One wonders how it was that the writers of the Old
Testament ever devised the method in tne first place. Be that
as it may, the Bible is much more likely as the source of
Whit^aan's rhytrja, so far as literary sources are responsible
for that rhythia, than Blake.
To sum up: Whitman apparently knew Blake only after
his own style had long been formed, when indeed he had already
written his best work; he v;as more interested in Blake's
painting than in his poetry, and was not particularly
impressed with the latter; there is no evidence that he ever
w Binns, op. cl
t
. . p. 59.
46 Theodore F. Wolfe, Literary Shrines (Philadelphia: J.
B. Lippincott Company, 1&95) , p. 213.
A. Strong, American Poets and Their Theolo,a:y (New
York: Harper's, 1916), p. 427.
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apoke of Blake as one would expect a poet to speak of one to
whom he owed a great deal,
IV. KERM^q I'iELVILLE
Ellhu Vedder, whose relationship to Blake is to be
discussed in a later chapter, was, according to I-iuinford, the
49link between Blake and Herman Melville. Vedier's friendship
with Melville is indicated by the dedication of Tiinoleon . and
:.is attraction to Blake by his poems and paintin^^s
.
John H. Birss wrote in 19^h:
Recently I located a volume, now in private hands, which
bears the signature of Melville, being the first edition
of .^ilcl'irist*s Life of V/illiam Blake, I863. The signature
in pencil reads "H. Melville, June 4, '70, I], Y."50
Tiiis is the one concrete fact establishing Melville's
interest in Blake. There are, however, many indications in
Melville of a spirit sympathetic with and perhaps influenced
oy that of Blake. It has been pointed, out that "fev; in England
and probably none in America knew more than the name of Blake
n 51in lojl, that is, in the Moby Dick period. This, as the
preceding pages have shown, is rather too sweeping a statement,
W Lewis Mumford, Hermann Melville (New York: Macmillan
Company, 1918), p. 3^5.
50 John H. Birss, Notes and 3.ueries
. 166:311, May 5, 1934.
51 Joirin Freeman, Herman Melville (New York: H. Liveright,
1933), p. 129.
I
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alti.ough It is substantially true. Freeman wrote, "I suspect
Blake's iifluence In Clarel and the verse that followed liter."
Clarel was published in 1876, six years after Melville bour;:it
that copy of Crilchrist in New York. It is unfortunate, for a
neatly rounded theory, that we cannot discover Melville in
contact with Blake earlier than I87O, for in Moby Dick there
are tempting analogies to Blake's "giant forms." Ahab's chief
fault is that "single vision" which Blake passionately
53
attacked
.
Melville we should expect to find attracted by Blake,
as he was attracted by Flaxman. Apropos of the point made
earlier in this study, that Blake's was a mysticism particularly
appealing to the Celtic mind, it is a suggestive fact that
Melville's father was Scotch-Irish.
There may be traces of Blake in "Fragments of a Lost
G-nostic Poem of the r.velfth Century," in which occurs the
Blakean expression "energy,- the child of Hell.""^ " Tne New
Rosicrucians , " "Ang^l of the Age," and "A Spirit Appeared to
Me" are Blakean in theme, as the titles suggest.
Ibid
. . p. 64.
53 Ibid.
,
p. 128.
54 Herman Melville, Poems (London: Constable and Company,
Ltd., 1924), p. 272.
55 Ibid., pp. 337, 422, 423.
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A G-erman student of Kelville is convinced of the
existence of a significant relationship between the two.
Wie Blake staunend das V/under des Lebens betrachtet,
das sowohl den "Tiger" wie das "Lamm" umfasst, und wie
Byrons Cain von der Gegensatzlichkei t des irdischen Bosen
und der ^ottlichen Gute erasst ist^ so sin-I auch bei
Kelville Engel und Hai beide G-eschopfe Gottes . .
Blakes Einfluss ist hier durchaus wahrscheinlich.
Blake schrieb "Science is the Tree of Death" . . .
und I'lelvilles Einstellung zu "science, that forbidden
tree" zeigt, wie verwandt ur diesein Punkt beide, Kamier
waren, wenn wir nicht gar einen direkten Einfluss Blakes
auf Melville anneiimen wollen.57
Seitdem wir wissen, dass Melville in Juni, 1870, in
New York Blakes Biographie von Alexander G-ilchrist kaufte,
ist mit diesem Einfluss stets zu rechnen, besonders in
Clare
1
; wir haben ihn verschiedentlich nachgewiesen.
Sollte Melville nicht doch schon fruher also 1670 rait
Blakes bekannt gewesen sein? Seine Londoner Aufenhalte
1849 und spater hat ten ihm dazu G-elegenheit geboten,
besonders bei seinen Verlegenbeziehunden . . .58
Sundermann pointed also to the parallels between the
innocence and quiet personified in Claggart and Budd, and
Blake's viev; in Son>-:s of Innocence and Experience
. and to
those betv/een Melville's contrast of primitive and conventional
Cliris tiani ty and Blake's view as expressed in "The G-arden of
ijove
.
DO Dr. Karl Heinrich Sundermann, Hermann Melvilles G-edanden-
PMt (Berlin: Verlag Arthur Colignon, 1937), p. 64.
57 Ibid
. , p. 34.
5^. Ibid., footnote.
59 Ibid
. ,
p. 68.
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It must be confessed that Sundermann fell into tiie
error of over-emphasizing the importance of parallelisms,
althoujh there is in this case so very close a parallel in
many specific attitudes that at least the influence is a
distinct possibility, particularly v/hen backed by that hard
fact, the purchase of the biography. Incidentally, that
Melville soul^ rrwe bought such a ^ook suggests the likelihood
that he had known of Blake earlier. When the print collection
of Herman Melville, now in the possession of Mrs. Eleanor
Melville Metcalf, has been thoroughly conned, it may be that
we shall find that Melville had begun buying stray Blake
prints much earlier than 1870.
Of American writers of the latter part of the nineteenth
century we must admit, as a general thing, that Blake had no
considerable influence upon them. In the few cases, like that
of Melville, where we ?.re justified in supposing that the
influence may have been real and important, the difficulty is
in finding undeniable proof. As yet no such proof has been
given.
V. FERIODIC;.L NOTICES
The literature on Blake's reputation is less baffling
tiian that which we must sift to discover his influence. The
books on Blake were all by Englishmen, but the reviews of these
by Americans give a rather clear idea of the way Blake's

07
reputation was jrov/lns.
Abigail Dodge of Hamilton, Massachusetts, a cousin of
Blaine's wife and an associate of Lucy Larcom, adopted the
pennane of "3-ail Hamilton," probably for the same reason tlriat
the Brontes chose to be known as Ellis, Currer, and Acton.
Under her pseudonym was published a review of 3-ilchrist's
biography In the Atlantic Monthly . She thought the book badly
v.-ritten. The sLjle, she said, was like "Miss Sheppard's v^orst."
Undoubtedly this was Elizabeth Sara Sheppard, a clergy-
n-:ar. d?ur;hter v.'ho had published a youthfully extravagant
fictionizei biography of Mendelssohn under the title Charles
Auche- ter in 185J . Disraeli sponsored the part-Jewish author,
who wrote, like Miss Dod^e, under a penname, E. Berger , the
French translation of her own name. The book had a great
vogue, and was favorably reviev/ed in the ;ii.tlantic itself, so
that the criticism of G-ilchrist was not as self-eviden tly
damning as might be supposed.
Blake's father was made out to be a bourgeois Philis-
tine because he whipped the boy for a. falsehood permitted to
62
a poetic fancy. The v;riter spoke v;ith Victorian approval
63
of Blake's "wistful child face" ; it has come to be a common-
t"! iVcigail Dodre, "Pic tor Ignotus," The Atlantic Monthly .
13:454, April, 1C64.
Ibid.
, p. 4j;5,
57
Ibid
. , p. 435.
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place of Blake crltlclsni that Blake retained a peculiarly child-
like attitude tia^oUt^uout ills life. ..vlss Dodge pointed to the
obvious contrast afforded by Blake's personality and the
ei>.;hteenth century environment, the "G-olden A£-e of the cou:.'-on-
64
place" with its "uielodious platitudes." Tiiese strictures on
the eighteenth century, written in 1864, betray no conscious-
ness of the possibility of ? siitilar criticism of the Victorian
era. "The Tiger" was said to "coiiie charging in among Epistles
. . . a native of the ]Jungle, leaping into the fine drawing-
rooiiis of Cavendish Square." Tnere was a side glance at the
Ki:-:ht Ilioughts, showing how far that poem had fallen from
favour, to the effect that Blake's Illustrations never extended
beyond the first part, and that it would have been better had
66
the whole poem itself been lost.
TixOse who read the Prophetic Books will hardly be
inclined to agree that 31ake gave to airy no thin;r.s a local
habitation and a name, but they may agree v/ith the generally
sympathetic tone of a reviewer evidently not too much inclined
67
'^^ easy-going judgments. Perhaps the sympathetic tone was
inevitable after the reading of so enthusiastic a biography,
I-
. . p. 436.
65 Ibid
. , p. 437.
Ibid
. . p. 442.
67 Ibid., p. 446.
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Blake's unimpeachable conduct was calculated to disarm
suspicion; tiie reviewer coiiii.ienied his virtuous behavior,
68
particularly his havin;^ been a good husband to Kate.
With a confidence contrasting strikingly with the
estiaiate of Blake's spiritual well-being expressed by the Kew
Jerusalem Magazine reviewer. Miss Dodge concluded:
"continu-illy sounding as he v/ent, v:ith melodious
noise, in notes on higli, he entered in througli the gates of
69
the City."
The North American Review repeated the accepted verdict
on Blake, that he was of "the order of men of insane genius."'
Blake v/as called "childlike . "^"^ More significant in a study
of Blake's reputation is the testimony that the illustrations
to Blair's Grave and to the Book of Job v:ere the best known of
the products of Blake's pencil. Horace E. Scudder, the
reviev/er, had, he wrote, reread with emotion that early favor-
er' Ibid., p. 447.
<^9 Ibid.
70 Horace E. Scudder, "G-ilci-ris t' s Life of '.Villiam
Blake," llorth ;^merican Review
. 99:466, October, lc64. S. F.
Damon supposed this article to be by Charles Eliot Norton.
The name of Scudder is pencilled in a copy of this magazine
presented to the '//idener Library at Harvard by S. C. rnwing,
Esq. The volumes in this set are valuable in determining the
authorship of anonymous articles since they have been systema-
tically marked in this way. Scudder v/as also given as the
author of this article on page 53 of the catalogue of the Blake
exhibition at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts in 1391.
71 Ibid
. . p. 471
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ite, "The Little Black Boy."'^^
"In poetry C-owever] he failed oftener than he
succeeded," for he had, said Scudder, a bad habit of mistaking
his proper medium, employing: line and color when he should
73have employed lan^^a^n^e, and the converse,
Tlie lyrics \:ere "too fine to be ^rand," but the
Prophetic Books, Jerusalem . Eur^e . Milton . Urizen, Los . and
Ahania, were "rubbish, if you choose to call them so."'-^
Five years later Charles Eliot llorton reviewed three
Blake books for the North American Review-- the 1G66 Pickering
edition of Sonrr.s of Innocence and Experience . the 1&68
Shepherd and Pickering edition of Poetical Ske tches . and the
1C68 edition of The Marria -e of Heaven and Hell. Norton v/as
something of an authority on Blake, having collected some
editions of Blake v/hich were part of the first Blake exhibi-
tion in America,
There had been, he said, "a revival of Blake since IS63,"
and the poet had been "a fancy with many people who had before
hardly known his name.""^^ as \-ie have seen, a number of Blake
J.., p. 466,
73 Ibid ,, p. 47s,
74 1^:11
.. p. 475.
75 Ibid
. . p. 476.
76 Charles Eliot Norton, "Critical Notices," North 'Amer -
ican Review
. 108:641, April, IC69.
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poenis had been published more tlian once in Boston already, so
th'". t the revival of '-.'Mc': he speaks may have been a Boston as
\;ell as a London revival. Even at that early date Blake had
become a cult, a "fancy." Blake, Norton added,, had been "nuch
discussed of late." Tnis :aust be meant of conversation
v/lthin the various literary circles of Boston, since there
were so few published articles. It is one of several such
indications that Blake's poems were under discussion to a
greater extent than the scanty printed accounts would lead one
to suppose. The year before V/illiam Augustine Cram had said
very much the SF.me thing. "Today Blake's poems are the mystic
gospel of a higher life to a few."'''^
Swinburne's essay, published the year before, Norton
considered "wordy and pretentious," faults of v/hich his ov/n
70
essay was strikingly free. It is significant of a trend in
Blake criticism that ITorton found The Marria'~.e of Heaven I'.nd
Hell "important,"'" with "fine poetry" togetixer v;itix "what
at least seems like utter confusion of mind and pure bathos.
'^^ V . suora
,
p . Z^
^9 Norton, 0^2. cit . . p. 64l.
50 Ibid
. ,
p. 644.
51 Ijid .. p. 645.
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Not 31?i.ke's critics h.ive been eltl:er so -'enorour;
or so cautious. Tae sort of uncontrolled ^iy3tic.^.l Gtx^e.,^.
consciousness found in the Prophetic Books he likened to the
facile r H'l -./orthless rn.vings of a s^^iri tualis tic ir^ediun,
althoui^h iio ^;ranted tiiat Blake occasionally ci-ttained [grandeur
in these works. *^ Since liberal theology had, after Blake's
day, either abolished Hell or reduced its horrific aspects,
Blake's sympathetic treatment of the damned met v/ith approval.'
In a letter to James Russell Lowell, dated February 24,
1570, Norton v/rote that he had been to see old Seymour Kirkup,
a friend of Blake.
"Yes, I knew Blake well," said the old man, "and liked
him, and respected him, for -he was one of the hones test
and most upright and most sincere men I ever knev/. I
used to think him mad then,
,
but I tiiink now he was quite
sound. Tliere never v/as an hones ter man than he tcon tinued
Kirkup, with an old man's prolixit£|, or one who lived in
a finer pover ty--poor but strictly simple in his habits.
I remember his wife, who was a very nice good v/oman, once
said to me, 'Oh I have very little of Mr. Blake's company,
he passes his life in Paradise .' "S4
Blake's strength of character, even his poverty, v/ore
calculated to endea,r him to the hearts of New Englanders . On
this trip to Europe, which lasted two years, Norton met many
of the Pre-Rapliaeli tes , filled with admiration for Blake.
Ibid., p. 646.
Sara Norton and M. A. DeV/olfe Hov/e, editors. Letters
of Ch^--l£s Sliot Norton (Boston: Kougliton Mifflin and Company,
1913) , Vol. 2, J. 376.
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Tiie essay of './illi^ni r.u<^UG line CraLi ..^c ,.lready been
cited as offering evidence of the grov;th of a 31ake cult. He
himself, in spite of the r^-.dicalisin which :ui-^ht be expected of
Tiie Radicil
.
disapproved of Blake generally. "His words are
wild, sometimes hard to follow, to conventional minds they
often seemed a compound of "livinity blaspliemy. ^-^ Of
"The Keys to the G-ates" he wrote, "if tiiese are the keys of
the gates, we despair of the domain beyond." There was a
tone of conscious personal superiority in his summary of the
poet: "Tliis Blake v/as but a dwarf in many points." He
admitted, however, that "some words of his life startle us
'T C
tlinto thinking anew. In short, Blake was a stepping stone
for Uetter men than himself. The secret of Blake's influence
was expressed in this passage, v/riters bev/ildered by much of
Blake were nevertheless stirred by his wild visions.
Tlie style of this essay is singularly awkward. For
example: "Lacking a popular systematic course of instruction
. . . his mental food, m^iiily tended to nourish in one direction,
II 69
so lie startles men with his greatness in this direction.
^5 ^/illiain Augustine Cram, "William Blake," Tlie .1a:!ical .
j:~j)C'0, February, 1S68.
Ibil., p. 3^1.
^'^ Ibid., p. 379.
I ->id
. . p. 37b.
^5 I- id . . p. 379.
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Edward Payson Ev3.n3, a scholar and linjui3 u Ti-o.-i the
middle west, later (until the World War of 1914) expatriate
in Munich, contributed an article on Blake to Hours at Home .
"a pooular monthly," in IG70. It I2, interesting^ in itself as
one of the first instances of Blake's arousing interest in
someone not a member of the literary circles of Boston, ilew
York, and Philadelphia, where the Blake cult centered.
Blake was discussed no longer as a unique, but only as
an unusual fi;':ure in the history of Enr-lish poe-try and paint-
ing. Much of the essay was devoted to a biography derived
from G-ilchj:'is t. Readin^^ there that Blake v^as an enthusiastic
admirer of the poems of ":io\;ley," Evans made a distinction
between the latter 's power of "quaint picturesque description"
and Blake's "subtle sweetness and spiritual insii^ht."^
"^iS a painter of fire . . . Blake stands supreme.""
no
His was an "art seldom if ever transcended."-^^ Furthermore,
"a3 :. color is t ... he stands supreme among the artists of his
age. ^-^ Txiis strong praise, it is to be noted, was not
bestowed by a critic whose particular province was painting;
it is demonstrated repeatedly in the criticism of Blake that
Edward Payson Evans, "V/illiam Blake, Poet and Painter,
Hours at Home, 11:57, May, 1570.
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critics, like other men, are nost confident w^-ere they are
least qualified.
Tlais reviewer ran to superlatives. "Rarely equalled
for £;rand simplicity and deep pathos," he said of one of the
lyrics. Of the Prophetic Books, on the other hand, the
95
literary value v;as "slight. " Blake nad called Bacon (the
Coban of his poejis) an atheist; he was himself denounced on
that account as "bigoted ... at times in asserting the most
96
absurd opinions." It is interesting to be told that ^.vans
considered "The Little Black Boy" the best of the poems; the
same poem was the favorite of ocudcler, as he v;rote in the North
97
Americ"n Review . as well as of the anthologists.
liiomas Clark, interesting particularly to the author
of this paper because he was educated in Framingham, Massachu-
setts, a -^.ep^cendsnt of John Wheelwright, the "radical"
banished wiUi ^.nn hutcixinson, became an Episcopal bishop -^Lid
the head of ti.at church in America. He contributed an article
on Blake to the Old and Kev; Ma.c,azine . published in Philadelphia,
in 1873. This magazine declared itself to be devoted to the
humanistic enterprise of demonstrating the contemporary value
Itid
. . p. 59.
95 Ibid
.
,
p. 51.
9^ Ibid . . p. 64.
57 Ibid.
, p. 59.
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of old ani traditional elements in the nev/. Tne article con-
tained, like most of those written during this period, an
extended biography, paraphj?ased from G-ilchrist. Blake was
app^'oved of as a man, but condemned as a poet. Tlie "kni^rhtly
man"^^ was a bundle of "inconsrui ties and contradictions,"^^
who wrote "many wearisome pages ... of superlative nonsense";
the rev levies was weary of hacking nls way tliroui^jLi the "tiiick
,,100
Jungle of words
.
Turning from the difficult Pro-hetic Books, the
reviewer considered with relief the greener pastures of
lyricism. "He writes better or worse than other people . "^'^^
Apparently he v.'rote best when he wrote luos t conventionally,
for Clark selected for special praise a poem from the earliest
Blake collection, "To the Evening Star." He underlined
Let thy west wind sleep on
The lake ; soeak silence wi th tny ";1 i;:j-:.e r in.^:: eves
And wash the dusk wi th silver .-^^^
These lines suggest Shelley rather than Blake.
"Of Blake's merits as an artist v/e have, in this
country, no means of passing an independent and intelligent
^B~Thomas M. Clark, Old and Kew Xac-.azine
.
7:67-82,
January, 1873.
-5 Ibid.
,
p. 75.
100 ^- .
^ 7^xcid
.
,
p . Jo,
mi^, p. 7s.
10 Ibid .
, p. 77.
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opinion," said Clark, a^mlnls terlnj an unconsclouc rebuke to
Evans. "^^-^ T^'enty yei;.rs later Blake material had ber^un flowing
westward across the Atlantic at such a rate that America has
now, in many ways, more adequate facilities for Judging
Blake than the mother country has.
Thomas Sergeant Perry, whose grandfather and granduncle,
respectively, were the naval heroes of Erie and Japan, a
.aember of the society of Boston Brahmins (he married a Cabot),
and a descendant of Benjamin Franklin, called by his bio^rrapher
a "rationalist," reviev/el the Rossetti edition of Blake and an
essay of Charles Eliot Norton on the "Illustrations to Job" in
the Atl-.n .-Ic .:o.iti.il:/ . he deplored the val^^ar ballad of "Long
Johin Brown and Little Mary Bell," omittel together with the
104
two sl:epherd's son-^s from the Rossetti edition. Perry^
expanded upon Blake's lack of sophis tiCL-. tion, quoting h or ton:
Blake was a most childlike man— childlike in si::iplicity
and faith; childlike even to childish-ness as mystics are
apt to be, in the indulgence of way^.'/ard moods, and in the
defect of the sense of proportion between individual
conceits and the wisdom of mankind . •^'^^
This is what we should expect from a "rationalist," a
.::an in v/hose attitude there is the obvious mark of the New
England temperament, its o ther-worldliness well ballasted by
1C3 Ibid"
. . p. 80.
104 Tiiomas Sergeant Perry, Atlantic Monthly . 65:482,
April, 1875.
Ibid
. . p. 485.
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shrewd commonsense and Ingrained intellectualism, A seaman is
keener of wit than a landsman, as Nelson pointed out in Justi-
fication of -.tion in using sailors for difficult expedi-
tions ashore, even while more impressed by the mystery of
existence, as Conrad and a host of other writers on the sea
have shov/n: and New England was fornierly a seaman's haven.
Mence it is that Boston had some sympathy for 51ake, but was
cautious to qualify its approval.
Perry ai'ded original critical observations to the mass
of accepted, and from now on constantly reiterated, commonplaces
Ke noted the "simplicity and appropriateness" of Blake's epithet
'j.nd that Blake was "especiD.lly fond of the adjectives sweet
/ % II 106
and golden, but (he added; they never cloy the ear.
Blake's revolutionary idealism he viev;ed without alarm.
The iiiprtGsion ti.e Philistine gets is that Blake sixOt
his arrows very much at random, and not, like many bards
of the present time, with deliberate intent of preaching
what is called a new gospel, which is really a very old
one--as old as human nature, 107
Perry was constantly reminded, in reading Blake, of
3-oethe, someti-ing new in Blake criticism. In G-oethe's later
poetry, more particularly in tx.e second part of Faus t . he
recognized a mysticism similar to that of Blake in the
Prophetic Books. That currently neglected but formerly
iO^ I'>.il .
. p. 484.
^'^'^
Ibid . . p. 486.
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popular master of the grandiose, "Ossian," Goetr.e too read and
108
admired.
Tlrlel was "quite as impressive and quite /.s unintellig-
ible as most nightmares . . . Cli^--^] an opera sun^^ in a
foreign tongue. ""^^^ The suggestion that Blake was still the
subject of extravagant acclaim by a small group was strengthened
by Perry's warning of "the danger of Blake's receiving affected
ICQ
admiration. If readers were forced to wade tlirough the
Prophetic Books, said Perry, Blake's audience would be even
109
smaller than it was
. Tiie somewhat surprising thing about
all these hints of the growth of a Blake cult is the failure
of its members to publish. The articles which appeared from
time to time v/ere quite temperate; yet we fii^ld repeated
warnings against making Blake an affectation.
Another review of the Rossetti edition, in the Perm
I-lontxily
.
granted that Blake was "nearly as free as any writer
of our own century from any trace of the mannerisms of the
time.""^"^*^ Blake, however, was no longer regarded as an
inexplicable anaclironism in that dark age of poetry, the
111
eighteenth century. His is "a book of echoes."
10b Ibid . . p. 4S6.
Ibid ., p. 4£:7.
110 Poetry of the Pic tor Ignotus," Penn Monthly .
7: £46, November, IS76.
111 r^ • ^Ibia
.
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Tliere was a decided break with the older critic^.!
tradition which regarded the Prophetic Books as curious but
unimportant. Blake's "most characteristic pieces are puzzles,
112
^ort^eous in style and intricate in sense.' " This is in
almost direct contx"adic tion to the opinion expressed in tne
review by Scudder, that the Prophetic Books were "rubbish."
Yet the Penn Monthly critic was aware of his inadequate
knowledge of the more mystical poems, and "avoided quoting
113
his most powerful poems, because of their abs truseness .
"
The familiar praise of Blake as a great humanitarian was
repeated; the writer spoke of his "Christlike s-^mpathy with
the humble and the v/eak--the suffering children of the great
ci ties .
"^"'"^
Two magazines, Livinp: Are and The Eclectic Ma;Tazine .
were particularly instrumental in spreading Blake's fame;
the former published a considerable number of reprints from
British periodicals which had to do with Blake. In l£75
Livin,j; Ag;e republished an article from Cornhill Map-.azine
which attacked the criticism of Blake as an incompetent
visionary, and defended him as a technician. J. Com;^ms Carr,
the author, denied that Blake was undiscipliTied, and declared
112 Icid
. . p. 846.
Ibid
. . p. 850.
Ibid.
, p. 8::,1.
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"Blake's art is the greater of his achievements."
Trie Eclectic Ma-o-zine republished an article y ..ossetti
in 1376, giving this testimony as to Blake's popularity:
Blake was an old man in 1824, and to the general
public of poetic readers he was then, and remained till
recently, simply unknown; he has now emerged into full
ligiit.llo
This, of course, primarily concerns nis recognition in
London, but it shows that there was little lag between the
time Le W9s brought from obscurity in London :?.nd the time
w..ei. i.is n^'SiS had become familiar to .^merican literary circles.
The Critic and the Atlantic Monthly published critiques
cf Blake in 1881, the article in the former written by Edniund
v^i-ii'c.xce Stedman, the banker-poet and anthologist, an adi^irer
of Tennyson. This was the first issue of the magazine, and
the on the first pa-e of this first issue was a full page
portrait of Blijie ; this is perhaps significant of the extent
to which Blake had become an object of interest.
Stedman charged Blake with tecijnical inadequacy. He
was "ti.e servant rather than tne master" of his art. The
1'
qualities of Blake were listed as fancy, fertility, and faith.
115 J. Comyns Carr. Littell 's Living A£e, 126:77, July
10, 1875.
116
.William Michael Rossetti, "Modern British Poetry,"
Eclectic Magazine, 23:567, May, I876.
117 Edmund Clarence Stedman, "V/illiam Blake, Poet and
Painter," Critic
. 1:5, January 15, I88I.
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"Grotesque errors are found more frequently in i.is
poetry than in his desi^s . . . his most original and exquisite
ran^e of verse is f3.r below . . . his works of outline and color."
Stedman, it is to be noted, was primarily a man of letters, and
118
not an artist.
Hie -.tl'intic Monthly found Blake no lon{:er unknown; the
modest exhibition in Boston nad made his name familiar in art
as well as literary circles.
Ibid ., p. 3.

CHAPTER IV
BLAKE AIJD AMERICAN PAINTE.'^S AND ART CRITICS
I. THE BOSTON EXhIBITION OF 1880
Alfred Mudge and Sons published a catalogue of the
first exhibition of Blake's works in the United States, at
Boston, in 1S80. It testified to the poetic reputation of
the painter.
Readers of English poetry have long been familiar v/ith
some lovely elusive lyrics by William Blake, which have
appeared in various anthologies. The Golden Treasury , for
example, has some of the best known of the s e , "The Piper,"
. . . and "The Tiger,"
Tiger, tiger, burning bright,
has a singularly tenacious hold upon the memory."^
It is strange to find the two poems given in this order; in
more recent anthologies "The Tiger" has been published 72 times,
"The Piper" only 50.^
The Boston exhibition was composed largely of Blake
items in the possession of Mrs. Gilchrist, who had arrived in
America in I876, but it included works owned by E. V/. Hooper,
treasurer of Harvard College, as well as Horace Scudder's
copy of the Book of Job.
Mrs, Mariana Griswold Van Rensselaer, the wife of a
1 An Exhibition of Drawings, Water- Colors . and Engravings
by William Blake (Boston: Alfred Mudge and Sons, I88O)
.
2 Cf . Appendix A.
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Dutch engineer, took tlie 000-^.51011 to write the first crltl-^ue
of Blake's art to appear in .'iiuerlca. . T/zo articles were pub-
lished in the American Architect and Sull'^inr Nev/3 .
y.r?. , Van Rensselaer considered Blake a drau^jlitsman
rather tiian a painter, a natural result of years of drudgery
as an engraver. The first critic who skives one the impression
of bringing trained perception to bear upon Blake's work is
far from settinf^ him up as a supreme color is t. She said
that he excelled in decorative desisn, that he mi^^ht almost
be said to have revived the medieval art of illumination, and
that the cut of Elijah in the fiery chariot, recently published
2;
in Scr ibner * 3 Mar.azine . was not unpictorial in theme,-'
Dore, who succeeded Elake as an illustrator of Dante,
had, she said, nothing like Blake's vision or Blake's sincerity.
But Blake was "no colorist," and his conception in painting as
in poetry was too vast for l.is pov.'ers of execution, ile
lacked the tecl-jnical efficiency to convert Lis inspirations
4into artistic expression.
Since Bls.ke undoubtedly used color as the symbolists
who followed him did, rather than as the colorists who preceded
him-- Titian, Rembrandt, and Rubens— it may be that he has been
3 Mariana G-riswold Van Rensselaer, "The V/orks of V/illiam
Blake," American Architect and Buildin.g News, £:2l6, October
30, 1860.
4
Ibid
. . 8:224, November 6, I68O.
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Judged upon an unfair basis.
Horace E. Scudder, a reader for Hou^rhton Mifflin and
later (I69O-I89C) the editor of the AtlrmMc Monthly , wrote
the article in Scribner' s Monthl y to which Mrs. Van .lensselaer
referred. He was amon^ the exhibitors at the exhibition. His
article was illustr^.ted by nine black- and-wi.i te illustrations,
obtained chiefly through the coui^tesy of Mrs. ailclirist.
Although little save Blake's skill in composition could be
estimated from such reproductions, "aiad Day" and "Elijah in
the Chariot of Fire" were at least introduced to the readers
of the magazine
.
Tcudder ~ave further testimony as to the way in v/hich
Blake's name was first introduced into America.
His reputation as a designer has had a durable
foundation in the copies of the Book of Job, which have
found their way to America; his place as a poet has been
more clearly defined by the attention which has been
given to his lyrics, and the obscurity in which his vision'
ary books have been suffered to lie.
5
The year iScO marked the beginning of a new era in the
history of Blake's American reputation.
The exhibition in Boston, of a number of V/illiam
Blake's pictures, brought together from various quarters,
gives opportunity for a more complete view of his singular
power than has been possible before on this side of the
Atlantic. Ever since the publication of G-ilcliris t'
s
"Life of Blake" in I863, there has been an intelligent
curiosity respecting nim as a painter, stimulated by the
glimpses of concealed beauty which the pho tolithographers
o Horace E. Scudder, "V/illiam Blake, Poet and Painter,"
Scribner' s Montnly
.
20:226, I08O.
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in Uiat book srudglnsly permitted, and not wholly
discouraged by the so-called facsi.uile reproductions which
have been published at different ti.nes . Blake's fane as
a painter has rested mainly, however, upon the enthusiastic
testiniony of a few capable witnesses."
There was an unusual critical observation upon "Tne
Tiger."
Once, indeed, ..^..j we say that the sudden entrance of
light transforms the whole poem into a magnificence which
otherwise would have been a mere lurid dreadfulness ; it is
when, near the close of that fiery poem, "The Tiger," the
poet asks:
"Did He who made the lamb raake thee?"
Let anyone read the poem and say if this line is not the
salvation of it.'
Evidently he breathed a sigli of relief when Blake
recognized the deity with a capital "H" ; Blake's tiger of
wrath and evil was somewhat too fiery for theological coLoTort.
The estimate of the Son^s of Experience . that they are
"in the purely poetic sense, untruthful," is at first sight
uiystifying, altiiough it is partially explained '-^j Uie passage
which follows.
Nor could there well be found a finer illustration of
the supremacy of good than is exhibited by the contrast
of these two books Ct-he Sonr,s of Innocence and the Sonp^s
of Exoerience') . Blake's sincerity is unquestionable, out
the So^i.TS of Innocence represent a state, the 3Qn;-;s of
Experience a mood. The rhytiim discovered in the former
by the accent of dark lines is absent in the latter, for
the wl:ite lines do not accent the dark.^
6 Ibid
.T .jp. 225-6.
Ibid-
,
232.
^ Ibid
. , p. 232.
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What he meant to say, apparently, was this:
In the earlier collection, the principle of sood is
dominant over that of evil, the latter serving oaly as a foil
to the former, which is regarded as a permanent "state," c.nd
therefore more "truthful" in a poetic sense. Blake was
sincere in his emphasis on the dark side of life in the second
group of poems, but as an artist and an engraver he should
have used the black-line technique; this figure of speech is
obscure but probably alludes to the new cross-grain, white-on-
black-background teclinique supposed to have been discovered
by Bewick, and mentioned above in the discussion of '.^'hitman.
Although Scudder was one of the first to take note of
the illustrated books, he had scant regard for the text illus-
trated.
The less curious student, the one who goes to Blake for
what shall please his eye and strike his imagination, is
satisfied not to read a line of these mighty books, but
to take page after page as examples of subtle decorative
beauty .
9
rle added:
It is fortunate that copies of the "Book of Job" exist
in sufficient number to make it possible for- students to
get access to it--an excellent set is on exhibition at the
Boston collection, and both private and public owners can
easily be found. -'-^
From the obscurity in which Blake's visionary works had
. , p . 235
.
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been suffered to lie, Scudder and the Boston ex::ibltion
rescued these "mlgiity books," and during the remiiluder of tne
century those v/ho appreciated the illustrations on display at
various exhibitions were led to an interest in the lon^
ne^jlected prophecies. It is this that makes a treatment of
Blake as an artist essential to a rounded discussion of his
reputation as a poet. For it is generally sranted that his
"prophecies" are so closely bound up with the illustrations
with which he accompanied them that it would be impossible to
understand one fully without knowing something of tiie other.
In a real sense, therefore, it has been the exiiibitlons of
Blake's painted books that has rescued him from the position
into which he was being forced, that of a minor lyric poet.
Scudder, however, repeated the general verdict on
Blake's poetry in his comment on the contrast between Blake's
enduring works :^.nd those "of a nature to illustrate rather a
wayward artist than one who moves in the great procession of
erratic intelligence . ""^"^ Blake had at least advanced one step
from the "mad painter" in becoming the "wayward artist."
Scudder 's article has been given at considerable length
because it is so full of pertinent detail. Kany of the
passages suggest far more tiian they explicitly say.
For example, he spoke of "the less curious student" in
Ibid ., p. 240.
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a way t suggests the possibility that even then there were
curious students trying to make some thin- of Uiese wild poems.
His preference for the Son,-^.s of Innocence is shared by readers
1'
-^he twentieth century if the editors of antiiologies are to
be taken as representative, for the "Holy Thursday" of the
earlier collection has been published in 11 anthologies, the
"Holy Tiiursday" of the later in only three; "infant Joy" was
published in l4 but "infant Sorrow" in only one; the first
"Nurse's Song" in 19, the second in only three. Thie one
exception to this general tendency is that "Tlie Tiger" was
published in more anthologies than "The Lamb," althougii both
were very popular; the latter appeared in 47, the former in 72
anthologies, perhaps the most often reprinted si?;)gle poem in
,
,
. 12
nis tory
.
The key 'to this difference in popularity is -iven in
Scudder's "nor (tould there v;ell be found a finer illustration
of the supremacy of ^ood than is exhibited by the contrast of
these two books"; the illustration is rather of the average
reader's fondness for hearing of the supremacy of the good.
It is for t:.is reason that Blake's "happy" songs, like "Piping
down the v:'. Hoys v.'ild," are so muc:. more popular nov than his
gloomy humanitarian poems, like "The Little Black _-oy." Those
who speak of Blake as "childlike" in the sense of "carefree"
12 Cf . Appendix A.
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overlook the very bitter tone of nome even of the earliest
poems, iuvl the far from simple, tlip very m'^ture, attitudes
revealGvl in the latest.
II. oL_/3ij^L^j.. T ijXi . I ol TIOi.«S
There was a second exliibition, under the same auspices
as that of ISSO, in Boston, from February 7 to March 13, 1691.
Among the contributors were Dr. . V/aterson, Henry Adams,
Dr. Charles E. 'fJest of Brooklyn, Charles Eliot horton, and the
three exhibitors of iGoO, Mrs. Gilchrist, E. Hooper, and
H. C. Scuaier. Tl.is exhibit, hov/ever, because of the grov/th
of the Hooper collection, was rather his show than Mrs.
G-ilchris t' s . It was through the Hooper collection that ,^my
Lowell first became acquainted with Blake's work. " A
bibliography, v/ith 48 items, was appended to the catalo^xue
.
In 1893 the Phila-iel-ohia Academy of Fine Arts out one
^.i exhibition of "Examples of the English Pre-Raphaelite School
of Painters, including Rossetti, 3urne-Jones, Kadox-5rown, -.nd
others, together with a collection of the works of V/illiam
15
Blake." Blake's .r-i'^e :.aa bscox^.c associated vjitri the Pre-Ra-
13 Cf . p. 200.
Cf . p. 103.
^^ Cf, Bibliography, sub voce Exhibition.
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phaelltes through Rossettl, althouiih the group of painters
known as the "Ancients" of which Blake was in a sense the
founder, hal little connection with the more famous i^roup.
The 3-ilchrist name was still prominent in American exhibitions,
Herbert H. G-ilcbrist of London furnishing much of the material
foi- ^ Fiiiladelphia exi:ibition.
xiiLong the other exhibitions of Blake's work was that
of 1^05 in New York, by the Grolier Club, particularly rich
in ^^^.iL^'s painted books; that of 193<5 in San .-.ui'lno, Califor-
I
nia, by the Huntington Library, centered about Blake s
illustrations for Paradise Los t; that of 1938 in New York,
at the Pai'ke-Berne t G-alleries, when the collection of George
C. Smith Jr. was sold; and that of 1939 in Philadelphia, at
the Phil-'elrhlD Museum of Art. This 1939 exhibition was
epochal, ^xll ti.e material v;as contributed by .-imerican
collectors, who had been accumulating a very large number of
Elake items since the time of Charles Eliot Norton and E. '.V.
Hooper
.
It was during that year of unusual activity in Blakean
circles, l£93, that the great White collection of Blakean'^
Wc-s started. Chester U . 3-reenough, in 1927, the centennial
year of Blake's death wrote:
More than for any of these C'-^hite's other collecting
interests] he seemed to cax-^e for V/illiam Blake, whose
originality gave him the deepest satisfaction. When he
first began to buy Blake some thirty-five years ago, there
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were few rival collectors .-^^
From 1693 on American collectors brou^i^t back from
Enfrland ro many books und prints '^nd letters that there is
said tu be uiore Blake material ii. U.is country, in some fields,
than there is in England.
In 1903 the great Lord Crewe collecticn v,"^c sold; an
account written at the time asserted that it was probably
surpassed by only one other. Undoubtedly much of this collec-
tion found its way into American hands. The iiiipoverislimcnt
of Europe, due to the ever-recurring wars, together with the
pressure of iimerican v/ealth, has had a significant effect on
the art of the new world. The 'Jorld War (191^-1?1&) is said
to have been particularly important in effecting the transfer
of Blakeana to this country.
It is generally recognized that Blake's painting and
poetry are closely related. "To read the poems apart from
th? desig^ns," said John Vance Cheney, "is like listening to
.I'^^.er's operas, blindfold."''"'^ This critical point, that
Blake's works are neither poetry nor painting, but a fusion
of the tv/o, is particularly sip^nificant in view of the
treatment Blake received at txie hands of the humanists.
^^ Chester N . G-reenough, prefatory note, Illus trations
to YounR ' s Night Thousshts (Cambridge: Fogg Museum of Art, 1927),
p. 2.
^'^ John Vance Cheney, "William Blake," The Californian .
4:448, August, 1893.
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opposed as they were to the confusion of genres o Is.clc
Ox clo.i"ity t:enerall/. IT, .^z is (_,encrally s.dcii tted, a
Uiorou^i knowledge of Blake's poetry is impossible without a
corresponding knowled^se of his painting, the rrov/t]:: of American
collections aay be presumed to have some effect on xiis poetic
reputati on.
Already, in 190£, Laurence Einyon, / ... . -jitish
I-Iuseum staff, the successor of T. 3. Eliot as Norton lecturer
at Harvard, noted the mir^ration of Blakeana across the Atlantic.
There have been several exhibitions of Blake's art
during the last few decades, some of the most interesting
of which have been those held in Boston and New York. A
number of Blake's finest works, especially in the form of
books, are nov/ in American collections . 1°
^-xlready that process by which an artist becomes the
vor;ue had begun; a study of the llew York Times since igO?
shows that the one feature of Blake's ^rov/ing reputation which
most ;ittracted the attention of the press was the swift rise
in the prices demanded for his work. .-iS Clemence Dane wrote
in 1924, confirmins what has been said as to the tendency of
critics to deprecate Blake's work in their own field:
"Blake is attaining higher and higher rank.""^^
She went on to point out how he had formerly been
1^ Laurence Binyon, "Blake's V/ork As A Painter," Putnam'
s
Monthly
. 3:4lC, January, 1908.
'^
"Ra.nkin5 William Blake with Shakespeare; Clemence
Dane Pays Tribute to a G-reat Visionary," Current Q-oinion
.
77:350, Seotember, 1924.
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treated.
The professional ar tls t3--"His stuff's out of drawiknGl"
. . .
the wordaon^-.ers— "He doesn't scunl" . . . the moral-
ists— "He isn't proper 1" . . . the Philis tines--"He isn't
sane'." . . . the" wor^d has become aware of Blake, and
—
prices ^lave i^one upl^^
Blake shared in the enthusiasm for art which has "been
sweepin- over America since the war, the collectins mania which
led Hc:^i'Sb to fill warehouses with art objects. It has become
impossible to buy Blake originals on an ordinary income; even
reproductions are costly.
Tiie superfluous art of Europe . . the war £this was
written in 19l3 has induced her to yield to us . . . in
some particular fields America finds herself richer now
than tlie mother country. . . . that so rare an artist as
William Blake v;ere represented to any extent outside liis
native En{iland would be doubted by the casual visitor to
our art-galleries . 2^
What makes the collection of Blake more excitinc than
that of the old masters is the frequency with which new v/ork
by t:i:is prolific painter is turned up. Tiie article from
which the quotation above was taken called this the "resurrec-
ted art" of Vvilliam Blal.e. In that case the "resurrected .rt"
was a series of portraits, some of which were reproduced in
Ar ts and Decorations (Lamb, Byron, Pope, Wolfe, Keats, Raleigh,
Hunt, Blake hii.iself, Shelley, the Duchess de Berri, and
imaginative portraits of certain characters from Pil.5:.rlm' s
i. L 1 :i .
. p. Jyji,
^^
"Resurrected Art of William Blake," Litercci- ./ Di,c:.££ t .
56:25, January 12, 19lC.
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Pro.rrecs ) . froiii the collection of Dr. John V/. E:..rtlett,
president of the American Institute of New York. He had these
from a friend of Sir Henry Irvin£ about I698. At the same time
22
a new poeiL on America was discovered.
The 1939 exhibition at Philadelphia was, said Howard
Devree, the most complete Blake exhibition yet held. Anita
Brenner noted that most of Blake's work had been brouf^ht to
America by museums and private collectors. Blake reminded
her of the surrealists, and she called him "perhaps Encland's
,24
greatest artist . . . almost a child of the twentieth century."
Like White, Jud^e Willis Vickery of Cleveland collected
Sh-^:rspeare and Blake, for which his "old-time library was
- .,
"25
The growth in interest in Blake's painted books was
contemporaneous with the revival of printing in this country,
and was perhaps a factor in Luat revival; ".villiam i.'*orTis, the
primary factor, was quite probably stirred by Blake's example
to attempt the publication of fine literature in a fine format.
The relationship of the Pre -ilapha elite poe t-oainters to this
J . E. Robinson, "An Unknown Collection of Portraits by
William Blake, the G-enius of the Pre-Raphaelite Movement," ^.r ts
and Decorations
.
n.v.:101-5, 130, January, 1916.
2^ V. Appendix B, February 11, 1939.
V. Appendix B, February 12, 1939.
PR
,
^ Hellmut Lehman-Haupt , The Book in America (New York: R. C.
Bowker Company, 1939), p. 332.
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revival of printing wj,s curiously close.
Thomas Bird Xosher, a printer of Portland, Maine,
an enthusiastic roRier of the ooetry of the Pre-Raohaeli te
(^roup and of the poets of ti.e Celtic i.-tenaissance, he^^AL lae
publication in 1895 of a monthly reprint of prose and verse
in a fine format. The series was continued for twenty years
and made available many of the productions of tne literary
coteries which centered about Rossettl and Yeats. The
attention to format in itself '.\'a^ pvi^ence of the influence
of i<illiam Morris, pioneer in tx^e printin-c revival wiAch
made possible the slim and lovely volumes issued by twentieth
century poets-. Mosher, among other tributes to the Pre-Raph-
aelites, republished the four issues of their short-lived
orsan, The G-erm .
In his last nvmber, for December, 191-^, Mosher pointed
out, "I began with Blake and end with Blake. "'^ The first
twenty-five pages of his first number were devoted to Blake's
lyrics, giving both versions of "The Tiger." The last thirty-
two pages of his last number were devoted to Blake's designs
for Thornton's Ver.Tgl
.
designs which Mosher had published
separately in 1699.
The Mosher Press republished an article by Christopher
2o Thojias Bird Mosher, editor, TYie Bibelot : A Re :-rint
of Poe try and Prose for Book Lovers . Chosen in Part from
Scarce £di tions and Sources i:o t G-ene rally Known (Portland,
Maine: Thomas 3. Mosher, 1914) , Vol. 20, o . 407.
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Morley whlci. ud.d first j.ypfj.rt.l ii. {...l ^ .. l^.- lay Review of
LI ter-A ture
. conimendlns the reissue by William H. V/lse and
Co^ipany of New York of th'=^ "f-^inou?" tw-^^ty volumes of the
Bibelot" first published ..03.xr. ' xhe title for the
article was taken from Blake's "To the Christians" in tne
poem J erusalern :
I :;ive you txie end of z. rolden string,
Only wind it into a ball,
It will lead you in at Heaven's gate
Built in Jerusalem's wall.
Of Mosher Morley said, "As early as 1900 he was hailing
the Irish literary renascence . . . and coining to the defense
of vers libre . " he v/as "a hardy sea-bred uncolleged downeaster
. . . (with) a penseroso strain . . . like Blake, Mosher gave
us the end of a 7;olden string. "
Kosher is a single instance of that indirect influence
exerted by Elake through the Pre-RaiDhaell te painters. Blake's
popularity is no doubt largely -?ue to their enthusiasm.
Of iS known copies of Poetical 3ke tones . 11 are in the
United States, in the possession of T. J. iise, the Huntington
Library, Dr. .-i. './ . Rosenbach (this copy has been sold, presum-
ably to an American), George C. Sjiith Jr. (his collection was
27 Cnristopher Morley, A G-olden 3 trina; (Portland, Maine:
Mo3i.er Press, n. d.), n. p.
OS
/villiam Blake, The Poems and Pro ohecies of ./ 11 11 am
Blake (Max Plowman, editor; E. P. Dutton and Company: l^c.v York,
1927)
, p. 253.
29 Morley, ibid .
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sold in New York, two years after the census was published
fror. v/':lch the^o -^.^tail=5 \:'^'r^ f-'z^n), the 7/ellc?;ley College
Library C ti^e Herbert raiuier ujiiccti-^ii/ , Carl n.
Pforzlieimer , A. E. Newton, and Chaancy 3. Tinker.'' It is
possible that the present war may lead to . . . influx
of Blakeana, since art objects are amon3 the inost easily
disposable collateral held by the warring countries. This is
a definite instance of that siiift of Blakeana from England
to the United States which has been asse^'rted uiore than once
by American and English art critics.
III. aRT CaiTICISM
Elizabeth Luther Gary, the American art critic who has
written on 21 i^-:. jiost often, contributed an account of his
work as an illustrator to the Cri tic in 1905, illustrated by
two cuts from Thornton's Ver;^il . The occasion was the
exhibition of Blake's books at tx.e G-rolier Club. Tiie revival
of printing initiated by William Morris at the Kelmscott
Press, resulting in the productions of "Fra Elberto" Hubbard
and tiie Ajycrofters, made the teciinlc^i details of Blake's
printing process of interest. The integration of illustration
and text was, accoriin^ to I'-liss Gary, more nearly achieved
by Blake tixun by a.is more pretentious successors. In sp:^ce
30 Iv-argai^e t, iluth Lowery, ".-a Census of William ^i^x.e's
Poetical Sketches," Library
. ll'^d^-SO, December, 193c.
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compos Itl.-^n, In the h 1 1 n - -.'hite spaces, prlat, and
decoratiou, 51;ike wa.s pa.. Licui-*riy Sxvilliul.
Laurence Dlnyon, who has been one of the principal
factors in the growth of Blake's reputation in artist,
both in tills country and in England, publisned an article in
Putna:::' s I-Iori U.ly in 1908, with three large illustrations,
much clearer ti:an any previously published.
I^lost people Che v/rote3 know Blake's name; few know his
works. The antagonism and irritation that his art arouses
in certain minds is no less a tribute to his power tr^an
^
the extravagant laudation with which others idolize him.^
He admitted that "there is much that is even ugly and
riliculous in his paintings." This tone of moderation or
critical balancing is that adopted by critics who intend to
be regarded as impartial; it is t:.e tone of critical virtue,
somc.vx.^L vitiated oj Uxe vagueness of these qualifications.
A reading of Blake criticism is enlightening as to the relatively
small quantity of really incisive, specific, scientific
criticism; by far txie larger nu^./oc.^ of critics express
personal reactions rather than particular insight. This
explains an otherwise b^f^ling phenomenon, the lack of harmony
between criticisms, z^.e violent diversity of opi.ilons.
^1 Elizabe In Lu Liier Gary, ".'/illiam Blake x-.s .-in Illustra-
tor," The Critic .:.nd Litera-y 'iorld
.
46:214-6, March, 1905.
32 Laurence Blnyon, "Blake's .<orii .^s .-x Painier," Putnam'
s
Monthly
. 3:410, January, 190 S.
33 Ibid.
,
p. 411.
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"There hir. -ot abroa'^ '^ notion T^lake was a kin-i
or insoired aiiialeur ... it xicis often be en said that he could
not draw. Binyon pointed out tnat his distortions and
apparent anatomical inaccuracies were deliber:t(=- r.-"' ; .rranted.
31j.ke, in short, was increasing In stature, not >^ione as a
poet and philosopher, but also as a painter. In this respect
he has the advantage over Shakespeare; if he is to become the
core of a great legend, he has the advantage of offering a
many-sided personality,
Binyon remarked that in a recent London exhibition "of
special interest to Americans were the set of designs to
Paradise Lo b t
.
earlier, smaller, and less elaborate than the
35
set in the Boston Museum." This is further evidence of the
extent and importance of American collections of Blakeana.
Elizabeth Luther Gary is an enthusiastic champion of
Blake as an artist. Her vindication of Blake's artistic
method suggests a similar defence of his poetic method.
Shall painting be confined to the sordid drudgery of
facsimile representations of merely mortal and perishing
substances, and not be, as poetry and music are,
elevated into its own_.proper sphere of invention and
visionary conception?-^
Curiously enough, poetic painting rather than pictorial
Ibid ., p. ^12.
^5 Ibid.
, p. 417.
Elizabeth Luther Gary, "The Years Bring New Honors to
Blake," New York Times. October 20, 1935, p. 11.
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poetry, the -.i.Ci'e usual ^.ssocl-. ticn, is here taken to be the
significant eieuiCnt in Uifc 31ii^e tr;. lltlon. Tne urt critic
iiad the same feelin3 that modern painting is related to ti.at
of Bl-.ke, as is generally felt in regard to poetry, with the
same hesitancy about definite Influences,
The new school C^f abs trac tiorj has helped us with our
Blake, whether or not he has helped us with our new school.
His water colors are . . . most iniportant, ... in them
he is completely aiaster of his medium, freed from the
experimental tendency that dictated his curiouc colored
printing. '
Exactly the same sort of comment dis tingulsnes between
the lyrics and the prophecies.
A rare instance of a critic oreferring Blake's work
in ills own field is this passage:
One marvels to see how the fantastic verbal garment
which he wove for these visions and ideas, to the
confusion of a generation of commentators, turns into a
fair and simple vesture when his tools, in place of words,
were paint, brush, and graver. 3S
Her language is that of a devotee; that of the English-
man, Blnyon, is much more restrained. He wrote, for example,
II 39
that Slake showed "remarkable qualities as a tecrjiician,
but that in his engravings tnere was an "absence of detail
. . .
danger of dryness and emptiness.
37 Ibid ., p. 13.
36 Ibid .
39 Laurence Binyon, "The Engravings of William Blake and
Edward Calvert," Print Collector ' s ^.uar terlv
. 7:^12, December,
1917.
^ Ibid
. , p. 417.
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IV. SOME AMERIC.\1^ PAIIm'TERS
That Elihu Vedder was perhaps the medium through which
Herman Melville first becTime acquainted with Blr.ke's work was
41 ^
su2i^ested auove. xienry Van Dyke, in Ixn^ cjiiua6iii.uJr-~ clvc
tribute of the American Academy of Arts and Letters, wrote
that Vedder was "much laipressed by the drawings of William
42
Slake." Tiie influence of Blake on his art was manifest In
the 1684 edition of the Rubailat
.
. . .
handwritten ani decorated by Elihu Vedder in a
manner somewhat reminiscent of Blake, but so full of
ornamental allusions and hidden symbols, that the decora-
tions haye to be explained in detail at the end of the
volume.^-^
Somewhat in the same ^iianner, but even closer to Blake,
were the illustrations made by Khalil Gibran for his volumes
of poems, published in this country although the author was a
Syrian
.
An old ioalnter lend a copy of Cunningham's Lives to
Elihu Vedder when the latter was a schoolboy, and there,
wrote Vedder, "l read for the first time of Blake, the mad
painter. Fancy the author of the illustrations of the book
44
of Job--madl"
41 Cf. p. 83.
'^2 Henry Van Dyke, Commemmoratlve Tribute to Elihu Vedd
(Pub. no. 44, iJew York: American Academy of Arts and Letters,
1924), p. 8.
^3 Ibid , p. 6.
Elihu Vedder, Digressions of 2l!L (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1910), p. 6l.
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Verier f^lt n ^irllirl affinity for Blake; he wrote:
"l l.-i.ve a slroiii^ tendency to see in tnintss more tna.n aieets uie
eye ... I C'^n conjure up visions . . . Blake, he said,
been c-illed the "mad painter, . . . and so he remains in
tiie minds of most people to this day. But I never doubted his
46
sanity." Vedder was a friend of Edwin Ellis, " ..v^n
s
47
:iturated with Blake." Ke prsised Blake, the idealist:
"or the two kint^S'^oms , I think Blake's will outlast that of
48
Bismarck." Ke believed that "Blake is safe; he will be
i:iore known ""i time goes on--better '..fiO-.m to some; for to the
49
great majority he v/ill forever remain a sealed book."
There is a complacent note of superiority in Vedder 's comments
on Blake; :ie flexes his spiritual biceps v;ith rather naive
boastfulness in phrases like "I can conjure up visions." One
element in Blake's popularity with cultists is that "most
people" cannot understand him. Oddly enough, hov;ever, Yedder
50
did not care particularly for the Prophetic Books, which he
spoke of as chilled jy "theology's cold breath" (v. infra )
.
^j r^ij .
,
p. 4os.
Eli.iu Vedder, Pi -res s ions of '^J^ (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1910), p. 411.
Ibid . . p. 409.
Ibid
. . p. 415.
Ibid .
.
417.
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Yedier's poems were Illustrated v;ith '^r^v.'inrs in a
manner reminiscent jf, but not very ll..i , l^.i-l _-l:ik.e. Tl-ie
poeas themselves v.'ere often in the somewhat boisterous spirit
of Blake's dashed-off rhymes. One poem is about Blake.
0 Madman must that poet be
Who vainly thinks to rival thee.
Where find the colors and the hues
Tliat can o'er a dingy street diffuse
The clear li^rht of thy paradise?
,ixxO ^u'j luere stren^^tii of v/ill can see
An angel sinking in each tree?
Or—making bold--stroke the lion's
i«iane of ^old? or piping down a valley v;ild
See on a cloud a little child
Laughing at thee merrily?
As thou didst— till theology's cold breath
Condemned thy fairest flov;ers to death.
Blake did in noble poverty
Achieve a signal victory
And his great scheme's consistency
But proves his perfect sanity.^
Elihu Yedder, A.roert Pinkham Ryder, and Arthur B. Davies
were associated v/ith one another as "Poets in Paint" by Royal
Cortissog. These three ran counter to "the prevailing
tendency in American art . . . toward an objective treatment
of the facts of nature. Both Ryder and Yedder wrote verse.
Ryder was in many respects an American counterpart of Blake.
Born in the city of New Bedford, Massachusetts, he was interested
3T"lilihu Yedder, "".Villiam Blake," Doubt and Other Things
(Boston: Porter Sargent, 1922), p. 274.
32 Royal Cortissoz, "Poets in Paint," American Artists
(New York: Chailes Scribner's Sons, 1923), p. 93.
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In pnintlnr., music, ?nd poetry; he was pre-e:nlnen tly ^ colo-^ist,
he was conalierably more "childlike" than Blake, Accoriing
to Marsden K.irtley,
Ayder was the li>.st of the roiu:in tics, the last o£ u^iat
great school of iuipressive artistry as he was the first of
our real paintera. and the greatest in vision. He was a
still coinpanion of Blake in that realm, of the beyond, the
first citizen of the land of Luthany.^"^
hs .lyder was, perhaps, the last of tiie romantics, so
Blake was certainly among the first. A narrower term, however,
is needed for both painter-poets; "modernist" is the only one
available for a painter to whom the smallest part of the cosmos
was significant.
1. wUlk on the shingle and a bit of cliff is enough to
suggest infinities of adventure. A horse in a stable ^^rrote
Frank Jewett Mather Jr., of Ryder's r^rt^ , a cov/ in a meadow,
becoues a., sort of portent. 55
Of Rimmer, another American painter, Suzanne La Fol-
lette wrote: "drawings, such as 'The Fall of Nigiit' in which
a gigantic winged figure hovers over a darkening landscape,
show an imaginative quality, reminiscent of V/illiam Blake.
She noted that "the symbolic in art is essentially literary.
p. 100.
Marsden Hartley, "Albert P. Ryder," Seven Ar ts
. p.
96, Hay, 1917.
^^ Frank Jewett Mather Jr., "The Aomantic Spirit in
American Art," I^^ation
. 104:427, :ipril 12, 1917.
56
^ Suzanne La Follette, Ar t in Amer Ic^ vi.^-.v York:
Harper and Brothers, 1929), p. l4c.
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appealing to i-ssocl- -t-lons rather th?.n to lave of form and
57
color." ..uui^c .'c..j.--r'G "love of lue unreal ani tue syubo-
lie." The criticism directed at poetry written under the
influence of Blaiie, th'it it is rather pictc-^l-l t:.- n literary,
Eiay as easily be directed against "poetic" paiiitiHi^ done under
the same auspices. Williani I^Iorris Hunt was like Blake in
temperament.
Writers on art generally irritated him, because they
were too prone to regard the subject only from a literary
viewpoint. Kis copy of the v/ri tings of William Blake
bristled with emphatic evidences of his favorable and
sympathetic marking. 59
One is reminded of Blake's own acid coimnents on Reynolds and
his race, scribbled on book margins.
The curiously close parallelism betv/een literary and
artistic criticism of Blake was given further verification
by the comment of Cecilia Beaux, herself a painter. "/«'llliam
Blake," she said, "is more majestic and epical in the small
engravings of the book of Job than in his flaming curves of
,.60
wing and body. This is precisely the sort of comment
that literary critics make on Blake's lyrics as opposed to his
^7 Ibl^ ., p. 171.
Ibii.
. p. 121.
^5 Helen I^I. Knowlton, .^.rt Life of ..'illiam I-Iorris Hun
t
(Boston: Little Brown and Company, l£99T, p. 9^*
Cecilia Beaux, Backf;round 'til th Fi~ures ; An Auto -
bio.:-ranhY (Boston; Houghton Mifflin Company, 1930), p. 114.
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later works. Txiere la a persistent feeling that Blake's
later life was a repudiation of his earlier, thct there v/as
1- between the cheerful, childlike gaiety of th- 'ns
-aid paintings of his youth, and the tortured, ^randiooe
visions of his age. Yet 3. Foster Damon has demonstrated
that there are not only links between the two periods,
that they form a genuine unit.
John Singer Sargent voiced qualified approval of
Blake. He "expressed surprise th'j. t "//'illiaiii Blake, witii ^^oh
originality in hi?^ ideas, should have chosen an idiom so
conventional by v;hich to express tr.em.
Of the painters discussed „c.^e, Albert Pinkiiam Ryder,
both in spirit and in actual artistic production, is most
nearly the American Blake; in view of John G-ould Fletcher's
state.ueiit, U.at Blake was too much the spiritual aris^ocr^t
62for America , it is interesting to note that Ryder was the
most provincial of all.
t^l Evan Charteris, John Sar .fluent (llew York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 192?), pp. 199-200.
Cf\ p. 211.

CHAPTEtl V
BL.U1E CRITICISM 1L93-1941
I. PSYChCLO:>ICAL
One explanation of tLe Blake vogue Is tiiat he has been
interesting from a psychological point of view. For the
twentieth century, psychology has been central, as anthropo-
logy was to the nineteenth, ani as theology and physics have
been earlier in man's history. Our novels and plays often
sound like fictionized or dramatized clinical reports and
case histories. Since abnormal psycliology is by nature more
intriguing than mass psychology, since tiie artist is concerned
primarily with the individual rather than the group, cases like
that of Blake, certainly not an average man, present fascinating
material for the student of human nature, .-^s a writer in the
iMation expressed it in 1&93 , the year of the Blake ' revival
:
Tnere is a great fascination in the incomplete, and a
glory in understanding the misunderstood and admiring the
unappreciated. V/hen any man has fully and clearly
expressed himself--when what he had to do or say in the
world is thoroughly done and unmistakably said- -why
bother one's self to explain tne clear or interpret the
known? But the half-articulate genius whose message the
people have not heard or comprehended*, the fire of whose
inspiration is smothered in its own smoke— the man of
fitful force and unbalanced power—he furnishes to the
discerning critic his true opportunity.
Tliere is little credit to be had in praising what all
the world admires, and little need for ingenuity to read
what is plainly written; but it needs a penetrating mind
to discern the beauties of what most of the world despises,
and to find or invent a meaning in wnat men take for
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madness. So there Is more written of William Blake^than
of Veronese, and almost as much as of Mlchelan£^elo
.
Blake's hl^h standing In the twentieth century is
undoubtedly lue in lar^e n^cuoure to the dell^i.o in ^ .nyetery
and to the feeling that the taste for him is the mark of a
group or spiritual aristocrats.
To Percy Gross Standing, opposed to 31ake --^-nd all xiis
works, Blake was "highly strung" and "hysterical."^ To John
Vance Cheney Blake was a true poet, but "tlie spice of madness
demanded for the poet, Blake assuredly had."^
Another key to the popularity of Blake with some readers
was given by Margaret Sherwood.
For sheer escape from contemporary trouble . . . who
can help us as can William Blake?'^ . . . His inspired
assertions are strangely in accord with the conclusions
of that great philosopher CKantl , to whom reality is mind,
not matter. 5 /. . Blake's Lupetuosi ty gives you wings,
sets your spirit free ... to invite his presence is to
hear the key turn, unlocking the door of any mental
prison whatsoever; about all his work^ is an atmosphere
of liberty, freedom, escape.^ . . . Die has! sympathy with
those whose true self is unexpressed because of laws and
1 Nation
. 65:318, March, 1693.
2 Percy Cross Standing, "Was William Blake a Poet?" C&itoo-
lic World, 81:450, July, 1905.
3 Cheney, op . ci
t
. . p. 447.
4
Margaret Sherwood, "William Blake and Catherine," Catho-
lic World, 125:576, October, 1915.
^ Ibid . . p. 578.
^ Ibid
. , p. 583.
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restrictions, Mniln3 Nature ' s divine wili Impulse.'''
This e^pixa,3i£ on the escapist element ' iu*ie is not
quite sound critically, for Blake's vehemence in the later
poems, ani his hanpy attitude in the earlier, vz-^re undouot'^dly
boUi Wiiolly sincere, and represented iiis ^^enuine conviction
of the real state of the world, rather than any romantic
esc pe fron. It. Tlie criticif-in is valuable, however, from
anoti.er point of view; it is significant as suggesting; one of
the many ways in which Blake fits in to the modern scheme of
thincs
. 7/hether v;e are a more cov/ardly lot than o\Jr predeces-
sors or not, we seem to be more conscious of inhibitions and
pressures; we have developed countless ways to make the world
a 1?"^ harshly real pli.c'r l'."--^ in. The word "assertions"
is suggestive, particularly so wi^en written in association
with Kant, the inventor of the "categorical imperative." 7or
-
Is Blake's 1^ certainty, his refusal to speak of his
visions as poetic fancies, that is reassuring to an age
uncertain of almost everything.
Dr. Joseph Collins, interested both in psyciiology
(particularly Freudian psychology) and in literature, dis-
cussed the sanity of Blake in a review of the recent book on
Q
Blake by Harold r.ruce. The essay republished in li.e
I
'
- >
-, ~ C I—
* X - X J. .
,
2-' • J •
p Harold Bruce, X illiam Bls-ke ii. this World (New York:
Harcourt Brace :.: Company, 1925} , 2?^ pp.

i:'i
Doctor Looks at Blorraphy . " Blake, said i:. . .^lllns
. . . who had "everywliere the poet's firm persuasion tixat
things were so; who stuck to a choice tha L v/as con teamed,
to a taste that was lau2:hed at" [quoting: Bruce3 ; who Wiis
iii.r.une to ridicule as a tortoise ir Imonitlon; who
spoke his aind on all occasions even ....^n it clashed with
authority; who, like the Piaster potter, knew, knew, knew;
who swun^ backward and forward from high exaltation to
pits of melancholy; who listened to messengers from heaven
daily and nightly and composed under their dictation "
poem wiich he considered the greatest that this wdrlC
contained even ti.ough he was unahle to find one purcijo.3 ;
who received Richard Coeur-de-Lion at a quarter pa^t
twelve, midnight, and painted his portrait though . 1
' :en dead several centuries; wi;o displayed a perseoc. v.^x'y
te of mind when he was depressed and a self sufficiency
when he v;as exalted that brooked no curbing; jok no
thought for the morrow and was as unable to tu^.^ care of
hi:..self as 3 two year-ol5 cVlld,
—
tl^is ui^n, iie said, was of "manic depressive temperament," and
certainly mad in that sense. "^^
He rebuked Bruce for his careless use of technical
ter.:is ; Elake was not "neurotic" but "psycho tic . ""^"^
Tills discussion of Blake by Collins v;as quoted in a
12
text ':y h. . . ..ixon of Columbia University. In the same .
book was published an account of an experiment by June Etta
Dovmey, a poet and psychologist who made a study of several
y Joseph Collins, The Doctor Looks t 2iO;rraDh.v ;
Psycho lo.-ical S tudles of Life and Le tters (l^ew York: G-eorge K.
Dor an Company, 1925) , J^o pp.
'^ Josepn Collins, "The Sanity of .villiam Slake," Sook -
m-n
. 61:155-6, July, 1925.
11 T- • -q -1i Ola .
, p . I'j}':^ .
12
H. H. Mixon, Ps ycholoff-.v and Literature (liew York:
Columbia University Press, 1938), pp. 279-81.
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poets, Including Blake, to discover what sort of images were
su;3,7ested to readers of their poetry, whether cutaneous,
organic, vlsua.1, or auditory. 31-.ke ranked comparatively low
in every category, particularly in visual imagery. "^-^ The
relationship of Amy Lov/ell to 31ake is rather curious li. vic.<
of tills fact; the one was the poet of the image, the other of
the symool,
S. Foster Damon stole a march on other coLimentatorr
publishing his study of Blake three years before the centennial
of his death brought a deluge of books and articles. He wrote
then that
. . . all authorities agree that Blake's early lyrics are
great , . . the battle continues fiercely over the
Prophetic Books . . . those who hate to think are driven
to admit that the poetry is occasionally very fine, but
that they cannot make out what it means, --and can poetry
Cp.e asked ironically3 have a meaning not instantly clear
and still remain poetry?15
Psycniatris ts , he said, have agreed in placin7 the
imagination above the reason, and have also agreed t^.d La.e
imagination works trjpough symbols; Jung's four types are
parallel v.-ith Blake's Zoh.s, a.n5 his "person?" and ".mima" are
identical witx. i^lake ' s "Spectre" and "Emanation." Damon made
the parallelisms explicit:
June Etta Downey, "The Imaginal Reaction to Poetry,"
Bulletin Ko. 2, University of V/yoming Department of Psychology,
1911.
14
Cf . Chapter on Imagism.
15 S. Foster Damon, "Blake, Psychologist," Saturday Review
of Literature
. 3:357, December 4, 1926,
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Both place tlie Imaj^lnatlon at the core of being; both
stress the necessity of symbolism as a means of expressing;
wixat is otherwise inexpressible; both distinguish symbolism
from mere allegory, which both consider wholly inferior;
both emphasize the importance of dreams; both teacn that
reasoning is one of the most deceptive faculties we have,
because of the selfishness that directs it; both believe
that the soul preserves traces of its earliest ancestry.l^
Benedict S. Alper repeated most of Damon' ints
twelve years later in an essay on Blake's mysticism. He spolie
of the "mounting price of Blakeana," which gave tangible
evidence of the rising reputation of Blake; ... to say
that "v/e are scanning his contributions anew in the li^^ht of
our recent discoveries into the motivations of human thouglit
and action." ' It is precisely this repeated discovery of
new depths in Elaive tiiat is responsible for the constant growti.
of his reputation in a literary way, Just as the unending
discovery of new Blake prints, etc., keeps his name a live
subject in art circles. It is because Byron, for example,
does not have these ever-new ^.spects that his popularity and
influence, so large lu UiS nineteenth cciitury, n^Ye declined
so rapidly.
Jung, as Dair.on said, was closer to Blake than was Freud.
But .xlper made Blake, Tur tx.eraore , an example of t^.at
1^ Ibid . . p. 358.
^'^ Benedict S. Alper, "The Mysticism of William Blake; A
Psychological Re-examination," Poet Lore
. 44:344, AutUxnn, 193S.
-1 o
^ William Ellery Leonard, Byron and Byronism in America
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1905) , 126 pp.
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state 30 IntrlBulng to tlie ams.teur psychologist, the Oedipus
complex. In the spectacle of Ore turnins to Enitharmon, his
Alper saw a revelation of Blake's ovm subconscious desire.'"
There are also passages su£;sestive of Freud in Blake; there
are "many Freudian symbols." Blake's sexual dis-ust, expressed
21
in "Tiie Defiled Sanctuary," is also Freudian.
In this a3e when regimentation is niore to be desired
than sreat beauty, when restraint is desired within the
ever-narrowing bounds of a strict social code, it is
^2
heartening to contemolate Blake's fire and his freshness.
The "priests" of the new totalitarian sects have, in
Blakean language, bound down Ore, the spirit of liberty,
ag-.ain; Blake's ^rlorif ication of energy and his apotheo-sis of
liberty seem to be represented in the opposing political
ideologies. It is another evidence of Blake's unusual
adaptability to modern conditions; for each of the new move-
uients there seems to be a text in tliis latter day prophet.
It is an amazing thing that the apostle of liberty should bear
so obvious a resemblance to l.'ietzsche. The difficulty, of
Los beheld the ruddy boy
Embracing his bright mother19
20
19 Blake, o^. ci
t
. . p. 85.
20 Alper, 0£. cit . . p. 347.
21 Ibid
•
»
348.
22 Ibid p. 350.

course, is that "liberty" may be '^efirpd is absolute freedom
Trom ull re s tr j.lnt, so tuiivt one iuzj x^i'ee, ^-^r^'l-^y^lc -'.lly
,
to enslave others.
II. RELIG-IOUS
Tlie most bitter rebuke of Blnke in all the literature
upon him was that expressed by Percy Cross Stn'-iins in the
Ci tholic World. He spoke of Blake's "singular spirit of
lackadaisical and irresponsible poetic thought ; he called
his work "inspired nonsense"; and he regarded his faith in his
visions as "a dangerous belief."
The occasion for the essay was the appearance of an
edition of riake, in "-'/^ Canterbury Poets series. Standing
quoted from the lyrics with disapproval; most of the poetry
he thought "unadulterated bathos,"-"^ and much of it "simply
idiotic. "^^ Blake's
. . . yearning after the weird or the vaguely mysterious
. . . may partially account for the respect in which his
writings were held by many in the crude are in which he
lived. 2o
Such a statement reveals a surprising ignorance of Blake'
Percy Cross Standing, "Was V/illiam Blake A Poet?"
C:>.ti-0lic World
. 81:445, July, ^1905.
?4
It)ld . . p. 446.
25 ibi:.,
2^ Ibli., p. 44fc.

r<iul ztj^nlli-i.^ aiuo.ij, ills contemporra^les , wiiO v/ere Tar frou
according him ^lucli respect, even In that "crude a-r.e." To
make the condemnation swee^)inr-, -i.nd t the s-^.me time almost
senseless, Standln^^ scored "The Tl,3tr" uc "^rrcnt drivel 1""'
Blake's work W3.s "distinctly below the averac-e of
oi -!.-!.ecnth centui^y versifying."''^ These ^.^tonlshlnG crj'icis
tx^e exact antitr.esis of the generally accepted estimate of
Blake, may or niay not represent a distinctly Catholic or
distinctly ecclesiastical viev; of 31ake, '^vt it is --o"'^- -^le
that relir.lous bias explains in part, at lea:rt, the peculiar
virulence of the remarks. It is in teres tin's to note the
sir.ilar, ilthoujrh not nearly so severe, deprecation of Blake
on
in the Sv/edenhoi'sian organ, the Nev/ Jerusalem Magazine .
Blake's impact on religious thought was certainly that of
an innovator, as the title of an article published in 19C7
indicates; the year itself, when many books and articles v/ere
published on Blake, was ap-rc^rlate for the o-^nearance of an
essay on ".n'illiaui Blake ac t..e Pontiff of a .icv; Spiritual
Dispensation.
"Blake," said James I-Iuneker, "is in the air. He may
27 Ibid .
28 Ibid
. , p. 450
29 Cf . p. 25.
Current Literature
.
43:646-7, December, 1907.

ev^.. - . - jopular as Ibsen. Bl^ke v/as "much more
a poe^ ..i painter onl j . ..o ^ ^-^r ^j..ll^z ^^jiicr
This is the key to Blake's reputation in the twentieth century.
At first Bl-^ke was regarded as a painter, then as a poet, and
^'^....-.x^- ji jreat thinker.
Blake was the precursor of a renascence of wonder, the
dominant rr.otl.f of the next century, "Tl:e coming p'^.c^anisrn,
"
wrote iiuiiex>.Ci' , " will be Iji bailee Laal , ,.lt:^ ..oiiiloi' ^iil ui.c sense
33
of mystery as the dominating state of consciousness." It is
little v/onier th?. t Standinp; ref;;arde5 Blake v/ith horror, if he
was to he tiiC standard-bearer of a "coding paganisLa." Txiat,
in substance, Kuneker's prediction was true, is shown by the
influence Blake e-:erted on the Iniasists, v;ho v^ent about v;ith
a determination oo \/onder at everything, and to see mystery
in all life, and on the Cerebralis ts , whose paganism was over-
pov\rerinr;ly intellects 1.
Tliat Blake was significant in religious as well as in
literary history v/as suggested by Lloyd R. Morris, who called
hir. "first of the moderns." There are, said I-Iorris , two ways
to consider Blake— "as a philosopher who found expression in
the field of art . . . [cr^ -^^ artist with a somewhat
31 Ibid
. . p. 646.
32 Ibid
. ,
p. 647.
33 Ibid . . p. 646.
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34
pecull-^.r point of vlr:v ^o"~/^ life." In this respect
Blake was well-called "firs L of ti.e ^ijierr.s"; '.-.c.^-, lexit
a tendency in modern poetry to attempt the rehabilitation of
.... ;;iodern world. Poets issue manifestoes drawing attention
to the lack of unity and the lack of purpose in the world
today, and their poetry is pervaded with a yearning for some
sort of new faith. The modern age has turned .manufac-
ture of philosophic systems all its vaunted inventive genius;
proletarian and totalitarian ideologies have become the theme
^ lar^,^^ j-..rt of our literature, 3.nd pr jpagandis tic art,
tne sort of moral purpose decried when speaking of the Victor-
ir.ns , is now popular in a more modern dress. The tone of
xLoJei'.iism is intensely, frox^ an artistic point of view deaflly,
serious; " thought" is certainly dominant over "melody."
Tlie reli::ion of Blr.ke was that of William Vaughn Moody,
35
as illiam Chislt oo ^r. poinLcd out.
Blake v/as discussed more than once in the pages of the
Hlbbert Journal, a magazine devoted to articles on religion
and puilosopiiy. Basil ie Selincourl in aii ^.rticle on "The
Parallelism of .Religion and Art" wrote that Blake was particu-
..36
l--rly significant in ":.. _^eriod of disintegration. He was
Lloyd R. Morris, "William Blake, The First of the Mod«
erns," Forum
. 51:932, June, 1914.
William Chislett Jr., "William Vaughan Moody and Wil-
liam Blake," Dial
. 59:142, September 2, 1915.
Basil De Selincourt, "The Parallelism of Religion and
Art: A Conmient on William Blake," Klbbert Journal
. 5:397,
January, 1907.
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writing l;i 1907, wuen Uie forces of disinte{rration seemed
more menacing than the integrating force which the world of
1941 fears. V.'hether disinte-;ratlon is ch--irac teris t! c of the
modern world or no, it is -x co^amonplace of criticis^x lu s-^y so,
and that fact is sufficient in itself to explain the interest
aroused by Blake, the advocate of a s;;,nitlies ic ^. Jne arts -^.nd
of social unity.
"The good of society requires," said De Selincourt, with
prophetic brutality, "the :;iultitude of its less enligiitened
members to accept a term of slavery . "^'^ lieligion is, paradox-
ically, -it once Law and Freedom. It was Blake's peculiar
distinction to have synthesized art and religion; to him the
true Christian was the artist. It was he, rather than the
great ro!:i':.ntics , who was responsible for the G-od-consciousness
of .^oaci-n poets. "His apprenens i on of the larger realities
-7 O
of the spiritual life is sustained, serious, and profound."*^
Anna i'lcClure in the C".. tholic vrorld (published by the
Paulist Fathers) published an essay on 31ake v.\.ich, it is
interesting to observe, followed one on Francis Thompson, the
poet with whom Catholics are prone to compare Blake, usually
to the latter' s disadvantage. The essay was by no means as
harsh as that of Standing, published in the same periodical.
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31-' ' . Id to be now "impregnable botii in art -^ni letters.'
lie was called "devout," with a susses tion of donlescenslon;
there is one denominational touch in the scornful reference to
^j^nolenl .....rch which forced Blake to seek God in his own
39
way.
Aichard Roberts, pis tor of the Church of the Pilp-riais
,
in 3rookl:,Ti, Hew York, discussed Blake's system of etuics
froai a sympatiietic point of view. Blake "raises the processes
of reproduction to a plane almost sacramental."'^'^ There is a
r_l-er surprising lack of moral condemnation of Blake in
America, surprising when we remember the revolutionary views
he V.eld on the relation of the sexes, and the frankness v;ith
w..lcn ne treated tne subject long before Ellis and ^'reul nad
made it respectable.
Our civilization is simply a pagan system touched
lightly here and there by a Christian grace . . . he
perceived anew the revolutionary note of CixTis tiani ty
.
. . . the temptation is strong to point the moral for
these disastrous and deplorable tiuies . . . the call of
our day is substantially Blake's to Lis day.'^^
Almost like a foreboding of the ideologies of the
thirties was the remark that for Blake " tlie one sovereign
39 Anna McClure Sholi, "William Blake," Catholic World,
125:653-7, August, 1927.
^ Richard Roberts, "The Ethics of William Blake," Hlb-
bert Journal
. 17:663, April, 1919.
Ibid
. , p. 666.
Ibid.
. p. 671.
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s-;,nctlty is person'' 11 ty.
"
Tiiere wj,s ^IIJ I'eproof for Blake's teciiiilque, incidental
to the discussion of his ethics. "Symbols . . .should . . .
always be wild," said :ioberts, but Blake indul£:;ed in "deliberate
44
obscurity." However, "there is no ambiguity or obscurity
about the main outlines of what Blake .wished to say to the
world. "^^
Florence Moynihan, writing in the Catuolic Educational
Reviev; on Francis Thompson and V/illiam Blake, naturally
regarded Thonipson as the more significant, altijou^. '..-as
himself unier the influence of Blake. "Of the various
influences in Francis Thompson's poems, that of Blake seems
46
paramount." Since ^lake had no institutional restraints,
"Blake's vision was arbitrary . . . CThompson's3 Christian
mysticism is, unlike Blake's, conditioned by divine revela-
47
tion." This, we are Justified in assuming, represents a
distinctively Catholic treatment of Blake's pa.i-.an mysticism;
freedom from dependence on revealed reli3ion and on traditional
relii^ion is viewed less with distrust than v/ith favor by
o ther s e c ts
.
I'-
1
'
. . p. 669.
'^'^ Ibid
.
,
p. 660.
^-^ loll
. ,
p. 66l.
'^^ Florence Moynihan, "Francis Thompson and Blake,"
Ca tl'.olic Educa tional Review, 15006, April, 1916.
47
Ibid., p. 307.
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Implying a comparison to Bl^'-k^^'s alspu,ro;,^eaifci. t, she
46
spoke of Thompson's attitude as " in tim?-tely Catholic."
III. LITEiUxlY
One of the hundred facsimiles of Ainerica . sold by
3ernard Qu^ritch of London about 1376, found its way to the
Boston Public Library, and in 1G93 a contributor to Poe t i^ore .
observing that this was the centennial of that prophecy,
gave an account of the f -^.cs ir^ile . ,Chos'" ''or particular
praise were lines 37-51 of the poem, beginning:
The morning comes, the night decays, the watchmen
leave their stations;
and concluding:
For Empire is no more, and now the Lion and the Vi'olf
shall cease. 49
Blake's impassioned utterances were contrasted with
tiiose of American revolutionary poets, with their neoclassic
restraint and utter failure to express the birth of a great
50
new idea.
Lucy ^llen Pa ton compared Blake's use fi-:urS to
suggest an entire scene to what she called the classical
1893.
Ibid ., p. 308.
"America; A Prophecy," Poet Lore, 5:3^5, June-July,
Ibid , p. 367.
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method of ^ot-'.l, -n^ ' visualize^! unifications . 1
the abstractions of class icism. ^-^ 1^ uas, hov;ever, been
de.-nons trated that Blake's poetry is definitely not visual in
its imagery. Nature in Blake, she said, was handled inf r -
53
ally, and not from an external standpoint. Some allowance
should probably be made for the date of this es": ^, ince
humanism had not yet counteracted the tendency
romanticism in all that was good, and a cold classicism in all
that was bad in poetry.
Stoi.,
,
said, treated Blake as a prophet. "it is
doubtless so that Blake would prefer to be considered, but it
54is not so that the world will consent to consider him."
Tills is, nevertheless, the way in -..n.icu he is often treated
in thxe tv/entieth century—as a seer.
"Perfect sanity Blake certainly had not."-^-^ Often he
was "incoherent to ti;e verge of raving. "'^'^ In art "..is
education was little enough, but it was, fortunately for him,
57
of the ri-ht kind."^' Hi? -rt criticism "silly and one-
Lucy Ai-len Pa ton, "x\ Phase of William Blake's Roman ti-
ciam," Poet Lore
.
5:482-4, October, 1893.
52 Cf
.
Downey, 02. cit .
53 Ibid
. ,
p. 486.
5^ Ibid.
, p. 483.
55 Ibid.
,
p. 481.
56 Ibid., p. 488.
^7 Ibid
. , p. 487.
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sided." In art, howevei', "his wildest creations seem as if
they must have been really observed, because his method of
- • '
-nt is - : cise."^^
Of tlie "so-called prophetic books" she wrote that they
were full of -^ound anl fury "si-^nlfylnr, nothing . . . as to
the ' uc:ii'..y.:.tl verse,' we cannot see tiiat it is verse at a,ll .
. . it is distinctly t\ie rhythm of what is known as -Doetical
prose
.
The distinctive claims of 31ake to recognition were
—
"a strong imaginative sense of the weird and awful, a feeling
for grandeur of style, and an ability to sugg^^^ space 'y."
„ ol
movement.
Vida Button Scudder repeated the praise of the lyrics,
the least controvert i - 1 of the Blake corpur.
,
have shown above, at least one critic has denied the worth
of even these. She spoke of "that enchanting ?-nd seemingly
uncai."' ' tenderness for children, that sta. c.._i^^x2ite
62
rendering of babyhood which so suddenly appears in Blake."
Blake's "Infant Joy" was "the pure stammer of a natural baby,"
Ibid ., p. 487.
Ibid
. . p. 484.
Ibid
. . p. 485.
Ibid
. . p. 486.
Vida Dutton Scuider, The Life of the Soirit in the
Modern Ena:lish Poets (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1895),
p. 125.
/
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comparing It with Wordsworth's adult tenderness toward children,
to the latter poet's discredit. The tone of this critic Is that
common during the period from I863 to 1393, when people were
beginning to recover from the sense of astonishment at Blake,
and had begun to pigeonhole him as a charming but unworldly
man; It Is not at all the sort of tone adopted by critics In
the twentieth century, who tend to regard Blake with awe as a
more or less divinely Inspired prophet. Typical of her comment
Is :
If the sun and moon should doubt
They'd iamiedlately go out,
"remarks William Blake, with direct and delightful qualntness . "^^
The tendency to smug deprecation of the taste and
Intelligence of an earlier era Is exemplified In her remarks
on the lack of appreciation of tne "whole" Blake in 17B3. when
Blake was praised as abounding In sentiments, an evidence of
64the essentially unpoetlc character of the eighteenth century.
In her autobiography, published in 1937, this college
teacher gave further testimony to the effect that Blake had
upn her thinking. Twice she quotes from Blake in epigraphs
to chapters of her book:
64
Energy is Eternal Delight.
^3 Ibid
. . p. 269.
Ibid
.
, p. 31.
Vida Button Scudder, On Journey (iNie« York: E. P.
Button and Company, Inc., 1937), p. 97.
/
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G-reat things are done when men and laountalna meet,
This Is not done by Jostling In the street. "5
There are repeated evidences of her reading of Blake
throughout tlie volume. "Many . . . works became to me like
my own voice speaking," she wrote, and among these she Included
"Blake's winged lines. "^° Apropos of social change she quoted
Blake: "The man who never alters his opinion Is like standing
67
water and breeds reptiles of the mind." Apropos of the "new"
doctrine of the "Emergent Deity," the anthropomorphic "becoming
God," again she quoted Blake:
God is a Man. Thou art no more.
Thine own Biumanity learn to adore.
There was, she wrote, no complacent fear of anthropomorphism
.,69
68
about Blake. She hailed the "revival of the prophetic note
in Blake" after "the sad check on all Interest in the future.
Speaking of the revolutionary element in Christianity she
wrote, "One can only fall back on Blake again," and quoted:
Both read the Bible day and night,
But you read black where I read white.'
65 Ibid ., p. 193.
Ibid . . p. 123.
68
^'^ Ibid.
, p. 334.
Ibid
. . p. 364.
Ibid
.
. p. 129.
Ibid., p. 368.
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It Indicates her prepossession with Blake that when
a volume of tributes to Rabindranath Ta^ore was compiled,
her contribution should have been a comparison of the Indian
71
writer with Blake.
Richard Henry Stoddard's earliest acquaintance with
Blake's work was the result of a gift from a friend of a copy
of the "Canterbury Pilgrims." Of tnis engraving Binyon said
that it "shows the old encumbered method in which Blake was
taught to engrave, with little of his redeeming energy and fire,"
so that Stoddard could have formed no very adequate estimate
72
of Blake as an artist from this specimen. Dtoddard s
essay on Blake was quite unoriginal; its views are the common-
places of his period.
If we wish to understand Blake as a poet, we must discard
his Ossianism and prophetic aberrations, and read nim . .
. not when he is at his worst, but when he is at his
highest, in his Sonp;s of Innocence . and Son^s of Experi-
ence . 73
Blake "had no predecessor, and has had no successor . ""^^
The consequence of his lack of connection with the past, a
deficiency which modern critics of Blake deny, was an "untu-
tored, natural note." The essay was, like most of tnose written
71 Ibid
. . p. 399.
Laurence Binyon, "The Engravings of William Blake and
Edward Calvert," Print Collector ' s 3.uarterlv
. 7:318, December, 1917^
Richard Kenry Stoddard, Under the Evening; Lamp (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1892), p. 174.
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during the period, very largely biographical, Indicating that
Blake was not yet so well known that the details of his life
were superfluous,
William IJorman Guthrie found Blake, in 1897, still
obscure and still incomprehensible. Rossetti's edition he
thougiit poor, and Swinburne's essay, although proof of
critical insight, the product of a one-sided interpreter,
disqualified by his pagan spirit from properly evaluating
74
Blake's mysticism. Yet Blake himself had been called a
pagan spirit'.
"Most of the people I have met read Blake only in
these"—namely: Skipsey's Selections ; the Aldlne edition;
Carr's edition, volume tliree of the En:?;lish Poets series; and
75Miles' Prose and Poetry Anthology , volume one.
One may be permitted to smile when he fMllesl expresses
his preference both for "lyrical gift" as well as for
"literary flniak" of the Poetical Sketches to the poet's
maturer works.
In its lack of sequential development and its reitera-
tion "the style has an affinity to the method of the Hebrew
77prophets." The similarity to Whitman lay only in a certain
superficial similarity of mood; in other respects, Blake's
1^ William Norman Guthrie, "William Blake, Poet and Ar-
tist," Sewanee Review . 5:334-6, June, 1897.
I Did
. , p. 337.
Ibid., p. 338.
Ibid
. , p. 341.

likeness to the American poet had been over-emphasized.
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78
Guthrie suggested a defi^Jite influence by Anne Radcliffe on
79
Blake. As we shall see in the next chapter, Guthrie himself
wrote poetry which bears the marks of Blake's influence.
Henry Justin Smith, later the editor of a Chicago
newspaper, won an essay contest during nis career at the
University of Chicago with a paper treating Blake in a style
rather over-stuffed with memorable phrases.
Blake, like Browning and Whitman, had fallen into the
hands of "ill-poised theory mongers" and "shallow sentiment-
..80
alists. Of the two sorts of objectionable hangers-on,
"sickly admirers without penetration" and "proselyters eager
to stamp their badge on him," Blake did not "until recently"
80
,,
nave eiLher the one or the other. Blake himself was an
exalted spirit," and was an independent artist, "the most
..80
absolute the record of English poetry can show. He was
80
"a child, grasping manhood at intervals," most of whose
6l
works were the products of "brilliant immaturity." This
of a man whom Evelyn Underhill ranks among the greatest of
English mystics I
His career, said Smith, was neither a reaction nor an
7b Ibid . , p. 3^1.
79 Ibid., p. 3^7.
Henry Justin Smith, "Tne Poetry of William Blake,"
Century Illustrated Monthly Magazine, 60:284, June, 1900.
Ibid
. . p. 265.
/
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evolution; it presented the picture of a sort of arrested
development. The earliest point of view neld by readers of
81Blake recurs; he was unique, "set apart from his times."
Of the prophecies, steadily growing in favor, and less subject
to such unfair treatment as they had received, the essay said:
"They are not to be aporoached in a spirit of easy skepticism,
of impatience at their eccentricities, or of regret that they
82
are not Sonp;s of Innocence . " Perhaps the best of the phrases
with which the essay was studded was the illuminating "there
Is flame in his poetry, but no blood. Less acceptable is
the criticism of Blake as "king of the vague . . . powerless
82
in the human, the dramatic, the concrete." Even of the
prophetic books this will not be granted v/ithout debate, and
of the Song^s it may be flatly denied. It is interesting to note
that whether the Judgment of a reviewer favors or rejects the
prophecies, these strange works overshadow all Blake's artistic
production, and make a final verdict on his art dependent on
the place that is found for them in a general critique.
Although he pleaded for an impartial and deliberate Judgment
of these poems, even Smith regarded them with some suspicion.
When Blake grew ambitious, he lost his hold on the
qualities most his own . . . I do not suppose that
Blake's influence either upon art or upon thought will
ever be great.
The tendency to separate Blake into a Jekyll-Hyde
Ibid . . p. 291.
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personality, whose later works represent a complete break with
his earlier ones, is directly opposed to the more recent
critical trend. Usually Blake is regarded now as one of the
most completely integrated of poetic figures; his development
from the Sketches to the Soncr of Los is a clearly defined
progress along the mystical path. That the beginning and end
of that path are so different no more indicates a lack of
unity in the path itself, a sudden divergence somewhere along
the way, than the great apparent change between the egf- and
the chick indicates that the one has no connection with the
o ther
.
The dominant tone in the periodical essays of the nine-
teenth century was, as the preceding extracts show, one of
bewilderment. Critics could not make up their minds to
dismiss Blake as a madman, nor to treat his peculiar verse
as nonsense, although here and ti,ere some forthright spirit
expressed a hearty disdain for such "rubbish." Concerning
the lyrics there was generally no such vacillation.
In Blake, Walter Arensberg saw the last of the poets to
possess the Elizabethan spirit, not merely an imitator, his
lyrics being "appreciations not copies. "^^ Direct influences
were noted: "Memory come hither" had an obvious relationship
to I_l Penseroso ; "My silks and fine array," more particularly
Walter Arensberg, "The Lyrics of //illiam Blake," har-
vard Monthly
. 28:48, June, 1899.
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the concluding lines:
Bring me an axe and spade.
Bring me a winding sheet; '
When I my grave have made
Let winds and tempests beat:
Then down I'll lie, as cold as clay.
True love doth pass awayl
84
— this recalled a passage in Twelfth Nip-ht .
The early poems v/ere "the profoundest poetry of crlld-
85
hood tiiat we have in the language." Arensberg drew an
accurate distinction between the poems of childhood written
by Blake, Stevenson, and Fielding. Blake was the only poet
who treated children without condescending kindliness; for him
childhood had permanent value, independent of the promise of
the manhood to come. Stevenson came closest to Blake in
spirit, but in his Child ' s G-arden of Verses childhood was
represented as a happy but evanescent period, as a mood not
valid in an essentially adult world. Fielding also treated
his children from an adult standpoint; to Blake alone the
child's world was quite as important, and often quite as
tragic
.
Of the Prophetic Books it was said that they "may add
to his fame as a curious mental phenomenon, but hardly to his
fame as a poet.
^4 Ibid ., p. 46.
85 Ibid., p. 51.
66 Ibid., p. 45.
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John Vance Cheney contributed an article to the
Californlan I llus trated Kap;azlne
.
later republished. In That
67Dome in Air. It was Illustrated by the Breuer portrait of
Blake and by a reproduction of an Illustration from the book
of Job, "When the morning Stars sang together and all the Sons
of God shouted for Joy." This was without question the most
88
popular of all the Blake prints.
"The spice of madness demanded for the poet," said
Cheney, "Blake assuredly had." However, he found in Blake
"incoherence
. . , mysticism slipping into nonsense." All in
all, Blake was "an excellent illustration of the old notion,
the true notion, of the poet.
Cheney suggested the same sort of distinction between
Emerson and Blake as that drawn earlier in this dissertation.
"Emerson describes himself as a transparent eyeball, yet his
90
vision is normal; Blake's vision is abnormal."
Among the lyrics, rippling the melodies that neither
time nor toil can teach, that neither wisdom nor ambition
can attain, --here is the haunt of the real Blake, here is
the poet; where one line is worth all his riddles of
politics, of metaphysics, of religion, and what not, which
serve no purpose but to show into what unavailing vapor,
John Vance Cheney, "Thoughts On Poetry and the Poets,"
That Dome in Air (Chicago: A. C. McClurg and Company, 1695),
pp. 169-67.
Cf . infra , p.
John Vance Cheney, "William Blake," Californian Illus -
trated Map;azine
. 4:447, August, 1893.
Ibid
. , p. 446.
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into what damp and devouring shadow the bright child of
song may wander. A ti.ousand "Jerusalems" and "Urlzens"
cannot smother the pure star-flame; it springs triumphant
despite such extinguishers as the "Book of Ahanla" and
the "Song of Los.''^!
Tnis is a considerably more moderate evaluation of the
prophecies tljat that of Standing, but it expresses the irrita-
ted sense of the impotence of the intellect in the presence
of Blake's "riddles." That the lyrics represent the "real
Blake" is certainly a critical falsehood, whatever their
relative literary value, for Blake himself regarded the
prophecies as more important, they represent the bulk of his
work, and they are, moreover, the product of maturity. Blake
may have been lees of a poet in ijis age than in his youth,
but it is disingenuous to argue that he is any less responsible
for the later than the earlier works.
The fairy funeral, that phantasy dear to the hearts of
Blake's American readers, was recounted again, with the note
92that it was a better story than that of "The Culprit Fay."
An article on Blake was reprinted from The Academy , an
English periodical, in the Living A.a;e . Clutton-Brock was the
author. He wrote as follows:
There is some disposition now to regard the Prophetic
Books as having a kind of magic in them beyond what we
find in the works of the great poets, who have said what
they meant as plainly as they could ... It may be laid
91 Ibid ., p. 453.
92 Ibid
. . p. 454.
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down as a first principle that one aim of all great
literature is to make things as plain as words can make
them.
Poets may be necessarily obscure, he admitted, in
dealing with great subjects, but it is an "unwilling obscurity."
The criticism is rather out-of-date since Empson and Richards
have exalted ambiguity and suggestion and willful obscurity.
It is this very deliberate obscurity which is so characteristic
of much modern poetry, and which suggests the influence of
Blake on contemporary poets, an influence which does not rest,
however, on such indirect evidence, but which is explicitly
admitted by many of them.
We may be sure that an English poet, when he is inspired,
will write verse. CVerse here means everything but free
verse.3 ... We may be pretty sure that in the long run
tir.e Propnetic Books will weigh nothing in the world's
estimate of Blake's poetry.^^
Certainly if Blake is to enjoy a reputation as more
than a minor poet, that reputation must rest on his prophecies;
the lyrics simply have not enough bulk to warrant placing
their author beside Milton and Shakespeare and Chaucer.
Therefore, Blake's reputation may be said to hinge upon the
success or failure of the modernist theories--symbolism, the
oblique method, philosophic and propagandis tic elements in
art, and free verse and polyphonic prose techniques. It is
^^^^
^-^ Clutton-Brock, Littell' s Living Ap;e
. 284:809, June,
Ibid ., p. 810.
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particularly the American poets wl:o are charged with the task
of making a living tradition of this new poetry. In this
sense then Blake's reputation may be said to rest on that of
tne American poets who are Lis current representatives. If
they are found acceptable after the tumult and the shouting
have died away, he is likely to be found so on the same basis.
94Clutton-Brock called "The Tiger" a "nursery rhyme."
It is, perhaps, an accurate enough tag in the sense that this
poem is included in children's anthologies as a mere descrip-
tive piece parallel to that of "The Lamb," but certainly the
poem is no more essentially childlike than Gulliver ' s Travels .
The year 1907, a pivotal year in the nistory of Blake's
reputation, brought two reviews in tne Nation . one of Symons
'
William Blake . the other of Edwin J. Ellis' The Real Blake
.
A For trai t Biography . The first reviewer was still reluctant
to accept Blake wr.ole-heartedly , "A good deal of Blake," he
wrote, "is mere childishness
. . . merely stuttering mystic-
95
ism." The second reviev/ scored Ellis as worse even than
Symons in Blakiolatry. Ellis had printed The Island of the
Moon for the first time. "Little by little," wrote the
reviewer, "we are getting the whole of Blake, . . . twho is3
great enough not to need
. . .
these yeasty enthusiasms." He
cast an aspersive glance at "the Zoas, Zelophahads, Ores,
95 Nation, 85:286, September 26, 1907.
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Valahs
,
Oothons, Luvahs
,
e_t; Id p;enus omne , "^^
The Library of Literary Criticism of En^.llsh iind
American Au thors
.
published in 1902, contained a disproportion-
ate number of essays on Blake by American critics; the articles
by Scudder, Stedman, Hamilton (Dodge), Stoddard, Norton, and
Bates, all mentioned above, make it appear that the volume of
American criticism was as great as the English, which was by
no means the case
.
An article in Current Literature in the same year
quoted from The Academy on the Prophetic Books, calling them
"uncouth hieroglyphics," although the Book of Thel was admitted
98
to be not so bad.
The Outlook regarded Symons' book as "of unusual inter-
99
est." Blake was "a poet and painter whose art still puzzles
and fascinates," who employed "symbol within symbol, one of
,.100
which he only translates into another. The same things
are singled out for praise which pleased the earliest discoverers
9b NationT 85:401, October 31, 1907.
97
Charles Wells Moulton, editor. The Library of Literary
Criticism (Buffalo: The Moulton Publishing Company, 1901-5) , Vol. 2.
"The Poetry of Vvllllam Blake," Current Literature . 32:
111, January, 1902.
"William Blake," Outlook
.
87:308, October 5, 1907.
'^^^
Ibid., p. 307.
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of Blake, The fairy funeral story was related, and praise
given "such marvels as the 'Inventions' for the Book of Job.""^*^"^
Lewis Nathaniel Chase, professor of English in the
University of Louisville, bore witness to the upsurge of
interest in Blake.
"For the past two years he has been the subject of a
greater amount of discussion than has been his lot for a genera-
102
tion." He had become "a stalking horse for revolutionary
propaganda.
Considering the fewness of the poems upon which it is
based, Blake's fame is remarkable . , , it seems probable
that its growth will be in the main rather in the nature
of increased appreciation of a small number of poems
hitherto recognized as having merit, than expanded interest
in poems hitherto left in obscuri ty . •'0^
Obviously Chase was dri^wing the common distinction
between the lyrics and the prophecies; his point does not seem
to be well taken in view of the current interest in the latter.
It is difficult to see how Blake's reputation could continue
to grow if the growth were to depend on the lyrics, already
rather well known, and probably already estimated at their
proper value,
lUl Ibid ,, p. 305,
•^02 Lewis Nathaniel Chase, "The Fame of William Blake,"
South Atlantic Quarterly
. 7:93, January, 1908,
103 Ibid
. . p. 94.
^^^ Ibid
. , p. 9S.
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The limitations of Blake's genius, when all is said,
are too important for admiration for a part of his work
to become enthusiasm for the whole--for a fad to become
a cult. 105
Julian Hill devoted an essay to Blake in his Great
English Poets, and included two illustrations— "The lamb," and
"The reunion of soul and body." He quoted Goe tzenberger , a
German traveller who visited England during Blake's lifetime,
who regarded Coleridge, Flaxman, and Blake as the three greatest
men in England, and who considered Blake the greatest of the
three, hill agreed that Blake was a very great figure in the
history of English letters. "Blake's immense poetical impor-
tance is still far from being generally granted. . . . His
Influence on the rising generation of literary men is
enormous . . . and it is coming to be as unthinkable to leave
Blake out of a book on the greater English poets as to leave
out Keats. "'^'^^ There is a suggestion here that the necessity
for inclusion of Blake in such a book is not, however, self-
evident, since it requires some Justification.
The obscure and confused "Prophetical Books" have become
the happy hunting grounds of mystical commentators v/nose
confident feet have so far only added clouds of dust to
Blake's original darkness
. . . It is in spite of his
prophecies and not because of them that Blake stands
among the Immor tals . '^
'
105 Ibid
. , p. 99.
Julian Hill, "William Blake," Great En5;lish Poets
(Philadelphia: George W. Jacobs and Company, 1908), pp. 169-70.
-'^'^ Ibid
. , p. 178.
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Thl8 Is rather a surprising statement after the admis-
sion of Blake's enor-nous influence; it seems hard to conceive
of trie lyrics i avins a profound influence on poets who might
equally well have received inspiration from any of the other
romantic poets, or from those Elizabethans with whom Blake in
the lyrics is akin.
hill spoke of "sundry social doctrines which experience
has shown to be poisonous," a remark which is to be associated
with that describing Blake as the stalking horse of revolution
108
ary propaganda. Blake has undoubtedly come to be a stick
with which to belabor both literary and social conservatism;
his reputation may, in the reactionary times which may be
expected to succeed the present era of upheaval, suffer
because of this association. For the present, at least, his
radicalism is a large element in his success.
Withal, Hill found him "the most directly inspired
109
artist England ever produced."
Myra Reynolds testified to Blake's importance. She
wrote
:
Of the highly imaginative use of Nature whereby the
external fact, however truly and beautifully perceived,
seems hardly thought of except as a symbol of the hidden
things of the spirit and of the life to come, we find
-L^^ Ibid ., p. 183.
Ibid
.
,
p. 184.
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almost no examples outside of Blake.
This supports the views expressed above as to the
relation between Blake and Emerson, and that between Blake and
Guthrie, to be discussed in a later chapter.
She spoke of Blake's joy in nature as a result of nis
life in city streets. (Perhaps this essentially urban exis-
tence expl:iin3 in part his tendency to regard natural objects
as symbols rather than realities in themselves; not the world
of nature but the world of the spirit was nis way of escape
from the world of matter.) She noted his emphasis on earthly
sleep and his fondness for flowers, described his nature poems
as interpretative rather than descriptive, and suiamed him up
H ,.111
as a highly poetic mind.
A book by T. Sturge Moore, comparing Blake and Flaubert,
was reviewed in Current Literature in 1910; very little of the
material is original, the views expressed being almost entirely
those of Moore. The article was illustrated by "The wise and
foolish virgins," and "The entombment." Moore said that
Flaubert represented the modern scientific artist and Blake
the modern philosophic artist, and that both were antagonistic
to the self-righteous Philistine. Flaubert he called the poet
of reality, Blake the poet of vision; but since reality is
-LIU Myra Reynolds, The Treatment of Nature in £ng;li3h
Poetry Between Pooe and //ordsworth (Chlcap;o: University of
Chicago Press, 19C9)
, p. 362.
Ibid .
, p. 3^2,
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vision, there is no real opposition between the two.
In a letter to the Nation Thuraian Los Hood suggested
Browning's "Transcendentalism" as a parody and criticism of
Blake's Milton . Both were to contain twelve books and neitner
did; both were obscure (surely Browning's obscurity is inherent
in his character, not derivative) ; both emphasize thought
rather than melody-- tne references to Blake are, said Hood,
"indubitable." The case seems particularly weak; it is bol-
stered by such accidents as a reference to Jacob Boehme in
Browning's poem. There is no good reason why Browning should
not speak of Boehme without thinking of Blake. The allusions
113
to Blake are probably only apparent, not real.
Frederick »/. ^jookin, reviewing recent publications of
Symons, Ellis, and Gary, wrote:
In his day William Blake had a few ardent admirers; by
the middle of the nineteenth century he was to the world
at large little more than a vaguely remembered name . . .
Blake has become the subject of a cult which has steadily
grown . , . the world now accepts him at his own estimate,
. . , in art it is not what is done, but how it is done
that makes the difference; and measured by that infallible
test, Blake's art falls somewhat short of greatness . . .
such beauty as may be found in B lake's designs is almost
solely beauty of idea. . . . CBlake was^ a strange genius,
often childish, and yet so advanced in his ideas tnat his
contemporaries thought him mad.
11^ "The Vital Import of Aesthetics as Illustrated by
Flaubert and Blake," Current Literature
. 49:325-8, September, 1910,
"'^•^ Thurman Los Hood, "An Allusion to Blake," Nation .
93:24c, September 14, 1911.
^-^^ Frederick rt, Gookin, "./llllam Blake—Poet, --i.rtlst,
and Man," Dial
. 43:34-6, July l6, 1908.
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According to G-eorge McLean Harper, writing In 1916,
William Blake Is popularly known as the writer of a few
Incomparable lyrics , . . Persons Intent on theories and
classifications have termed nlja a Romantic poet, but with-
out the shadow of a reason . . . he . . . belongs to no
school . . . his prophetic books . . . hold the essence of
his spirit . . . either Blake's prophecies are not poems
or we are not sane . . , Che ls3 deficient In musical
appeal
.
The centennial of Blake's death afforded an opportunity
for all the discussion of Blake's merit to be crystallized.
Books, magazine articles, and newspaper accounts made Blake's
name familiar to the whole reading world. In that year Henry
W, Wells summed up his Impression of Blake:
"a more amazing egoist it would be impossible to
discover." His chief fault was his "overdevelopment of system,"
a striking proof of the change in appreciation, for Blake had
formerly been charged with having no system whatever. He
was "himself a Urlzen enchained." Blake seems rather to have
identified himself with Los, the voice of prophetic and poetic
Imagination, and not as Wells suggested, with Urlzen, the
symbol of "Your reason . " he was "a fascinating contrast to
Wordsworth." Freud is undoubtedly back of the observation
that art has "an essential tie which binds it to the dream
„116
consciousness
.
G-eorpce McLean Harper, Yale Review
. 5 •633-5, A.oril,
1916.
Henry W. Wells, The Realm of Li terature (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1927), pp. 143-5.
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According to Max Plowman:
The day seems to be not far distant when the literary
dispensers' apologies will be unnecessary and the complete
Blake will no longer regarded as a narcotic for numskulls
but will stare every university undergraduate full in the
face. 117
An edition of G-reat Poems of the English LanRua,-2;e
.
published at this time, devoted eight pages to Blake. -^^^
According to the Nation :
The past thirty years in particular have witnessed a
zeal in expounding him and a passion in praising him which
might have amazed Blake himself, and which leave it
settled that he is a very famous artist . . . few authors
guilty of words as wild as Blake's have been paid the
compliment of a disciplined search through all these words
for meaning and cross -meaning tthis appears to be an
allusion to 3. Foster Damon} . . . Qie is3 a lyric poet
of a unique and lovely order. 119
Harriet Monroe, writing at Christmas- time, linked the
Blakean child cult to the Christ- child cult, and called him
"a modern spirit living in eternity as completely as any
prophet or saint of the past," a poet particularly acceptable
to the twentieth century since he wrote with a "white-hot
,,120
passion.
117 Max Plowman, An Introduction to the S tudy of Blake
(New York: E. P. Dutton and Company, 19277, p. 23.
Il8
Wallace Alvin Briggs, compiler, Great Poems of the
Enp;llsh Lan^ua^e (New York: Robert M. I-IcBride and Comoany,
1927), pp. 330-6.
''^ Nation, 125:221-2, September 7, 1927.
120
Harriet Monroe, "Christmas and William Blake,"
Poetry
. 31:l'^8-55, December, 1927.
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Llvlnp; Ap;e republished an article on Blake written
by Mona Wilson, and first published in the June issue of the
121
Empire ileview
.
J. B. Priestley, author of a book on Blake, reviewed
Blake's career for the Saturday .ievlew of Literature . saying:
He was set down as a madman. Now we are not so sure,
. . .
The mystic in him defeated the poet and weakened
the artist . . . [Yila works are] theosophical puzzles . .
. no such failure attends his art . . . C'The Tiger" is^
sheer black magic . . . now, when a hundred years iiave
gone by he has become a star.-^^^
In the same periodical, Christopher Morley coined a
memorable phrase, speaking of the Son,^s of Experience as
containing "one of the less precipitous of his volcanoes."
The Literary Dip;es
t
quoted largely from an article
by J. P. 5. Mais in the London Daily Tele^rash. This leaning
on English writers for comment on 31ake indicates a feeling
on the part of Americans that Blake was still an English
124poet, not yet naturalized in America.
George Saintsbury contributed the centennial article
to the Dial , reviewing Binyon's recent book on Blake. "Is
-L^l Xona Wilson, "The Twilight of the Augustans," Livinp;
A£ie, 333:338-43, August 15, 1927.
"^^^ J. B. Priestley, "William Blake," Saturday Review
of Literature
. 4; 33-4, August 13, 1927.
^^•^ Christopher Morley, "An Alphabet of the Abyss,"
Saturday Review of Literature
. 4:23, August 6, 1927.
"Blake Remembered After Century," Literary Digest,
94:26-7, September IC, 1927.
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there any g-ood at all," he asked, "in dlscuaslons about
Blake?" There had been a jreat .-^eal of discussion. The
cause Le sugjrested was that re-analysis which, according to
our thesis, explains the perennial vitality of Blake's
posthumous reputation.
There has recently been ^wrote Saintsbury^ a fresh
outburst of interest in Blake evidenced, caused, en-
couraged, what you like, by the first careful editing
of the Prophetic Books. -^^^
Two years later, Cortlandt Van Winkle attacked the
growing tendency to regard Blake as niore than a poet and
painter, as a great philosopher.
For a proper appreciation of Blake's poetry I would
make two recommendations: one, the replacing on their
library shelves of all expositions of Blake's pnilosophy
with the exception of Kiss white's brilliant analysis
and Just summary of his mysticism . . . and, two, the
reading and rereading aloud of the heaven-sent lyrics,
especially those of the two Songs, and the purple
passages of rhetoric scattered ti-roughout the Prophetic
Books. It is here, and not in his philosophy, that
whatever is of permanent value is to be found. 126
Mary Rood of Williamstown, Massachusetts, wrote in
protest against Van Winkle's cold-blooded analysis of the
philosophy; Blake, she insisted, was a childlike person,
127
WHO ought to be so judged.
125 George Saints bury, "Things About Blake," Dial,
62:451-60, June, 1927.
^^^ Cortlandt Van Winkle, "Blake the Pnilosopher ,
"
Commonweal, 10:649, October 23, 1929.
^^^ Mary Rood, "In Defense of William Blake," Common-
weal, 11:114, liovember 27, 1929.
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IV. THE HUMAN IS IS
One group of critics, the humanists, were so unified
and so influential that their estimate of Blake seems to
merit separate treatment. Irving Babbitt, the leader of the
group, expressed the humanist objections to Blake in detail:
Blake not only uses the word "character" in a different
sense from Aris to tle--he cannot even understand the
Aristotelian usage
. . , "character" as Aristotle uses
the word implies . . . the power ... to deliberate and
choose. . . The Rousseauist . . . does not hesitate
to pursue his ever receding dream across all frontiers .
. . Cincludingl those that divide good from evil, until
finally he arrives with Blake at a sort of "Marriage of
Heaven and riell." . . .The romanticist indeed bases, as I
have said, on the very intensity of his longing his claims
to be an idealist and even a mystic. William Blake, for
example, has been proclaimed a true mystic ... If Blake
is a mystic then Buddha must be something else ... My
own conviction is that Buddha was a genuine sage well
worthy of the homage rendered him by multitudes of men
for more than twenty-four centuries, whereas Blake was
only a romantic aesthete who was moving in his imagination
actively towards madness and seems at the end actually
to have reached the goal. 129 . . . ^orl man will always
crave a view of life to which perception lends immediacy
and the imagination inf ini tude . 130
Blake, as the first of the romanticists, at least the
first literary Rousseauist in England, was anath^aema to
critics bent on re-establishing ancient classic norms.
Many of the romanticists . . . combine the cult of
power with the cult of brotherhood. The extreme example
Irving Babbitt, Rousseau and Romanticism
.
(Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1919), p. ^7.
Ibid
. . p. 95.
Ibid., p. 166.
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, . , is probably Blake—he p;lorifies a free expansion of
enerf^y ... at the sane tii'ie he pushes his exaltation of
sympathy to the verf^e of the grotesque, -''^•^
Blake represents "a fairly conplete anticipation of
Nietzsche • • . and Marx ... a jumble of incompatiblec,"
It is difficult to discover v/hether he is to be jud^^ed as a
132
romantic or a mystic,
"The influe^pe of Boehrae blends in Blake v/ith the nev/
aestheticism.-^"^'-' Religion
. . .
the mere sport of a
powerful and an uncontrplled imagination . . . this vie
arc told is mysticism. The symbolizing and visions of
the extreme romanticist, William Blake Cremind me3 • • •
of Oharenton tan asylum bombed during the Franco-Prussian
war of 1870; each patient sa. tne Domb as a symbol of
his ov/n mad image -vrarldl.l'^^ Romantic melancholy tbrought
about by the assumed] , . . solitude of genius t'/asl , . .
already marked in Blake [as is shov/n b-' his verse— 'Oh
v/hy v/as I born vdth a different face '3,-^'^^
The references to Blake scattered through the bible
of the humanist movement show a consistent deprecation of
Blake's work and personality, scarcely modified by such
phrases as "powerful imagination," The other hierophants of
the humanist persuasion are equally antagonistic. Norman -
Foerster* s remark on de Selincourt indicating his disapproval
131 Ibid.
.
p. 196.
132 Ibid. p. 197.
133 Ibid.
,
p. 254.
134 Ibid. p. 255.
135 Ibid.
.
p. 297.
136 Ibid. p. 327.

of Blake's philosophy, has already been cited. 1'^''' Paul Elmer
More concurred. Foerster upheld the "doctrine of the inner
check" and attacked Lewis Mumford as one v;ho v/ould, like
Blal<:e, "sooner throttle a habe in its cradle than nurse an
unacted desire, "^^^
Paul illrner iiore v/as by no means as caustic in his
treatment of Blake as the other spokesmen of the humanist
movement. He emphasized rather the vif^or of Blake than his
eccentricity. Blake v/as, said iiore, "a voice crying in
solitary places"-^"^^ against Chesterfield and the whole
eighteenth century" polite horror of enthusiasm. "-'-^^ More
told the favorite fairy-funeral story, not as an evidence
of madness but as an evidence of poetic fancy. He spoke
v/ithout disapproval of "the mystical marriage of form and
language "^'^^ and of Blake as "mid-.-ay betv/een Shakespeare and
Poe."-'-'^^ His method is "not so much mythopoeic as logopoeic"!
After these urbanities, kore's v/ords of condemnation
137 Norman Foerster, Nature in American Literature (New
York; The Macmillan Company, 1923), p. 65.
138
Ibid., p. 97.
139
Paul Elmer More, "William Blake," Slielburne Essays
Series 4 (New York: a. P. Putnam's Sons, 1906), p. 215.
l40
Ibid
. . p. 216.
^^^ Ibid.
, p. 225.
142
Ibid . . p. 227.
Ibid . . p. 232.
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come v/ith somev/hat less force than those of Babbitt.
On the v/hole, it must be said that Blake is greater,
at least more coi.iplete, as an artist than as a poet;
and this, I think, is due mainly to his superior
discipline as a draftsman. In verse he never produced
anything; more exq_uisite than some of his juvenile
sonn;s . . . his noblest designs aro the Illustrations of
tho Book of Job , . , his success vd.th v/ords seems some-
how alv/ays to be the result of accident , ^"^^
The precarious critical balancing act performed by
those v;ho deplore the unmeasured praise and unrestrained
censure of Blake, is exemplified in kore, .ifter casting a
derogatory glance at "polite horror of enthusiasm" , he said
of Blake that "his method v/hen carried to its extreme is
more disastrous to poetry than the most rigid convention of
the century. "^'^^
He praised bVdnburne, and even had a good word for the
longer poems.
Those who have the courage to track his thought through
the labyrinth of the so-called Prophetic Books v;ill, v/hen
their first be\/ilderment has subsided, be astonished at
the logical system which begins to appear through much
of his axiorphous imagery and grotesoue verbiage . , ,
Cthere arel passages in them of pellucid beauty and
v/isdom".14:6
On the other hand, again, Blake's is "the idiosyncrasy,
if not the madness, of solitary introspection— so perilous
is it to approach alone and unattended the inviolable sanctuary
Ibid ., p. 225
Ibid
. , p, 229
1^6 Ibid . . p. 146
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of truth, "1-'^ In this there is alrflost the ring of religious
bias,
Furthemore, mucli of Blake is "perilously akin to
4. 4.- 1^8affectation.
V/e fall back on the poets v;ho accept fully the experience
of the hLunan heart, le find soraothing closer to our under-
standing, something for that reason v/holesomcr
,
in, men
like ./ordsv;orth and Goethe , . , v^e are men in a v/orld of
men. The unmitigated adrairation and the effective
influence of Blake are to be found not among the greater
romantic writers of the early nineteenth century, but
among the lesser men—Rossetti, owinburne, and their school
—v/ho in one v;ay or another have shrunjc from the higher
as v/ell as the lov/er realities of life."-'--^
In summation, then, liore returns to the humanist
position of cautious, "faint praise,"
1^7 Ibid ., p. 232.
Ibid.
, p. 238.
1^9 Ibid.

CI Li J-^Ti^R VI
SOLE SCATTl'JRED LYIDEIICES OF Bm3]»S lOTLUiilNCE
The main current of Dlnkean influence flov/ed through
the Pre-iiaphaelites, the Celtic Renaissance poets, the
Ima^ists, and the Gerebralists, There v/ere, hov;ever,
scattered evidences of Blake* s influence, v/hich v/ould be v/ell
to consider here, before proceeding v/ith the account.
I, GOUYERiaCUR I.iORRIS
The Tj^er is so v/ell knov/n that whenever the animal
is mentioned in modern literature, Blake seems to come to
mind as a matter of course, G-ouverneur LiOrris, in Tiger
Island , a novel v/hich is certainly not "influenced" by Blake,
treated the Tip:er as flippantly as did Basil Bunting,
"I supT)ose I am dumb," said Bov/ers," but even if I
made up my mind to flatter a tiger, I v/ouldn*t knov/ hov/
to go about it,"
"Oh," she said, "just praise them, tell them hov/ hand-
some they are, make them feel important and self-satisfied,
xit such times, I often recite Blake's poem to them." ^jid
she recited.
(the first four lines of Ti^er)
"That's the stuff that makes a tiger feel good all
over.
"
Bov/ers v.^as secretly astonished and delighted. He had
Never imagined that animal trainers had a sense of humor and
read literature.
J- G-ouverneur Morris, Tipper Island (New York: E. P.
Dutton and Company, Inc., 193^), p. 41.
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Even in this tale, fnr thouf^h it is from embodying
Blakian ideas, the tip;er is to some extent representative of
evil energy.
II. -JlLLlAhl NORIvliiJM GUTHRI]!;
A poem of .»illiara Norman G-uthrie*s, "The Lion; i^n
Incident of the Zoological Garden of Cincinnati," one of a
group of "symbolic odes," bore the evident marks of "Tiger"
influence, v/ith interesting variations on the original.
There, on the floor of thy cage
Thou liest, 0 Lion,
stretched out, indifferent
i
Vast head, v.dth weight of portentous mane
—
a tangle as of autumn forests
where the horror of jav/s
lurks in ambush;
compact muscular legs,
armed v/ith death,
in which the lightning of the f-^.tal leap,
the crack, the crash of the fall,
the rending; of flesh yet alive,
slumber unouietly;
tail v/ith suppressed lash
involuntarily vibrant;
through eyes half- shut
v/ith cunning shov/ of drov/siness
the yellov/ flash, keen,
like broken glitter in the moon-glare
of little pools of steaming blood;
—
All, all betrays
subtly the soul of terror.
V/hat outrage to have caged Thee I
Yet, in thy bars take comfort.
Proffers of freedom were insult
—
scorn of the harmless, the iijipotent:
Men dread Thee I
But Thou—carest not if they quake,
requirest no flattery of fears,
sure of thy formidable strength,
—

indifferent,
grand
.
Oh, v/herefore do v/e stop
in front of thy cage
bound by an evil spell?
V/hy this shudder at times
not of dread—this sense
of oppression, difficult breath,
unaccountable?
V/hence this aeke
of self-pity intense as we look
at Thee, fierce Brute,
caged Fiend of the w'ilderness,
at Thee?
Terrible I Magnificent!
That leap, shaking the iron bars
—
as reeds once by shrunken streams
where thy tongue of fire
lapped the cool;
the quick snakes of thy mane
erect, rigid,
quivering with v/ild might,
at the eruption of a roar,
—
like fire volcanic •
from bottomless deeps of fury
inflaming the sky,
charring the fruitful earth.
(a stanza is- here omitted, as having little trace
Blalcian influence, and of little interest in itself.)
ViQio shall utter, 0 Lion,
thy stupor, agony, rage?
One of thy kind—a cub—free?
V/hat?—The V/ilderness nigh?
This fetid cage of sh^-ime—hallucination?
Dens full of half-tame skulking beats,
howls, Y/hines, snarls of feeding time
—
an obsession?
The day* s peering merrymakers.
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(cov/ards v/ho inspect v/ith prudent insolence,)—
and the prov;l that ends v/here it began
in the close stench of the walled night
—
a hideous obstinate nightmare?
Ah, His the wilderness hath roused her to battle-
hath conquered civilization
at a bound cone hither
to rescue her caged king?
Iron bars only—between Him and
—
—not freedom
—
but Her?
The hot day's sleep, the night's fierce hunt,
the fight to the death with rivals
for the lioness, sleek, ovaiting the issue
v/ith the treacherous fav/n, and leers
of savage pleasure?
Only thece bars—between Him, and
—
not freedom
—
but life?—Life?
Magnifi c ent Gapt ive
,
Disdainer of liberty,
do I not understand thee?
Am not I, too, caged?
Laws, customs, courtesies, proprieties!
I, too—remember.
Not liberty, oh not liberty nowl
V/hy break through bars?
Prolonged despair hath cowed us both,
and the tyranny of use,
What? Jrech our' cage?
v/here then v;ould our './ilderness be?
The torrid sun,
the fever?
Hunger for palpitant flesh,
thirst for hot blood?
The icy night,
the blinding moon in the clear,
the shadov/s black of rock and tree?
The prey terrified,
the joy of his agony?
The antagonist's prov/l, roar, ramp?
The ache, the bliss of omnipotent fierce life?
Only a minute the spell hath lasted
—
best, 0 Lion, we both v/ere patient,
spiritless, sleepy—sanel
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May "be, may be
—
(the thouf'ht of it starts
a shudder like death'
s
clotting; the heart's blood).
May be, may be— (v/ho laiov/s?).
only the semblance is left us
of fire
as of sunsets
that flare in the heavens,
but sinfie not a stubble strav;
of the v/e stern hills.
May be—v/ere the ./ilderness here indeed,
thou, 0 Lion, and I
—
even Thou, and I
were wantinf;,^
The use of an animal as the symbol of untajiied
natural energy, the use of the questioning tone, the phrase
"who shall utter", the abrupt liiltonic-Blakian "lapped the
cool", the Blakian-w'hitraanic roughness of "the antagonists'
prov/l, roar, ramp", the capital letter av;e in "Magnificent
Captive" and "'^l/ilderness" and "Fiend", the flaming imagery
of "fire volcanic from bottomless deeps of fury inflaming
the sky", the idealization of vitalism in "the bliss of
omnipotent fierce life", the phrase "the soul of terror",
the identification of energy and the devil in "caged Fiend
of the ./ilderness", the freedom of the verse form—all these
suggest the original of the poem, "The Tiger". It is
inevitable that "The Lion" should be more diffuse than its
prototype, since the latter is admittedly compressed v/ithin
2 William Norman Guthrie, Qroheus Today ( Cinncinnati
:
Western Literary Press, 1907), pp. 128-31.
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limits so extremely narrov/ as to suggest the cage which is
explicit in "The Lion", Such compression no doubt adds to
the bursting-energy effect of "The Tiger", but it is an
experiment not apt to be tried often. Furtherinoro such
compression is an evidence of genius, and, as has been
demonstrated in the treatment accorded the fairy funeral
by later v/riters, derivative material is likely to be
considerably diluted. In spite of the description "symbolic
ode" applied to "The Lion", Guthrie's beast is quite a
natural animal; he is only secondarily a symbol. "The
Tiger", on the other hand, is like no tiger that ever dal-
lied v'ith a tigress in the depths of the Bengal jungle; in
rhetorical terms, "The Tiger" may be said to be a sjonbolic
metaphor, "The Lion" a symbolic simile.
III. S.iRAH ORKE JJT.'ffiTT
Sarah Orne Jev/ett ovmed a valuable Blake, for Francis
Otto llatthiessen said of visits to her home, " Your hostess
v/as alv.rays showing you something nev/, ... a rare Blake
, .
."'^ It seems unlikely that this could have been her
copy of Blake' s Poetical V/orks
.
edited by ./illiam Michael
Rossetti, published in Boston in 1875, now in the Harvard
College Library,
3 Francis Otto Matthias sen, Sarah Orne Jewett (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1929), p. 70.
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rV. EJIILY DICKINSON
ilmily Dickinson has been called a "feminine Blake"^;
Untenneyer spoke of the "perculiar Blake-like quality of
her though."^ There is no evidence that she was familiar
with Blake, however, save for the parallelisms in thought
and expression. »/hat Untermeyer meant may be seen in the
familiar poem, "Chartless," v/ith its complete, dogmatic
conviction.
I never spoke v/ith God,
Nor visited in Heaven;
Yet certain am I of the spot
As if the chart v/ere given. ^
The same conviction is shown in "Mysteries," a
title in itself indicative of an attitude tov;ard life like
that of Blake,
The red upon the hill
Takoth away my will.
If anybody sneer
Take care, for God is here,
That»s aliy
The very abruptness of the expression reminds us of
Blake, George Frisbie V/hicher could find no allusions to
^ Louis Untermeyer, Modern American Poetry (third edition
revised; Wew York: Harcourt Brace and Company, 1925), p. 32.
5 Ibid.
. p. 3.
Ibid . . p. 36.
Ibid
. . p. 37.
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Blake in her letters and v/orks; he said there is "nothing
of Blake, v/hom she v/ould certainly have enjoyed. "8
i'uiiong iilnglish poets Blake is her only rival in the
faculty of makin{^ a little count for much, but the
superstructure of visionarj'" rajrthology that Blake
conjectured into being is so huf^e and obscure that
only the most elaborate scholarship can discern its
connection v/ith reality, iilmily Dickinson, on the
contrary, never lets us forp;et the world of here o.nd
nov/,^
The ca;^e of linily Dickinson is one of riany in \.'hich it is
amazing to see hov; close the spiritual affinity and the
actual expression are to Blake even where there is no hint
of direct or indirect influence.
V. \/illi-mIv: Vaughn moody
There are hints of Blake influence in the work of
Vi/illiaia Vaughn Moody. In "Pandora* s Song" from The Fire
Brin^er, there are lines that remind us of Blake* s vision
in Auguries of Innocence."
I stood v/ithin the heart of God;
It seemed a place that I had knovm;
(I was blood-sister to the clod;
Blood-brother to the stone, )^
There was an expression of an ethical system like
y George Frlsbie Whicher, This Was a Poet (New York;
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1938), p. 212.
9
Ibid
. . p. 291.
10
Untermeyer, ojo. clt .
. p. 136.
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that of Blake in "The Brute." Blake»s tiger of "v/rath,"
the syribol of evil, v/as forgiven, in accordance v/ith Blake* s
ethical system.
Then, perhaps, at the last day.
They \/ill v/histle him av/ay.
Lay a hand upon his muzzle in the face of God,
and say,
"Honor, Lord, the Thinf^ v/e tome I
Let him not be scourged or blamed
iiven through his vTrath c\nd fierceness was thy fierce
wrath v/orld reclaimed I
Honor Thou thy servants* servant; let Thy
justice now be shown. "-^-'-
Gompare Blake *s line in "Proverbs of Hell":
The wrath of the lion is the wisdom of God.-^^
and
Then the Lord v/ill heed their saying, and
the Brute come to his ov/n,
*Tvd.xt the Lion and the ii'agle, by the armpost
of the Throne. "13
iVgain, in The Menagerie , the jungle beasts are
recognized as syrabols of spiritual "states."
One minute they v/ere circus beasts , . .
Next minute they v;ere old heart-mates of mine'.
Moody had the mystic's faith in the possibility, even
the inevitability, of miracles in actual life as opposed to
historical fiction.
'"^ Willlaai Vauffhan Moody, Poems
.
(Boston: HQu^hton
Mifflin Company, 190lT, pp. 53-4.
12 Blake, og. cit
. . p. 45.
15 Moody, op
. cit .. p. 44.
1^ Ibid.
, p. 56.
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"Blake-like, }ie believed thiit Jesus appeared to him
on several occasions. "-^^
, • . once at a simple turning of the v/ay
I met G-od vmlkinG.
is as simple a statement of vision as Blake might have made,
"The chief contrast," says David Henry, "betv/een the
tv/o poets lies in Moody* s proximity to the actuality of
17living." This is, indeed, the chief difference to be
noted bet\7een Blake and a.nY of his successors, as has been
suggested in the c?r;e of Emerson and that of ./hitman.
A detailed account of the parallels betv/een Blake
and Moody was given in a letter to the Dial tty William
Chislett, Jr., of Stanford University,
Of V/illiain Vaughn Moody* s Idea of God , Professor
Manly says (Introduction to Poems and Poetic Draiiias of
V/illiain Vaup:hn Moody
, p. xlii ) -"It was not a formal
philosophical conception, but a poetical vision incor-
porating the most diverse elements of culture." V/e
believe that no one has yet pointed out that the vrriting
of v/illiari Blake v;ere one element of that culture,
"G-od figures ambiguously in Moody* s poetry," continues
Dr. Manly; "sometimes as the Puritan God, v/hora he does
not love and in v/hom he does not believe; sometimes as
the no less anthropomorphic God from v/hom he cannot
keep his fellov/ship and love,"
Nov/ Blake had two Gods also,—the "G-od of this v/orld,"
corresponding to Moody* s Puritan God, and the Supreme
God, whose anthropomorphic nature he set forth in his
ib David D. Henry, '.Villiam Vaupjian Moody
. A S tudy (Boston:
Bruce Humphries, Inc., 1934), p. 6l.
16 Moody, op
. cit .. p. 44.
^^ Henry, ep . cit .. p. 68.
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paint Tnp;s, his lyrics, and his Phrophetic.il Books
. , ,
lJaoody3 writes thnt the Doem is "a plea for passion, as
a means of salvation every\7here latent" . . . GvioodyJ
accepted f;ood and evil in this world, as Blake did, ^
Henry drev; attention to the Blakian character of The
Masque of ^udf^nent.
In The Faith Healer , Michaelis says to Rhoda: "Before
creaton, beyond time, G-od not yet risen from his sleep,
you stand and call to me. and I listen in a dream that
I dreamed before iilden.''^^
This is cited as evidence that Blake* s and Moody*
s
cosmologies v/ere similar,
"Moody* s Death of Eye probably ov/es a suggestion to
Blake* s Ghost of Abel,"^^
Furthermore
Moody v/rites v/ith enthusiasm of Blake in his History
of English Literature (pp, 265-6), mentions hira in his
letters (autumn, 1895) and refers to him in his edition
of Milton (pp. 100-1), 21
VI. V/ITTEE BYTMNER
The Tiger
, being the most popular and most widely
known of Blake's poems, is also the one poem to v/hich an
"influence" can be directly traced. In most other cases,
it5 Chislett, 02. cit.
,
p. 142.
19 Henry, o^d. cit .
. pi 87.
2° Ibid.
Ibid
. , p. 90.
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although there is a generally Blakian atmosphere, it is hard
to say hov; much is to bo ascribed to Blake and hov; much to
Freud or to Whitman or to ome of the many poets through v/hom
the Blake tradition has been carried on. (As, for exaiaple,
the Blake-Hossetti-Yeats-Stephens succession) . Witter
Bynner' s play, Ti^er . took not only its title but the name
of its chief character from Blake's poem. The epigraph,
quoting the poem, leaves no doubt as to the source of the
name.
"Tiger" v/as a "madam" in a house of prostitution so-
called "on account of her hard, lithe brilliance. "^^ Her
pimp, the "baron", may be intended to express some sort of
Blakian Heaven-and-Hell paradox v/hen he says:
Damn you, Tiger
I
I wonder if I love you more or hate you.*^*^
The identification of the tiger v/ith sex is more
recent than Blake, The symbol tends, apparently, to become
circumscribed, just as most v/ords become narrov/er in meaning.
VII. EDV/aRD laJOBLOCK
The play, Ti^erl Tirer l . was produced, by Edv/ard
Knoblock, at the Belasco Theatre in Ne\7 York on November 12,1918,
22 fitter Bynner, "Tiger, A. Play of the Tenderloin,"
A Book of P^ays (New York: AlBred A. Knopf, 1922), p. 103.
23
Ibid
. , p. 105.
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v/ith Lionel Atv/ill, now a featured moving picture player,
in the leadinf^ role, under the direction of David Belasco.
Olive, the protagonist of the play, moved perhaps by
the unleashed energy of the tiiaes (the period is that of
the first './orld V/ar)
,
preferred an illicit relationship
v/ith a v;oman he picked up in the streets of London to marriage
v/ith the beautiful daughter of a friends. The theme of the
play he expressed baldly—"What are the mysterious laws of
attraction? "'^'^ He explained himself to a young acquaintance
—
"It*s not the war. ^It*s Sally, [the pickup].
• . . She's just i/oman'*^^ . . . Strange how we all have
to go tlirough the furnace, before v/e can understand , . .
I mean—unless v/e suffer, unless we're burnt through an^
through, we don't seem to Imow v;hat things mean, do v/e?'-'"
The last sentence presumably suimned up the "message".
The "furnace" figure is common enouf?h, but v/as probably
suggested by Blake. Olive's curtain speech
Oh Tigerl Tiger I V/hat a bloody fool you've
made of me.^"
gives the key to Knoblock' s use of the symbol. The tiger has
honest sexual passion; it had freed Olive from drunkenness,
24 Edward Knoblock, "Tigerl Tiger'. A Play in Four Acts,"
The Lullaby and Other Plays (New York: Putnam, 1924), p. 248.
25 Ibid.
, p. 253.
Ibid., p. 255.
^'^ Ibid
. , p. 25^.
Ibid., p. 313.
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but it could not stand the shock of learnin^^ that Sally was
a menial, a 'cook, Sally went off to marry a good democratic
commoner, while Clive betook himself to the wars to forget his
plunge into the unconventional.
VIII. HONORE "jTLLl;IE MORROW
The tiger became the sjnnbol for real evil in the
fictionized life of John B, Gough, the temperance lecturer
of the nineteenth century. The epigraph of the book is
the whole poem, Tiger ! Tip:er l Two brief notices earlier in
the book:
At the age of ten, John first met his tiger
and
f olinl }melt at the altar rail, v/restling with the
Tiger^l
iead to the long passage which justifies the title. The
tiger now represents unrestrained appetite, but particularly
that for drinlc, and from a point of view the reverse of
that of Blake.
"Years and years e^o," Csays Gough, speaking to
Frances Uillard], vrhen I first began to fight the drink
craving rathin myself, I tried to find some word or set
Honore Wills ie Morrow, Tl^erl Tlo:er I The Life Story
of Jolin 3. aoup!;h (New York: ^Villiam Morrow and Comoany, 1930;,
296 pp.
30 Ibid
. , p. 7.
-1 Ibid . . p. 293.
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of v/ords that would exDress its mysterious pov/er; some
phrase that would embody for me this satanic evil that
i f^radually learned I must carry in my heart as lon{z as
my heart should beat. I v/as ve^ y ignorant—aliTiost un-
lettered. But, one day, I picked up a little boo^' of
miscellaneous poetry thnt some one had left in a stage
I v;as taking to a I.Iassachunetts tov^n. In it I found
V/illinm Blake's poem 'The Tiger." And I knew I'd found
a name for ray beast:"
(Here he quotes the Tiger )
The beautiful tones filled the basement. "For no one
who has been its victim - ill deny that the beast has its
aspect of beauty and that therein lies some of its most
dreadful pov/er. And no one who has been torn by its
magnificent claws but demands to knov; in v/hat uneartlily
furnace was forged that murderous strength. And no one
v/ho has fought it but knows that no earthly power alone
can subdue it—for it was spav/ned by Satanl • . .
Never had I pictured until tonight that burning Tiger,
imprisoned behind the bars of v/omen* s prayers. "'^^
It is interesting to note thL^t the repression of
appetite is' ascribed to feminine influence, and to remember
that Blake damned "female emanations" on that very score.
The association of the tiger symbol with the temperance
crusaders is interesting also, when we remember that T. S,
Arthur, of Ten Nights in a Barroom . V7as one of the first to
discover Blake. Incidentally, G-ough was powerfully moved
by Arthur's play, and preached upon it, in spite of the fact
that by so doing he betrayed his attendance at a theatrical
performance.
Ibid ., pp. 255-6
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IX. EUGENE O'NEILL
Sex and symbolism are basic In the art of O'Neill
as well as of Blake, There seems to be no direct Influence
by Blake, other than that diffused tlriroughout English litera-
ture generally, and the relationship of O'Neill to Blake
has been only glanced at in a few paf^es of a volume on the
playwright, which yet shows t:.e surprising similarity between
the two men.
*
-^^ Alan D. Mickle, Six Plays of Eugene O'Neill . (New
York: Horace Liveright, 1929)
, pp. 162-5.

CHAPTER VII
IMAGIST THEORY AND PRACTICE
I. IMAGI3T THEORY
During the second decade of the twentieth century the
Imagiat movement, founded by Ezra Pound and appropriated by
Amy Lowell when he abandoned both Imagiam and America, was
the core of a poetic renaissance. Like all revolutionaries,
the imagists declared their purpose to be in reality the
conservation of a tradition more ancient than that to which
they were opposed. They were conscious of the rigidity of
the conventional verse forms carried over from the Victorian
era, and of the blurred emotion and shopworn diction
characteristic of their immediate predecessors. In conse-
quence, they advocated the use of "free verse," the evocation
of clean-cut "images," and the search for the "exact word."
In this three-fold program for the rejuvenation of
poetry, there was, as their critics charged, and as they were
ready to admit, nothing particularly novel. Their merit lay
in the restatement of fundamental truths about poetry which
had been so long dormanant in the minds of poets that the
creation of lacklustre poetic sentiment had come to be all
that poets dreamed of. The imagist movement stirred interest
in poetic ends and means, and was beneficial even to those to
whom it seemed to offer nothing of value in itself.
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There is a clear lineal connection between the blank
verse manifesto of Milton and the free verse manifesto of
Amy Lowell. The link between the two is Blake. Milton took
a step toward the emancipation of English metrics in his note
on the measure used in Paradise Lost .
The Measure is English Heroic Verse without Rime, as
that of Homer in Greek , and of Virgil in Latin ; Rime being
no necessary Adjunct or true Ornament of Poem or good
Verse, in longer Works especially but the Invention of a
barbarous Age, to set off wretched matter and lame Meeter;
grac't indeed since by the use of some famous modern Poets,
carried away by Custom, but much to their own vexation,
hindrance, and constraint to express many things otherwise,
and for the most part worse than else they would have
exprest them. . . .This neglect then of Rime so little is
to be taken for a defect, though it may seem so perhaps to
vulgar Readers, that it rather is to be esteem 'd an exam-
ple set. the first in En^li^, of ancient liberty recover'd
to Heroic Poem from the troublesom and modern bondage of
Rimeing.l
Blake, whose indebtedness to Milton is apparent through-
out his work, 2 and who was inclined generally to go further
than his masters, as was demonstrated by his treatment of
3wedenborg. carried the process of liberation a step beyond
Milton. It was in the introduction to Jerusalem, a poem which
stands in the same relationship to the rest of his work as does
Paradise Lost to the body of Milton's poetry, that Blake
expressed his own theory of poetic form. The echo of Milton
Bla 1 Blake, op. cit . . p. I63.
^ Cf . Denis Saurat, Blake et Milton (Bordeaux: Y. Cadoret,
Imprimerie de I'Unlversite, 1920), 1^ pp.
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in the phrase, "the modern Bondage of Rhyming," establishes
beyond question the tradition which Blake was In a sense
attacking, but in a larger sense extending.
When this Verse was first dictated to me, I considered
a Monotonous Cadence like that used by Milton & Shakspeare
& all writers of English Blank Verse, derived from the
modern bondage of Rhyming to be a necessary and
indispensible part of Verse. But I soon found that in the
mouth of a true Orator such monotony was not only awkward,
but as much a bondage as rhyme itself. I therefore have
produced a variety in every line, both of cadences & number
of syllables. Every word and every letter is studied and
put into its fit place; the terrific numbers are reserved
for the terrific parts, the mild & gentle for the mild &
gentle parts, and the prosaic for inferior parts; all are
necessary to each other.
^
Blake's use of the word "cadence," possibly suggested
to him by his knowledge of music, has a familiar sound; one
of the terms used to describe the experiments of the imagists
was "cadenced prose." Blake's conception of poetry as an art
more closely related to music than literature, a conception
not common in an age bowed with the weight of centuries of
classical (at least with an age of neo-classical) culture, is
perhaps in part responsible for the irregularities in his lines.
It suggests one influence on the poetry of Vachel Lindsay, who,
as will be pointed out in a later chapter, 4 certainly owed
something to Blake.
When Blake said "every word and every letter is studied
3 Blake, 0£. ci
t
. . p. I63.
^ Cf . Chapter VIII.
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and pat into Its fit place" he described in somewhat extrava-
gant terras the Imajist practice of hunting the •'exact word."
As for the putting of every letter in its fit place, no one,
with the possible exception of E. E. Cummings , has ever
thou^t such meticulous care necessary. That there is "a
variety in every line" of the free-verse poems of Amy Lowell
may not be absolutely true, but certainly the ideal imagist
poet would write nothing monotonous in cadence. That this
applicability of Blak6^ theory to Imagist poetry is not
accidental is proved by the explicit statement of Amy Lowell
herself
.
No doubt Walt Whitman won the battle for free verse,
and it is probable that it was his direct influence rather
than that of Blake of which the earlier vers librists were
most conscious. Blake was rather a verification from the
theoretical viewpoint and a justification from the practical,
than an original moving force. It is evident, however, that
Blake's influence, secondary in time as it may be, has
considerably altered the tone of the free-verse movement.
There is no longer the breezy looseness of structure of
Whitman in the verse of the Imagists; there is a concentration
and consequent intensity obviously derived from another source.
That other source was Blake, as a survey of the important place
he had in the minds of Amy Lowell and John Gtould Fletcher will
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demonstrate
.
Bliss Perry admits Blake's right to be considered a
pioneer in the production of the "new and Hybrid beauty" which
was the result of the mixture of prose and poetry.^ This
"polyphonic prose" was a natural development of tne process
which had begun with Milton, of breaking down the formal
distinctions between the two. Blake's introduction to
Jerusalem is given in full at the head of Perry's chapter on
free verse, as an indication that from that source is derived
the whole literature of the free verse movement. Blake
himself followed his theories rather more thoroughly than his
successors; William Blake's description of the Bastille, in
his "recently printed"^ poem on The French Revolution—"Seest
thou yonder dark castle," is written in free verse of what
Perry calls type "e " in predominant verse rhythms with
occasioncil emphasis upon metrical feet.'''
The second of the six planks in the Imagist platform is
that calling for the creation of "new rhythms. . . . we do not
insist upon 'free verse' as the only method ... we fight for
it as a principle of liberty. "8 jn letters as in life, history
3 Bliss Perry, A S tudy of Poetry (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1920), p. 212.
6
Ibid
. . p. 215.
7
Ibid., p. 214.
Q
G-lenn Ku-;hes, I ma."ism and the Ima.a;ls ts (Stanford University,
California: Stanflord University Press, 1931), p. 99.
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seema to show a process of progressive emancipation going on;
whether this is real or only superficial may be questioned.
The point here made is that this fight for the principle of
liberty is so ancient and popular a conception that it would
be difficult to prove that the expression of this "principle
of liberty" Is reminiscent of Blake's dogma, "Poetry Fetter 'd
Fetters the Human Race,"^ Yet here, as elsewhere in this
study, there is an accumulation of probabilities which lead
to something very like a certainty, for, as Bishop Butler
observed "low presumption often repeated will amount even to
moral certainty . "^^ Where, therefore, we know that certain
poets have read Blake, have admitted an indebtedness to him.
and have even in verifiable instances echoed him in their own
work, we have established a "low presumption" that such phrases
as might but need not be derived from Blake are really so
derived; and as the number of such parallel passages grows,
each tends to establish the others as not only possible, but
probably, stemming from Blake. In most instances this
cumulative probability is the only justification for ascribing
to Blake's influence certain parallel phrases; nor is this a
really valid objection to drawing deductions from such par-
allels, since most of our thinking is based on just such an
Blake, op cl
t
. . p. I63.
Hughes, og. cit , . p. 99.
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inductive method as that of conatructing a solid fabric of
probabilities
.
This line of reasoning, having established a presumption
of Blalce's influence on Imagist theory, makes the fourth of
the Imagist declarations of principle significant. For,
assuming the existence of the influence, we are reminded of
the painter who urged the necessity of a "bounding line,"
when we read:
We are not a school of painters but we believe that
poetry should render particulars exactly and not deal in
generalities, however magnificent and sonorous. It is for
this reason that we oppose the cosmic poet who seems to
shirk the real difficulties of his art.^^
It is interesting to note the number of painter-poets
who have been influenced by Blake; the Pre-Raphaelite group as
a whole, D H. Lawrence, Vachel Lindsay and Elihu Vedder were
among Blake's descendants; the Imagist s themselves were accused
of mistaking the function of poety, employing words as a poor
substitute for the painter's palette. Blake's contribution to
the confusion of the genres was the result of his versatility
and of his passion for unification; the man who drew both text
and designs on one plate was not likely to keep the provinces
of the two arts separate. In this respect Blake belongs to the
modernist rather than to the romantic tradition; it is not so
much that his example "caused" such developments as tone-poems
/
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and collor-organs , as that he was a factor In the development
and that as its resait his own reputation became the greater.
In the statement •*we oppose the cosmic poet," there
might seem to be a repudiation of Blake, the poet, o.s all his
early critics agreed, of some poems full of magnificent
nebulae and sonorous words without meaning. Modern critics
have, however, as it seems, rightly, established the fact that
if Blake is indeed a "cosmic" poet, it is the microcosm and
not the macrocosm with which he has to do. All these vast and
shadowy figures are definite "states" of man's soul and it is
precisely Blake's purpose to do away with generalities of the
pompous Johnsonian type in treating such a complex unit. It
is only fair to Blake to admit that his conceptions are
obscure but not vague; since Professor Damon's work, indeed,
they can scarcely be called more obscure than those of Dante,
for example It is not, then, in reality an attack upon Blake
that is suggested by the passage cited.
There is, nevertheless, a difference in mood between
the spokesman of the Imagists and Blake which this passage
suggests . T^e do not expect to find earth-shaking concepts or
imagery in an Imagist poet; a great deal of emotion may be
concentrated in a small space, but it is a distillation of a
single experience rather than an epitome of Man, such an
epitome as we find crowded into Blake's expression of the
mystery of a dualistlo universe in The Tiger . Each of Miss
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Lowell* 8 poems is a discrete unit, a vignette; there may be a
thread of unity, the inevitable consequence of an individual
point of view, running through the poems, but there is hardly
tne remarkable coherence which Blake's work shows. A
comparison of two poems, e. g. The Sunflower and Patterns .
will show that while Blake was concerned, as always, with God-
in-man. Amy Lowell was concerned with the analysis of the
emotional consciousness. There is a feeling that the Imagist
did not go so deep, that after all, she is "pre-eminently the
poet of the external world.
The last two articles of the Imagist creed are in the
spirit of Blake; the former, no doubt, stems as well from
Pater (advocate of the "hard, gem-like flame"); the latter
sounds almost like a comment on The Tiger » Imagist s, say Amy
Lowell, aim
5. To produce poetry that is hard and clear, never
blurred nor indefinite.
6. Finally, most of us believe that concentration is
the very essence of poetry. ^3
In the lectures which she delivered at the Brooklyn
Institute in 1916, Miss Lowell illustrated her review of
'"Imagism, Past and Present" by quotations from Blake . l^Blake '
s
earlier lyrics and his "polyphonic prose" tales— "The Couch of
1-=^ Louis Untermeyer , Modern American Poetry (third editi
revised; New York: Harcourt Brace and Company, 1925), p. 196.
13 Hughes, ojQ_, ci
t
p. 100.•
»
1935), p. 445
S. Foster Dacion, Amy Lowell (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
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Death," "Contemplation," and "Samson"—are evident points of
rapprochement between the Iraagists and himself. Like a
rhythmic but metrically irregulfu-r translation from a classical
tongue is the "Samson":
Samson the strongest of children of men, I sing; how
he was foiled by woman's arts, by a false wife brought to
the gates of death! 0 Truth', that shinest with propitious
beams, turning our earthly night to heavenly day, from
presence of the Almighty Father? thou visitest our
darkling world with blessed feet, bringing good news of
Sin and Death destroyed '^5
If, as has been suggested. Poe was influenced by Blake,
he may have received the hint for his own much more strongly
rhythmical tales from such an essay. Admittedly, however, the
evidence for such influence is slight.
Lafcadio Hearn, the one-time New Orleans newspaper man,
told his Japanese students that Blake, through Poe, influenced
practically all nineteenth century literature.
He wrote a great deal of mystical fancy and story in a
kind of prose that books at first sight very much like the
poetry of Walt Whitman. But it is very much finer than
most of Whitman's work, and it was inspired chiefly by the
reading of the Bible and the reading of Ossion. There is
no question that Blake's work in this direction influenced
Coleridge. Perhaps you know Coleridge wrote one wonderful
piece of prose-poetry called "The Wanderings of Cain."
Coleridge got his inspiration from Blake, and passed it on
to Bulver-Lytton who again passed it on to Poe. Thus we
may say that Blakes influence indirectly affected most of
our nineteenth century literature of ima ination; for there
is scarcely any writer of the nineteenth century that has
not been a little influenced by Poe.^^
15 Blake, od. cit . . p. 427.
1^ Lafcadio Hearn, Interpretations of Literature (London:
William heinemann, 1916), p. 61.
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John Gould Fletcher adopted Blake as his quide both in
poetry, and, to some extent, in life.
"I thought of making my art, as William Blake had said,
'An allegory addressed to the intellectual understanding' .'•1'''
This Blakian definition of poetry evidently impressed Fletcher
forcibly, for he quoted it in the preface to one of his most
ambitious poems as well as in his autobiography. It is a
definition which draws a clear line between the nineteenth and
the twentieth century, for of the two elements of poetry, the
emotional was certainly emphasized by the nineteenth as the
intellectual is by the twentieth. It is a curious paradox
that intellectual! st poetry, or what Untermeyer calls "cere-
bralist" poetry, should be more obscure less intelligible,
than romantic poetry of the preceding century. Obscurity,
indeed, has come to be the mark of distinction in poetry; what
Bosanquet called "difficult" beauty is deliberately attempted.
The whole trend of modern poetic theory and practice is away
from that ideal of "smoothness" which the neo-classi cists
fondly imagined made them superior to the "obscure" Shakespeare,
and from that ideal of homely sentiment which the lesser poets
of the nineteenth century held. T. 3- Eliot's "cerebralisms,
"
justified in the theories of I. A. Richards and Empson, show
the temper of the twentieth century.
lY John G-ould Fletcher, Life Is My Son.a; (New York: Farrar
and Rhinehart, Inc., 1937), p. 13.
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It is evident, from what has been said in the preceding
pages, that Imagist theory owes much to William Blake. The
desire for clear-out outlines, the pictorial tendency, the
fusion of plastic and literary techniques, the variation of
rhythms, the mixture of poetry and prose, the concentration,
"free verse," "polyphonic prose," the allegorical ambiguity
—
all these, when not actually derived from William Blake, are
supported by his example.
II. AMY LO"^ELL
Miss Lowell, speaking of her early ignorance of many
great poets, says she "knew nothing of - . . Blake . . . as a
child. "^^On the other hand, "as a child she had loved to look
at the colored books by William Blake which the Hooper family
owned; and she had then vowed silently to buy some for herself
when she could afford them."^^Thi8 was the collection, made by
the treasurer of Harvard, which supplied the material for the
first exhibit of Blake's work by American collectors. The
collection was subsequently far surpassed by that of William
Augustus White of Brooklyn. It is interesting to note that
even at that time the first contact with Blake was through his
painting rather than his poetry. Since Blake has become a
standard part of college courses in English literature, it may
be presumed that his name will more often be associated with
10 Damon, o£. cl
t
. . p. 99.
19 Ibid.
, p. 137.
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his poetry, "^en Amy Lowell says she know nothing of Blake
as a child, she must surely have meant that she know nothing
of the man himself, for it seems unlikely that she could have
escaped hearing "The Tiger," "The Piper," and "The Lamb,"
those favorites of the anthologists.
In 1920 she visited the Quaritch bookshop in London.
"Reacting against the hieratic formalism of Egypt C'fhich she
had just been touring) , she remembered that vow, and asked if
they had any Blake books. They had three. She bought them
at a price to boast of in future years. "^^
When John Gould Fletcher first met Miss Lowell, in
London, she asked him whether he collected.
I . . . mentioned the Ellis-Yeats edition of William
Blake, then the only one purporting to give Blake's full
text, which I owned, and which was one of my proudest
possessions. She immediately countered with the remark
that she herself had bought one of Blake's color-printed
originals of his prophetic books. "21
There is a plaintive tone in this; the contrast between
the resources of the two collectors is pathetic.
3. Foster Damon, friend of Miss Lowell, and author of a
biography of her as well as of the most thorough work on Blake
yet published, dedicated to Amy Lowell, noted that her
symbolism was in the tradition of Blake and Dante and other
great poets of the past?^ The free verse form succeeded in
20 Ibid ., p. 137.
21 Fletcher, od. ci
t
. . p. 97.
22 Damon, 0£. ci
t
. . p. 235.
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America but not in England, he said^'^; Americans have at least
one reason for claiming Blake as more properly their own than
the Intellectual herita.i;e of English poets.
Can Grande ' 8 Castle remind Damon of William Blake's
•America" in its "glory and exultation
.
In 1916 she "sent •William Blake' to Seven Arts for the
opening number . . . they were dubious. '•^^ The poem, which is
given below, was subsequently published in The Yale Review
,
edited by Wilbur Cross.
He said he saw the spangled wings of angels
In a tree at Peokhara Rye
.
And Elijah walking in the haying-fields;
So they beat him for his lies.
And 'prenticed him to an engraver.
Now his books sell for broad, round, golden
guineas
.
That's a bouncing turn of Fortune!
But we have the guineas
.
Since our fathers were thrifty men
And knew the value of gold. °
The first lines of this poem, describing Blake's "vision,"
remind us of the similar visions of Elinor Wylie— "I saw a
Tiger's golden flank"^? — , of John Gould Fletcher—"I saw the
Ibid ., p. 310.
2^ Ibid
. , p. 476.
25 Ibid.
, p. 368.
2^ Amy Lowell, "V/illiam Blake," Yale Review
. 6:397, January,
1917.
27 Cf . p. 234.
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shapes that stood upon the clouds"^ — , and of William Rose
Benet, the first line of whose poem on Blake, oddly enough,
paraphrases that of Amy Lowell— "^Blake saw a treeful of angels
at Peckham Rye.^^S Amy Lowell's poem is a comment on the most
obvious proof of the change which has taken place in the
attitude toward his work, namely the exceedingly large prices
now paid by collectors for copies of his painted books. An
essay by John Erskine on "the new poetry," immediately
preceding the three Lowell contributions to The Yale Review
,
points out that "Ossian" and Blake should have taken the
novelty from free verse experimentation . 30
Amy Lowell returned to the Blake theme in a second poem
entitled "An Incident":
William Blake and Catherine Bouchier were
married in the newly rebuilt Church of
Battersea where the windows were beautifully
painted to imitate real stained glass.
Pigments or crystal, what did it matter—when
Jehovah sat on a cloud of curled fire
over the door-way.
And angels with silver trumpets played Hosannas
under the wooden groins of the peaked roof!
William and Catherine Blake left the painted
windows behind in the newly rebuilt Church
of Battersea,
But Gtod and the angels went out with them;
And the angels played on their trumpets under
the plaster ceiling of their lodging,
Morning, and evenin.^-, and morning, forty-five
round years
.
'^^ Cf . p. 214.
Cf . p. 228.
Beginning page 379.
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Has the paint faded in the windows of Battersea
Church I wonder?
In J^.nuary of 19 0 Amy visited the Grolier Club
exhibition of Blake's work at the Fogg Art Museum in
Cambridge; '^^ during the summer of the same year she wrote
from Brookline "there is a nice, youn^ fellow who has written
a book on Blake, who thinks no chapter complete until he hit.3
read it to me."^'^ (Oould this have been 3. Foster Damon, whose
book on Blake was published four years later?) Like Gertrude
3tein in Paris, Amy Lowell exerted a considerable influence on
the young writers of her time, and the example of her own
enthusiasm must have been a factor in deciding what place
Blake was to hold in the literary hierarchy of the new
generation.
All eternity
Shouts in that overborne man-form.
So A.my Lowell peotically annotated a Blake drawing
which hung over a spinet in her Cambridge parlor . .
. While Keats was her God, she esteemed Blake finest
of mortal kind ... He was undeniably a forerunner
of Imagism ... he had the freedom, directness, and
condensation which comprised the Imagists' ideal.
30 said Kerker Quinn. The annotation points again to
the fundamental distinction between the forerunner and hi a
31 Amy Lowell, Pictures oT the Floatln.g; liorld. (New York:
yiacmillan, 1919), p. 182.
•^^ Damon, oq. cl
t
. . p. 524.
^5 Ibid., p. 542.
•^'^ Keyker .^Ulnn, "Blake and the New Age," Virp;lnia
Quarterly Review
. 13:279, Spring, 1937.
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aucceasors. Eternity shouts in Blake; the momentary speaks
in Lowell. Blake is " st ractural" ; the Imagists are "decora-
tive." It is, of course, necessary to keep it in mind that
the Imagists were not particularly apt to remember that they
were Imagists all the time, any more than Hume remembered his
philosophy when he played chess. It is for this reason that
the division of this chapter into sections on theory and
individual practice was thought wise.
In her two-volume biography of her "god," Keats. Amy
Lowell made an essay at showing a connection between him and
Blake, a connection which, if it rented only on the evidence
she adduces, would be rather doubtful. She says of Keats'
friendship with Dilke, the collector, that "a man who could
appreciate Blake certainly had much in him by which Keats could
profit. w*^^ Keats, she adds, "must have read Blake, the Daisy ' a
Song is so close to Blake's manner in the Songs of Innocence *!
There is, however, "no evidence to show that he ever read
Blake's symbolic books. "36 jt is significant that she should
have used the term "symbolic" rather than the more customary
"prophetic," for the latter is applicable rather to the
matter, the former to the manner of the poet; it is another
point of difference between Blake and the Imagists that he was
Amy Lowell, John Keats (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Compa-
ny, 1925) , Vol. 1, p. 468.
Ibid
. . p. 405.
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concerned very largely with his "message " while they were
concerned primarily with the medium in which they were to
work. The distinction made between books called "symbolic"
and others is not as valid as that between the "prophetic"
books and Blake's other works; it is quite well established
that Blake's use of symbols is already evident in the earlier
Songs
.
Blake's works, she says, would have been "bombshells
had they been better known. "'^V decided that there was a
definite influence by Blake on Keats, "vague and fitful
though it were."*^® All the evidence she brings forward is
interesting in this respect; if Keats was influenced by Blake,
she herself was influenced by him both directly and indirectly;
this is, one suspects, true of most of those modern poets who
owe something at once to Blake and to those others, the Pre-
Raphaelites, the Celtic Renaissance writers, etc., who act as
secondary Blakian influences.
Of Blake's influence on Keats there were "well defined
evidences in Extracts from an Opera . "*^^ The "Daisy's Song,"
mentioned above, was one of these "extracts." "The stranger
lighted from his steed," another song from the same group, she
called "decidedly Blakeian."38 Significant, in relation to her
37 Ibid ., p. 52.
38 Ibid.
, p. 583.
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championship of free verse, is her approval of "the Prophetic
Boolcs, with their saperb and audacious rhythmical experimen-
tation. "39 Again, it is to be noted that the praise is
bestowed rather upon the manner than the matter. Indeed,
having no prior knowledge of the reception accorded the
Prophetic Books by the Imagists, we should naturally assume
these poets to regard them with distaste, as being a far cry
from the Chinese ivory-carving style favored particularly by
the spokesman of the group
.
There was something rather determined about the Lowell
attitude toward poetic creation; there was a considered effort
to preserve an attidude of open-eyed wonder, which suggests a
conscious aping of Blake and Keats, more particularly the
"childlike" painter-poet. Yet, in spite of the obvious impes-
aion which Blake made on Amy Lowell's imagination, and in spite
of the superficial parallelisms between their theories, one
remains convinced that Amy Lowell did not really capture the
spirit of Blake, and it is that spirit, rather than any verbal
reminiscences and theoretical sympathies, which is
significantly widespread in modern poetry.
III. JOHN GOULD FLETCHER
The enthusiasm with which Amy Lowell regarded Blake is.
Ibid.
, p. 585.

as has been shown, somewhat surprising; the association of
Imagism with the Parnasslens mi,^ht have been expected to lead
them away from what has, rather unfairly it is true, been
called Blake's formlessness. The poems actually written by
Amy Lowell are rather small, detached vignettes, fragmentary
and decorative, than lyrical units or sweeping phapsodies like
those of Blake. John Gk)uld Fletcher more nearly approximates
the Blake spirit. In his poem on Blake, he too u-^ed the poet
as a club to beat the Philistine world. It was a period in
which the ills of mankind were ascribed to George F. Babbitt.
Art was very self-conscious, and Blake, like Chatterton, was a
logical candidate for the martyrology of art.
Blake saw
Angels in a London street;
God the Father on a Hill,
Christ before a tavern door.
Blake saw
All these shapes and more.
Blake knew
Other men saw not as he;
So he tried to give his sight
To that beggarman, the world.
"You are mad,
"
'^as all the blind world said.
Blake died
Singing songs of praise to God.
"They are not mine," he told his wife,
"I may praise them, they are not mine."
Then he died ^And the world ct^lled Blake divine.
40 John Gould Fletcher, The Black Rock (London: Faber an
Gwyer, 1926), p. 59.
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And bought, as Miss Lowell said, his books for "broad,
round, golden guineas." The contrast between Blake's poverty
and the thousands of dollars paid for a single book, after his
death. Is particularly intriguing to us today, perhaps because
we have become sickened by the success stories of American
business men, which seem to imply a close correlation between
what a man deserves of the world and what he gets. Incidental-
ly, the last two lines rather distort the historical truth; the
"world" is not unanimous in its enthusiasm for Blake even now,
and it took a considerable time even to notice his existence,
after his death.
It is interesting to note that Amy Lowell, William Rose
Benet, and John Gould Fletcher chose the same Blake legend,
the vision of angels, for their opening lines. It is perhaps
significant that Amy Lowell should have written "Blake said he
saw" whereas Fletcher used the bolder statement. "Blake saw."
It is as if she were interested in Blake as an intriguing
personality, and Fletcher were interested in him as a seer in
actual fact. Aside from the fact that Blake furnished the
subject, there is little Blakia,n in her poem. Fletcher's, on
the other hand, has the directness of statement and the economy
which characterizes Blake's lyrics. Blake uses what night be
called metaphorical statement rather than simile; if he wishes
to give a poetic vision he does not use the conventional
locution of dream or reverie but states the vision boldly.
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Fletcher does the same. The rhythm of the poem is such that
the last word of tne first line of each stance is emphasized;
it is given what grammarians call "pregnant" meaning. This
makes "saw" and "knew" Categorical; there is no attempt to
explain away vision, as is so often done, as subjective.
Nor was this Blakian attitude merely coincidental.
Louis Untermeyer noted that "Fletcher ... is actually aiming
at the packed simplicities of Blake. "^^ The Blake tradition is
of a piece. This directness and economy and simplicity are
characteristic of the childlike attitude. A child is much
less apt to think in terms of comparison than an adult; he is
much more apt to think directly, metaphorically. To him a
tree is actually a man with his arms in the air; it is only
when he grows up that he regards this kind of vision self-
consciously, as a pleasing fancy.
In 1917, apropos of the recent publication of select-
ions from Blake by Professor Pierce, Fletcher added a note to
the history of Blake's reputation. With the publication of
the Sampson edition of Blake the professors had taken over the
poet from the poets themselves, and Blake had become the
subject of considerable academic attention. Fletcher wrote:
Professors, pedants, and other critical persons are
discovering that Blake was after all not so mad as his
contemporaries thought, and . . . they have even taken
^1 Louis^ Untermeyer, Modern American Poetry (New York:
Harcourt Brace and Company, 1923) , p. 22.
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to patronizing him in consequence . . . he ia [however)
too much of the spiritual aristocrat for America . . .
[although^ extremely simple at bottom ... he built
a philosophical system . . . whose grandeur is unques-
tioned. . . . Vala is Blake's supreme attempt at the
epic. 42
One line in this review explains the migration of so
many American poets, including Pound, Eliot, Crane, and
Fletcher himself, to Paris and London during the post-war
period, and suggests that Blake will never be really popular
in democratic America. Why the American political system
should ensure a lack of "spiritual aristocrats" is not quite
clear. Certainly the evidence is very strong that Blake is of
considerable influence in America. The tone was typical of an
era in American literary history, however; now the literati
have swung to praise of the democratic ideal.
According to Fletcher, Blake was
the one man who . . . was the most important precursor
of the whole Romantic movement in England . . . more
radical and more logical in his revolt than any other . . .
the visionary element was entirely subsidiary to the
revolutionary nature of his message . . . [Blake was^ the
eternal protestant ... a serious defect in Blake*
a
system arises from his denial of nature . . . Blake's way,
the way of the imagination unaided and unbounded by reality,
leads, as he himself admitted, only to eternal annihilation
of all self-hood ... we have arrived at a time in the
world's history when scientific theory and religious faith
have begun, not to opoose, but to give support to one
another . 43
Fletcher based his decision against joining a church, in
spite of the example of T. S Eliot, partly on Blake's lifelong
John jQuld Fletcher, "Yale Discovers Blake," Poetry
9:315-8, yiarch, 1917.
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independence.** He based his literary theory solidly on Blake.
Speaking of his literary oredo, he made the significant state-
ment:
"I thought of making ray art, as William Blake had said,
'An allegory addressed to the intellectual understanding'"*^
This confession of faith he considered fundamental, for
he repeated the same phrase elsewhere
.
The imagery of "The Wanderer" reminds one of Blake, as,
for example:
Red hands rose from the sea to take me.
Hairy, red hands;
Red eyes watched for my coming.
Hungry red eyes . .
Red was Blake's favorite color; he hv-s been called the supreme
4ftpainter of fire. The violence of the contrast between red and
black, seems, indeed, to be particularly appealing to modern
taste. Fletcher himself entitled one of his books The Black
/ Rock, one of the innumerable "art" printers in Paris called his
the Black Sun Press, and other examples of modern color
preferences are many. Red as the symbol of war, of blood, and
of energy is no doubt ancient, but Blake has given color
symbolism new force. James Branch Cabell's characters reveal
their vitality through their red hair; his Demiurge seems,
indeed, to be drawn with Blake's Los in mind. Kahlil aibran,
^ John G-ould Fletcher, Life is My Song (New York: Farrar
and Rinehart, Inc., 1937), p. 307.
^ Ibid., p. 295.
46
Jonn Gould Fletcher, "William Blake," North American
Review
. 218+328, October, 1923.

whose poems, and more particularly his illustrations, are very
much like those of Blake, is in many ways the complement of
the earlier poet, and he favors, correspondingly, the milder
colors, particularly a pale blue.
Branches of Adam, a long poem in Blakian long verses,
bears the obvious mcirks of Blake's influence. According to
the introduction:
The object of this poem is to show that good and evil
exist in this world simultaneously . . . that this world
could not exist if it were altogether good, or if it were
altogether evil; and that chaos and disunion, not law and
order, are the principles of life which sustain all
things. 49
This is the sort of paradox, the intellectual ingenuity, in
which the " cerebralists" delight, a typical inversion of the
Lincolnian apothegm of the divided house.
"All poetry." said Fletcher, "aspires to myth."^^
He spoke of "the symbolic fire—of sex, of power, of life."^0
Quotations taken here and there from the body of the
poem sound very much like Blake:
fourfold is made the divine nature of man . . . man is
an image of uod, but made reversed^l. . . the _;rey mount-
ains shuddered {J.n creation^SS, , . ^^Adam"^ writhed in
great coils of dauntless fire^S. . . the forest iFuddered
,
and the far sea groaned .
John Gould Fletcher, The 51ack Rock (London: Faber a
Gwyer, 1928), p. 35.
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The langunge of pain, associated with accounts of the
creation, ia characteristic of Blake. To show how different
was Blake's treatment of the creation from that of other
poets, of the centuries before and after his own, compare his
Book of Uri zen with Paradise Lost , for example.
In Selected Poems , "London Nightfall" and "Blake" are
in significant juxtaposition.^^ The former, beginning
"I saw the shapes that stood upon the clouds;
And they were tiger-breasted shot with light,
And all of them, lifting long trumpets together.
Blew over the city, for the night to come,"
is a fitting complement to the poem beginning "Blake saw."
The langui^ge of vision is that of "Spring,"
At the first hour, it was as if one said,
"Arise. "56
Blake used the rock of Sinai, the stony tablets of the Law, in
the same symbolic way that Fletcher uses "the bcirren stone
where Peter's courage died."
Reminiscent of
All the stars cast down their spears
And watered heaven with their tears.
^
is the lime in "Last Judgment,"
There fell red rain of spears athwart the sky.^^
Fletcher, perhaps because of his leaning as an imagist toward
the pictorial, has a fondness for the flame color, as had Blake.
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the painter. Perhaps in Fletcher's mind when he wrote
. . . Vacantly _
Across the void there trailed the Snake of Hell. ^
there was a memory of Blake's presentation of Satan a scaly,
half-human monster, the apparition he said he had seen on the
60
staircase at his home.
Like Blake's horrific pictures is the following:
There suddenly writhed in flame and stood up new
as man
A being whose girth no human eye could span;
Two heads it had—one like a babe at birth ;
The other like a skull .
"Skull," "babe," "flame"— this is Blake's vocabulary. Again
there is the fiery imagery of Blake in
"^e were born in flame, and we go back to flame.*^^
In a sense it may be said that if Blake did not influence modern
poets, ne himself was a twentieth century poet; he might well
have written some of their verse, even when it is doubtful that
they could have written his.
In parables [said Glenn Hughe si Mr. Fletcher appears
before us suddenly as a militant Ohristian—as a modern
crusader, whose sword, like the sword of Blake, is poetry.
And indeed the spirit of the book is such that we are
obliged to think of its author as having sworn Blake's
oath:
I will not cease from mental fight . . .
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^ti Cf.-g. 94.
49 J olin Cxould Fletcher, Branches of Adam (London: Faber
and Gwyer, 1926)
, p. 9.
Ibid
.
,
p. 10
51
Cf. the Four Zoas
.
52
Fletcher, od. ci
t
. . p. 13.
^^ Ibid
. . p. 16.
54
Ibid., p. 27.
55 Untermeyer
,
o^. cl
t
. . p. 399.
56 John Gould Fletcher, Selected Poems (New York: Farrar
and Rinehart, Inc., 1937), p. 115.
57 Blake, o^. cljL.
, p. 129.
5^ Ibid.
Ibid.
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Alexander Gilchrist, 02. ci
t
. . p. 69.
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Fletcher, 02. cit . . p. 129.
62 , , ^Ibid., p. 130.
63 Hughes, on. cit
. . p. I3.

CHAPTER VIII
OTHER FOi^T-\^i\R POETS
In the early 1920* s Ima^ism burned out, oome of the
ashes settled on a new school of poets emerging v/ith
T, 3. Eliot. The core of their verse, conceptually and
technically, v;as the symbol. They
. . . revered the
French symbolists.-^
These successors of the Imagists, v/ith v/hom they v/ere
connected throuf^h T, S. Eliot's association v/ith Ezra Pound,
v/ere the so-called "cerebralists," Eliot himself perhaps
more properly belon^is to the history of En'-lish than to the
history of American poetry. The poetry of Hart Crane, hov/-
ever, may justly be claimed by .'unerican literature, and it is
Hart Crane, of this group, \/ho is in many v/ays the complement
of Eliot. The very titles of their tv;o chief v/orks are sig-
nificant. One v/rote of the v/orld as The V/asteland
. a futile
kaleidoscope of jarring fragments, the other v/rote of the
civilization to come in The Bridge, a symbol of the construc-
tive energy of the nev; v/orld. It is almost as if the one \;ere
the spokesman of a thoroughly disillusioned and decadent
European culture, v/hile the other spoke for a still youthful
and optimistic -imerica. Ironically enough, it v/ns Crane v/ho,
in personal life, fell into black despair and artistic impotency,
and ended the v/hole business in the v/aters of the Gulf of Lexico;
1 Kerker ;iuinn, "Blake and the New Age," Virp;lnia Quar-
terly Review
. 13:280, Spring, 1937.
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T. 3, Eliot, the apostle of futilitarianism, settled into a
comparatively confortable position in ii]nr;lish literary circles.
Crane, v/ho becnxie in a sense the anti thesis of ulliot,
at first admired and imitated hiia. He passed as Liunson said,
from imagisra to symbolism to metaphysics and mysticism, a
2prof^ression typical of his and our time.
I. HitRT CRANE
Critics of Hart Crane Csaid Kerker '^uiniij need not be
advised, by his use of lines from Blake as mottoes for
"The Tunnel" and "ICey ./est" of his technical indebtedness
to Blake; Crane* s v/hole vork provides testimony to that
indebtedness,^
"His visions—his very mottoes—are those of Blake,
the Book of Job
.
Emily Dickinson, Ualt V/hitman," said Louis
Untermeyer."^
The motto to "The Tunnel" (a canto of The Brid^^e ) o:ives
in a couplet from Blake the core of Crane's thought. In the
m.idst of a hurly-burl3'" v/orld, to come out from the "tunnel"
into the broad light of a new faith,
To find the V/e stern path
Right thro» the Gates of V/rath;^
^ G-orham B. Munson, Destinations (New York: J. H. Sears
and Company, Inc., 1928), pp. 160-7&.
^ Qulnn, £2. cit . . p. 280.
^ Louis Untermeyer , Kodern A.merican Poetry . Modern British
Poetry (combined edition; New York: riarcourt Brace and Cooipany,
1936), p. 587.
5 Hart Crane, The Bridge, A Poem (New York: Horace Liver-
iSht, 1930), p. 69.
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this v/as the intellectual task set the raemberc of the post-
war "lost" generntion. Their " cerebral i sm, " their tortuous
intellectualism, v;as a sort of escape mechanism; the emotions
could scarcely be left free in a vrarld v;hich seemed intent on
lacerating them. Hence the mockinc tone of Eliot, and hence
the deliberate obscurity of Crane,
His faults , . . lie in the occasional failure of
meeting; betv;een vision and subject. The virjion often
strains and overreaches the theme. This fault, coiTimon
among ambitious poets since Baudelaire, is not unique
\7ith them. It aopears v/henever the existing poetic order
no longer supports the imagination. It appeared in the
eighteenth century with the poetry of V/illiam Blake."
The parallelisn in spirit between Blake and Crane is
striking. The criticism v/hich Cortlandt van V/inliLe made of
Blake, is completely applicable to Crane. Van w'inkle said that
"Blake's peculiar usefulness in our tine is his pov/ors of
synthesis, or at least in his desire for synthesis."''' This is
precisely v/hat is true of Crane, including the distinction
between his power and his desire. It v/as primarily because of
his realization of the discrepancy between the tv/o, his feeling
of artistic barrenness, that Crane committed suicide.
Crane, typical of hat might be called the "feverish"
school of modern poets, not for their v'ork so much as for th:ir
6 Hart Crane, White Buildings (ilew York: Horace Liverlght,
1926), pp. xvii-xvili.
7 Cortlandt Van rflnkle, "Blake the Philosopher," Common-
weal
. 10:649, October 23, 1929.
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personal affairs, was fascinated by Blake, G. B. Munson
spoke of him as "passionately devoted to the najor "Elizabethans,
and to John Donne and './illiani Blnlce."^ T, S, Eliot's interest
in Donne and the minor Elir,abethans v/as another point of
contact between these tv/o poets. Donne's reputation has f^rov/n
parallel v;ith that of Bloke; both benefit by the taste for
"difficult" beauty \7hich represents a reaction a<p;ainst the
insipid facility of the G-ilded .^^e poets,
\lhen Crane v/as in Washington, attempting to sell a
mouldy consignment of his father * s chocolates, he read Lloby Dick
v;ith enthusiasm, an indication of the sort of taste he had
already formed, a taste v;hich might be expected to lead him to
Blake, ^ He a /as reading Blake at eighteen; his mother had given
him a book of Blake's poems in 1917,10 At the same time he v/as
studying Erench under a tutor in Nev; York City, with indifferent
success; as Blake exercised the greatest influence upon his v;ork,
of the English poets, so Rimbaud and the Erench poets associated
with him also affected his poetry. In many v;ays the tv/o
influences v/orked together. Even the titles of some of the
^ Munson, o^. clt
. . p. 164.
9 Philip Horton, Hart Crane (New York: . W. Norton and
Company, Inc., 1937), p. 87.
10 ^Ibid
. . p. 49.
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French worl;s--yn Salaon cl 'Enfer and Les Fleurs du >:al
—
i-e:alnd
one of Tr.e /.a:-ri-x.re of neaven and jell.
"At .-.ea-ven G-ies" ffot its Li Lie from SiaKe iS 'Afeil as
its ;.one. Crane's theory of poetry, as o tiinei in General
AiiTiS and Theories . was baaed on Biake.-'-^
Katherine Anne Porter, who iived next-door to him in
Mexico, wi.en :.is debauc. es were approaching the cii.aax, said
ti.at "he taiiied about B..udelaire . . . and Bi.a.ve--ail the con-
soling ex-^mples he could C;li to ind of artists who had iived
excessively in one v;ay or iinother."12 Crane evidently confused
Blade's .r.eory with r.is practice; it is -^iiTicult to see in
Wiiat way 31 ke's actual life could be inaie to square v.'it. v^i-at
o eiti-er Baudelaire or Crane.
The picutre of Crane, not long before his dej^t.., wx.en
his drunken outbursts were aa.^ing rAs expulsion inevitable, in
a Mexican viil
,
reading Blake by Lr.e ligi.t of a candle, '-^ is a
syiiboi in i self; the candle, casting flickering and distorted
shadows in a dark ni.ra t, sugf^ests tr.e inodern atte.npt at a
return to t.e laediev.l sense O- mystery; it would inevitably
suggest to the humanist the contrasting broad sun of ti.e class-
Hart Crane, The Bridge, A Poem (New York: Horace Liver
ight, 1930), pp. 323-40.
12 Horton, £2. cit . . p. 2o7.
Ibid
. . p. 285.
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ical tradition. nls bio,5rapher exoLilned t.'.at Crtiae had dis-
covered how low had sunk the fitful 1 iluoiina ti afforded hi.n,
and Li.:it ti.e prospect of a poetically br:.rren jge drove hloi to
14
coiiiiiiit suicide.
Crane is typical of a group of uiodern poets w. ose work
si.ows the influence of 31-:^ ke. The ecstatic state to which
mystics aspire i.aoiies a dissociation i'roia self; -his may be
attained by exaltation or subversion, even by perversion, of
tx;e senses. It involves auto-.-ypnosis , ani it is significant
that both Blake and Colei^idge a^-^e supposed to i'jive been "inspired"
to the extent oi' automatism.
The ::iost intense of huji^^n experiences is cul.iv^ted,
since it sweeps away in an overwhelniln/5 emotional tide all the
self-conscious, coldly reasoning aspect of t^e aiind. Sexual
syaiboilsm was more than a figure of speec. with Blake, hart
Crane and Osc .r V/ilde, being a pparently too abnormal in m^. e-up
to be Soirred Oj ordlniry means, engaged in perverted forms of
sex excite.nent , as a sort of bi-ck sexual ma^^tlc. It is interesting
to note that the ^eft-hand way to ecstasy broug- t both to acute
disiress. l.e modern emphasis on sex has made tr.e exaltation
of se, se-impression ta.ce ..n eroLic Lor.e ; it is one of ihose p-^ra-
doxes in whlci. mys icism abounds Lh^.t exi.ctly Lne opposite course,
ti.e ascetic pati. pursued in India 3-nd medieval Europe, also led to
l'^ Ibid .
,
passim
.
r
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the mystical ecst^isy.
Biike, in tuis .:>,s in Dlijer respects, is a?sjciated
with modern ratx.er t;.an .ae.3ievai uaysticis.ii. Dissociation and
clarity of vision may be brou^-.ht about as well by tie use of
opiates as both Coleridge and Sherlock noimes discovered. The
-uaion of sensations called synaes tr^esia is saii o be aiied by
in -oxication, whic:. destroys t:.e synapt.ic resistance Lo sucn
unconventional sensation patterns, and it >rives a feeling of
unity !\'Mcr. may or may not be ZLie same liS the .mystic experience.
It is a:, least enou",h like tr.at expei ience lo lead men like
Crane to seek tr.at way to emotional satisfaction. That path,
too, many of ti.e ooi.emi'^n school of Frenci. poets and their
A.merican counterparts followed; again tiie path seems tj lead far
afield, as hart Crane discovered.
Pi.i lis :,ine= may well regari with susoicion the methodical,
cultivation of inspiration under sucn dsrk auspices; they have &
right Lo expect some consis ency be '.ween tiie ends proposed and
t..e ends achieved.
This dissociation, achieved on t; e .echnical ..evel in
poetry by the breakinr- of tie bona between traditional ideas
and their traditional sy^.bols, is a matter of degree. It is
fancy or im:igination, according to Goleri:i5e's distinction; 31ahe
felt that i'.is propr-ecies were imaginative in rv^e hi.^hest sense.
But it is precisely in ti.e region of imaginative creation
tli&t a s Ludy of in; luences and "sources" seems most difficult.
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It is oossl le to reproduce intellectual processes lirte those
involved in -^ncy; ii is oT t. e essence of science that an
experiment be ccn'-roliei ao ti at 11 may be exactly duplicated,
aules , wiu.. i.e lar.-:e px^oviso ,hat one CDinprei.end t. eir meaning
and be technically capable of I'ollowino; ti em oul, may enable
one 10 p.'oduce creditable works of fancy. One soon ar-rives
at the moral conviction tiiat works of -i.e irnuginati on are the
result of independent activity. Mystics and great poets are
alike, as the speeci. of men who inhabit a common country is
uniform; they do not give the imores-^ion of h-ivine^ studied a
foreign tongue with tuLo-^s.
Just as t:.ere are .v/o pa Lhs to the ecstaLic state, so
there are two attitudes associated wi.h mysticism, kan in an
unmysticai state is neither particularly naive nor particuio^iiy
sophisticated. On the other hand the epitnet "Childli.-e" is
a-^ain and a--ain applied \.o the blessed who see G-od , and i.x.e
common complaint a5ainst t..e i.iteratu:e 01 mysticism is t:.at it
is over-;-ef ined
,
that is sophistic 1 ted . Mys.ics have quite
commonxy been wi at any goor^ American college f.radua ce would call
half-educated , a:i'1 poverty seems to ce in attribute of the class.
i^iKe children, mysiics a e not quite at home in a world based on
economic or on educational laws.
There is, or was, a ten ency to regard all reli^i^ions, and
xore particul -r i.y mysticism, ti.e :,uintes"ence of religions, as
aberrations, more O:- less r.armless, from the normal state of ::.an
;
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religious experiences x.avlng tr^elr seat In physiologic j-I or
psyc olo-ic.il m_J.a:i Justnent . Psycl.ology wjls to explain away
everytx.ins not brjug. t under the rule o: reason. Surrealism
was the expression in art of t:.e pathological, tx.e subconsious,
ali the weird de .ioniacxl little thouithts v/iti. wh ' ch psychoanalysts
discovered us to be possessed.
This suoconscious '.-.wi surre .list wo id is also
dis socia Live ; its syjibols see:n :nore th'^n half mad .o most o. us,
and .he very fict that ti.ey are novel makes it appear that
s^mboxis.ii is confined to artistic cultisa. Insofar as any cult
is ca holic enoxiriu to ad.nit more than alf a dozen iilui^inati
among those worth talking ab-ut, we should expeci. Blake to oe
treated sympathetically cy a f^roup so interested in new symbols.
<.rt for art's sa..e is a ratr.er outdated s.ibcoieth. Art
for tr.e saitve of the oroleti^riat is one of Li.e rally:.n5 cries of
ti.e new art whicii is sweeping tnis cjuntry in ti.e w^ike of tr.e
national art projects. The Victorian art witr. a "messa5e" has
had an avat .r in t::e forn:! o: propagandis tic art, w:-eti:er nationalist
o.' socialist. .lake is no"- ou,. of step wi ..h this currenL in modern
thoug^it. his muse was invo.-ied \o "do so.^etning" aoout chimney
sweepers nd negro slaves; althoup;h he m. de no attempL to persuade,
he insisted passionately on tr.e necessity for artistic and social
reform; his e fectveness was considerably diminisi.ed by his
violent relusal to talk ihe language o ii e enemy.
This then is ...e ilaklan type--tr-e person in whom t^.e
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elejients descri ed above are present. If we find someone who
loo.vS at ti.e woi id in tx.is way ani who, at tr.e same time, reads
and iikes Blike, we should r-eg rd tliis as veri-'ying ouf presu-.pLion
as to Bla.ie's influence. .a<.^t Cx'ane n.d ^ust this temperament,
and i*^ is ;or tnis reis:ri t..at he, more than zny Dther --merican
poet, is the spiritual child of Blake. Ti at ..e should rjive
fallen jn evil times eeejis in vltable; ^.ie ideals could scarcely
be .hose o. a -xi^^n ic c^~iiierci;il empire, zny more than those of
Blake could be those o. expanding England. I", would almost seem
that Blake is most appreci^ited when „here is a frustration of tie
urge out'.vard, wi'.en there is a desire to escape .0 tr.e recesses of
15
one s o/;n being,. This, indeed, hiis been explicitly asserted,
and it is one rej,son for his popularity in the posi,-war era.
The feeling tr.at the wond is a strange pl-.ce is not a
"liodern" feelln;- exclusively; but zhece was a time during the
last century, and still earlier, during the era of the
Enii:3-htenment v/x.en it was customary to overlooK tr.e dynamic and
unpredictable natu e of jus environment. Even the man- in- the- street
today has a sense of the inst bility of the .laterial worid ; even
Lhose of us whose knowledge of current scientific inves tiga i i ^n
is most sketchy caich hints of uncanny new poin.s of view, ria^io-
actlvity m^kes transmutation seem -.bsurd no longer. This dynamism,
too, is a jirt o tr.e Pla^onis^ tradition; ii- is associated -vith
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the ejiphiisls on the Idea, on energy, the win, an' exp.nsive-
ness .
To an era like ou s i . ke gave expression a cen'.ury jut
of time. ,ere he writinn; today, many o: his lines would seem
less si.riking. But, thour-;h he himself no douot spo/.e of i.is
"prop:ecies" in tr.e Bioiicai an"! liberal sense of "si.jwin.ff fjrth"
ti^e works Ol C-od, the fact t^iat r.e expressed a sjiritual state
of cor.s ciousness in so^ue sense peculiar to our age makes o^ r.is
poems " oropi.ecies " in the more ordinary sense.
Thus, Blake and Crane are products of a new sort of
consciousness, called "modeim" for w .nt oi a better term.
II. THE 3Ei^ETS
Some of ;iiLiam :jse tenet's titles suggest Slake; e. g.,
"Moon Is and" y T:.e Island of tr.e Xoon) , "T;.e 3aila:i of V/iLiiam
Sycamo.^e" {" lue 3ailu of William Ireen"), and Ti/^^er Joy
("Ti:e Tiger"); alti.ougr. ti.e epigraph to the last volu^:^ quotes a
passage from Prome theus Unbound
.
oy SLeiley, t. e favorite poet
of xiip wife, Elinor W_^'iie, it, is ulte pr-obabie thai Senet
remembered Lhe p.-rase because oC a 3 evious ^on'liLionin.^ . One of
many modern poe.iis on insanit-y is "The Asylum," the rever-se of the
earxy criticism or "mad 31aKe." The titles or Stephen Vincent
3enet's poe...s, suci., for ex mpie, as "G-i-OSts of a ^unatic Asylum"
ani "'^ove in ..^ix," remin:i us of B.axie.
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William Rose Benet wrote a poem on Blake wi ich he
hlOiSelf liked so well tr.at i.e republished it at leList five
ti.ii€s;^6 it i.as also been included in five antholop-ies . Ti.e
opening line rejiinds us of t;:e similar line in .-^my Lowell's
poem on Blake. -^7
Blake saw a treeful of angels at Peckham Rye,
And his hands could lay hold on tiae tiger's
terrible heart.
Blake knew low deep is .ell, and ..eaven how high,
And could build the universe from one tiny part.
Blake heard t^e asides of 3^od, as witr. Turrowed
brow
he sifts ,i.e s tar- s trearns betweer] tx e Then aiid
trie :\ovf
,
In vast infant sagacity brodding, an infant's
grace
Shining serene on his simple, benignant face.
Blake was uad, they say--a]-d Space's Pandora-Box
Loosed its wonders upon him--devil8, but angels
indeed
.
I, they say, am s-ne, but no key of .T.ine unlocks
One lock of one gate wherethrough Heaven's glory
is freed.
And I stand and I hold ;ny breat:.
,
dayl:ng, year-
long,
Out o. comfort and easy dreaming evermore
starting awake,
Yearning beyond all sanity for some echo of
ti.at song
Cf Sor.gs ti.at was sung to t; e soul of the riadman,
ilake 118
This poe:r. was publiSi:.ed in a volujie called, approxi irately enough,
Man Possessed
.
Cf . Bibliography, sub voce Benet.
^'^ Cf. p. 202.
-1 Q
"•^ William Rose Benet, Man Possessed (New York: G-eorge
H. Doran Company, 192?), ?. 103.
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"The .nvll o. Souls," Benet's ^.dmira tlon of 31ax:e being
established, u/iy well owe souiet-ing to Plaice's conception of
Los, eternally for.r^ing new visions for uien. V.'iliiam Rose
xienet hiniseif spe^.^-.s in Blakian terms of ti.e poet's G.rt. :.e
says that "the apocalyptic thing lurks constantly in tx.e
coramonplace . . . any one who deals at ail with tr.e thing called
poetry is recessa^-i ij and inexorably a lays tic .
"
'''^
..e liad "come
to tr.e belief t-.at tre thing called poetry has nothing wi.atever
to do witr txe construction of wrat we call verse as opposed
tj prose . "^^This is ^ne step beyond t..e I^agists. In 3^ake r.e
saw "bewildering proof of L..e spirit in ^an, glimpses of
potencies hardly guessed. "21
k line in "Xan Possessed"
the aid ironic torture, bound fast, bound fast^S
presents a picture ir. t..e Pro.uethean tradition; the picture
is particu_arly cordon in Bia^e, that of a babe oound lov/n
recurrently by an old woman, t..e s ..boi. of ti^e iron rules oi"
CO.- ventionaiized society.
19 Ibid
. . p. xviii.
20 Ibid., p. XV.
Ibid
. ,
p . XX
,
Ibid., p. 86.
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The diction of "Jaldabaoth" is Blakian— " emanatin
, . . terrible . . . fire . . . anf^el . . . vdre . . . cruel"—
as v/ell as the use of such a name. Like one of Blake* s giant
figures is Jaldabaoth
The strong angel, the son of Chaos,
Kneading and shaping and molding
And v/orking and v.delding a vrarld
Out of the ether,
From the negation of matter,
Alone in the vn^eathing, seethinr^, monstrous mist,
Alone.
Compare this vdth Blake* s account of the creation by los:
Upfolding his Fibres together
To a form of iiipregnable strength.
Lost, astonished and terrified, built
Furnaces; he formed an anvil,
A Hammer of adamant: then began
The binding of Urizen day and night.
Circling Eound the dark Demon, with hov/lings
Dismay & sharp blightings, the Prophet
Of Eternity beat on his iron links,
Denet* s cre-tion is somewhat tamer, but it is still more
horrific, m^ore Blakian, than Milton' s, for exatiple. j^ven
more like Blalce is the following passage:
Terrible trembling and shuddering shook the
abyss.
Like the rumbling hollov/ drums of brute bar-
barians
Thudded instant, in repetition, pouring to
thunder.
Breaking and booming and roaring high to a
crepitant crash
^-5 Blake, oq. clt .
. p. 107.
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And a dazzlinf: linhtnin,^ flash,
V/ith billov/s of purple smoke, rolling to inky
storm,
Follovdng after, ^'^
The first line recalls the lines, repeated by Bl-ke more than
once:
Enraged & stifled v/ith torment.
He threv; his right .Vrm to the north,
His left Arm to the south
Shooting out in anouish deep.
And his Feet stampe d the nether -^"byss
In trembling cc howling & dismay.
"Terrible," "trembling," and "shuddering," oor.uion enough
v/ords, are used so very often by Bla.ke as to staxip them as
peculiarly his ov/n.
Elinor './ylie, although her first love was Shelley, had
a natural affection for a poet v/ho had much the same attitude
as Sheoley toward this v.-orld.
Strangely enough, in Nets to Catch the v/ind « Blake is
obviously Idrs. "./ylie*s model. But v'here Blake is innocent
or naif, Ivlrs, W'ylie is carefully sophisticated; where
Blake is fired with ja.gged visions, I.irs. './ylie*s precision
achieves an almost frigid ecstacy ... it must be noted
that the indebtedness to Blake does not bankrupt this poet
of either her own ideas or her o\m diction.
So said Louis Untermeyer, adding that her "love of edges
sometimes suggests iilmily Dickinson, "^"^ which supports the
24 Benet, 0£. ci
t
, . p. 86.
^5 Blake, o^. cl
. . p. 85.
Louis Untermeyer, American Poetry Since 1900 (New York;
Henry Kolt and Company, 1923), p. 222.
Ibid
. , p. 223.
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ascription of a Blakian tone to her poetry, sine Emily
Dickinson herielf is often said to be like Blake.
Kreymborg repeated the comparison of Blake and Wylie,
saying, "The gorgeous cultural equipment of Elinor V/ylie v/a;
based on such metaphysicians as Jebester, Donne, Blake~and
latterly Eliot, Donne and Blake are again joined as
influences on tv/entieth century poetry.
One of her books of poems v/as issued in a format like
that of a Blake volume. The story v;as told in the biography
of Elinor i/ylie by her sister, Nancy Hoyb.
About thnt time C'^hen she v/as living under the name
of 1.-TS, waring, in Burley, England^ she fiound a small and
very exquisite edition of Blake* s Songs of Innocence , so
beautifully bound and so perfectly printed thfit the little
book, as well as its contents, gave her great pleasure.
She presented this to her mother , , , and then they de-
cided to gather together her ovm poems and have the same
house print them in approximately the same format,
The result v/as the 1912 London edition of Incidental Humbers
.
in grey blue covers.
Probably suggested by Blake* s v/ell-knov/n painting of
the subject v/as "Nebuchadnezzar."
My body is v/eary to death of my mischievous brain;
I am v/eary forever and ever of being brave;
Therefore I crouch on my knees v/hile the cool
v/hite rain
Curves the clover over my head like a v/ave,
'"^^ Alfred Kreymborc;, Our Singcinp: Strenp:th (New York:
Coward-McCann, Inc., 1929;, p. ^59.
29 Nancy Koyt, Elinor V< vile (Indianapolis: Sobbs l^ierrill
Company, 1935), p. 36.
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The stem and the frosty seed of the grass are ripe;
I have devoured their strenr:th; I have drunl: then
deep,
And the dandelion is f^all in a thin f-;reen pipe,
But the clpver is honey and sun and the smell of
sleep.
In the mood of the childlike ima^anings of Blake v/as
"Escape," the second of the two stanzas quoted belov; more
particularly.
\/hen foxes eat the l.^st gold grape,
And the last white antelope is killed,
I shall stop fighting and escape
Into a little house 1*11 build.
But first I'll shrink to fairy size,
'v/ith a whisper no one understands,
Making blind moons of all your eye^.
j'uid muddy roads of all your hands, "^l .
This is the sort of fancy typical of the oongs of Innocence,
that book v/ith v;hich she was delighted; it is the sort of
fantastic idea dear to the heart of the author of Jennifer Lorn
and The Venetian Glass Nej^hew.
There was a Blake-like simplicity (the Blake, that is,
of "Auguries of Innocence") in "Peter and Joh," and John is
like a figure from the later poems
—
In the falling ...
He burned like flame.
30 Elinor V/ylie, Collected Poems (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1921), p. 48.
^^ Ibid., p. 24.
Ibid., p. 136.
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The persistence of the imagery of fire in modern poetry,
particularly of those poets discussed in these pages, as gen-
erally adiiitted to be under the influence of Blake, is
possibly, even probably, one result of that influence, For
Blake was the poet as • -ell as the painter of fire,
Kerker ^.uinn, of the University of Illinois, is
particularly helpful on the influence of BlaJce on recent
American poets. He said:
Elinor w'ylie, of all post-vjar Americans, ov/es most
to Blake, being heir to both his synibology and his
thought, as her "Lion and Laiab" bears witness:
I saw a Tiger's golden flank,
I sav; v/hat food he ate,
By a desert spring he drank;
The Tiger* s nojie vras Hate.
Then I sav; a placid Laiab
Lying fast asleep;
Like a river from its dam
Flashed the Tiger's leap.
I sav/ a Lion tavviiy-red,
Terrible and brave;
The Tiger's leap overhead
Broke like a v/ave.
In sand belov/ or sun above
He faded like a flame.
The Lamb, said, "I am Love;
Lion, tell your naine."
The Lion's voice, thundering
^hook his vaulted breast,
"I am Love. By this s-nring.
Brother, let us rest, "53
Quinn, 0£. cit.
,
p. 280.
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Tije ti.eine
,
rorgiveness or tie ".uarriage" o. ..eaven
nnd hell, Is Bl.iklan, as is ti.e ^Ict-lon and rhythm. These
Si.ort, i-::-rd, clipped lines are Just the sort of tJrxing we
shouxd expect from a pyinter-poe, wi.o exalted the " ^.ounding
line," and Wi.o rebelled against a blank verse monotonous in
tnat its only irregularity lay in the use of run-on lines.
There ic a h;rsi,ness i-bout both Donne and Bl .r.e, . ro^i either
of whom Wylie mi.rht have adopted the manner. Blake is,
however, as «,uinn said, probably t..e source. The bald lines
The i^aiiib said, "I am Love;
Lion, tell me your naine."
sound very much like tnose in "Infant ^ oy"
:
Wh-it shall I caxi Lx.ee?
"I happy am,
joy is my name. "3'^
Even the soraev/hat bewildering shift in the symbol, in i.iid-
air as it were, from the ti~er, ti.e oppcs .te, to -:.e lion, tne
couipiement, of t.^e lamb called Love, is li.^e Bla^e, Wi.o mver
allowed r.is symbols to beco:ae static.
i-aura Benet, a younger member of the numerous clan, w. ote
a ve.sion of "The Lamb" witn suggestions drav/n from " :i.e Piper,"
"Laughing Song," and ti-e "Nurse's Song" (from 3on£^ of Inriocence- ) .
in the happy mood of tr.ose poems, although with a semi-serious,
sejii-moCiiing intonation characteristic of the period.
Blake, 02. ci
t
. . p. 18.
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G-ambolllng Si.eep, yju :ire intense
In Biblical obeiience,
Teaching tr.e hills to s^iio,
To d.i.ncinf, raeASures dip,
Undex' 3. bl.>z,in^ s^^y»
So very bli thesoinely
.
Xountnins, told to leap ^ike rama
In exhuberant expression.
Little hills to prance like lambs
.Vithout secular repression . . .3^
To be compared with t:.is i?. the "l^urse's Song":
... in the S-iy L:.e little birds I'iy
.nd ti'e iiiis are all covered v/ith sheep."
"..'ell, v/eil, rro i play till the li^.'-t fades away
And then ^o home to bed .
"
The little ones leaped & si.outed dc laugh'
d
And ail the hills ecchoed.36
Two other poems about sheep snow a fondness :'or what Amy
Lowell called a distinctively Slakian theme. 5'''
III . S . ?0S ER DAMON
In view of 5. Foster Damon's and oti.er's oril^iant
clarifications of Bla.ve, persistence in attacking him
on grounds of hopeless obscurity n.-.s today become ti.e
badge of„an obstinate or lazy disposition vsaid .vcrker
^uinn) .36
The poet and scr.olar wio has published tx'.e aost
Li.orough, indeed the only ti.orouirh, study of Blade's muse,
at least may be expec_ed lo know Blake if anyone d ^es . 'fie
^^ Laura Benet, Basket For a Fair (New York: Doubleday
Doran and Company, Inc., 1934), p. 27.
36
Blake, o£. ci
t
. . p. 16.
37 Laura Benet, 02. cit . . pp. 24, 66.
38
^uinn, 02. cit., p. 272.
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should expect to find ourselves In agreement with ij?eyinborg,
at least in tie first p-^rt of i^is criticlsu. "r/il^iam Slake,"
said i.reyjiborg, "is Jt the core of Damon's poetry. 3ul BL-^-ke
was in..d by nature, D imon goes uiad sys teai ; tically . "^^ Tne i:.-st
sentence is Lhe usu:^.l criticism whicr. accoaipanies any discussion
of u poet sup :osed \.o be under the inl'iuence of Slake. Xuch
tx.e sajie tr.ing i.as been said of '.Villiaci .ose Benet and of
Elinor Wyiie and of .-art Crane. The general tr^esis, ti.at
Dauion was a niethodical BLake, permeated with Blade's poetry, is
rather what one would exocct to oe true of a poet who h:.,s made
himself so fa.Liliar with Blake, than what appears to be actua.lly
the case. Damon seems, curiously enough, rather less tir^n more
indebted to Blake, w^.en compared v/it: tx.e poets discussed above.
In any event, the influence is ...ore subtle, less demonstrable.
Possible Damon was thinkin - of Blake's letter to Thomas
Butts, when he wrote "Burning Bush." Blake had said:
To my Friend BuLts I write
My first Vision of ;..i.5ht,
T..e Jewels of i^ight
DiBLinct shone -k clear,
.-.maz ' d ci in fear
I each particle gazed.
Astonish' d, amazed;
Jor each was a Man
Each herb &, eac; tree,
/ire y.en Seen i.far."^"^
Kreymborg, £2' ci_t. , p. 569.
Blake, 0£. clt., p. 319.
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Daiaot: wrote:
One m.^rninp; in eternity
,
I ti.ougi.t myseir into :i tree,
but without, apparently, ^^n intenLion o asserting a mystical
rather th-::.n a poetic experience.
Ti.ere is dii'-e^t :aention of Blake in "Greeks":
Hamlet once met V>'illiam Biake.
They chatted for po_iteness' sake.
Said hamiet: "Do' you see that cloud?"
Sdid .villium: "xes I It is crowd
Of 3eraphi;.i sx. outing 'Glory I Hail I'"
Said r.amlet: "l^'o. It's like a whale."
And so they parted, each one glad ,
That tne other, and not he, was mad.
This gives a hint as to how Damon regarded Blake's own
"madness," and therefore to what extent he himself went mad
"sys lematically .
"
A child in the bladed flames of Hell'^^ sounds very
much like a one-line description of Blake. In "Crucifixion
in Yellow" (note the attention to color )
—
No one has ever .
.
Crucified anybody but Satan.
—
there is the Blakian love of paradox, the Biakian theme of
forgiveness, and the Blakian epigrammatic style of the
Foster Damon, Astrolabe. Infinitudes and Hypocrisies
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1927), p. 4.
42 Ibid
. ,
p. 21.
^5 Ibid
. . p. 35.
Ibid., p. 72.
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"Proverbs of Hell." Two poems have the same Blaklan title,
"Apocalypse." In the second of these are the lines:
globes coiled and panting
fat
granite bones
flesh of live steel
swept by tided blood
spine a vibrant caduceus
twin snnkes writhing upward
spitting flame through the nerves, v/nich
become a network running with vital fire;
and at the appointed time
the buzzing eyes blossom. ^5
This, aside from the stunt of setting the lines in a distant
likeness of a human body, and the allusions to esoteric
interpretations of Revelations,'^^ is the same sort of
unpleasant description of human creation as that given by
Blake many times'^'^; there is the same painful sense of the
body as a nervous rather than a fleshly organism. It is as
if one of those folding mannikins of the doctors were
opened to the most ghastly of cross sections.
The poem ends with Blakian grandeur:
(The clouds high above
-o
Roar with the fury of conflagration.) °
Ibid , p 77.
^6 For an account of this sort of symbolism _cf . James
Morgan Pryse, The Apocalypse Unsealed (second edition; New York
John M. Pryse, 1910) , 222 pp.
47
Cf . Blske, og. cit.
, pp. c3-4.
48
Damon, 02 . cit . . p. 79.
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IV. v;iLLARD MAS
In Fire Tes taaent
.
published with an Introduction
by Daaon, .Villard Maas employed a method called by Damon
"point! Ills te Imagism," which is peculiar in that "each
separate image is felt as a symbol. "'^9 Maas was among those
poets of whom Kerker ^^uinn said that they had "gainfully
studied" Blake. 50
The most striking feature of Fire Testament is the
prevalence of the symbolic imagery of fire. The passages
below are taken rather at randOx-n; almost every page of the
volume carries equal proof of the statement.
Water-flame
flooding the earth
rising
leaps with the burninp; granite. 51
We have beseeched
the flame to descend.
burninp; stalactites 53
stiff fire54
In a dream
^9 Willard Maas, Fire Testament (New York: The .-^Icestis
Press, 1935), p. 12.
50
Cf. ^uinn, 02 . cl
t
. . p. 281.
51
Maas, 02. ci t. . p. 22.
Ibid
. , p. 23.
Ibid
. . p. 21.
54
Ibid.
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we saw the white unicorn
scarlet
his mane hla hooves of ebony
hlB horn of shining pearl
He exhiled
fire and we drank52
0 happy deluge
pouring flame upon us 1 35
his thighs smoked with love^^
fire below us
fire above us
we sv/im In f lame
around us
about us
drunken we reel In f lre 57
The poem ends with the lines:
flame for our thoughts
,
fire for our singing. 5o
The theme of the poem, as the title indicates, is fire. Aside
from the general atmosphere of intensity and unrestraint
("drunken we reel"), w2:ich is peculiarly Blakian, this fiery
symbolism is just the sort of thing we find in Blake's poetry,
and, even more, in his painting. He iias, as has been said
earlier, been called pre-eminently the painter of fire.39
55 Ibid ., p. 25.
5^ Ibid .
^"^ Ibid.
,
p. 26.
5^ Ibid.
,
p. 68.
5^ Cf . p. 94.
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V. LEOKIE vDaMS
Quinn suggested the names of four other poets, as
well as Willard Maas , as having been Influenced by Blake
—
Leonie Adams, Louise 3or;;an, Hildegarde Flanner, and John
Hall .Vheeloclc.^^ Leonie Adams adopted the tone of deliberate
•'madness" proper to a modern poet in the Blakian tradition.
There is, in 'ill these poets, that boldness of statement, and
that somewhat wilful independence of utterance, and consequent
obscurity, which we associate with Blake.
Never fall dreaming on celestials.
Lest, bound in a ruinous place.
You turn to wander with celestials
Down holy space. °1
This is advice which Blake might well have been given,
for the sake of his reputation for sanity among his
contemporaries
.
The title, "Apocalyptic," used twice by Damon, and
often by other poets of this group, is suggestive of Blake;
whether these poets v/ere turned to the Book of Revelations
by Blake or the reverse it would be hard to say; if personal
experience is any criterion, the author would assume that
Blake was the primary source of interest in esoteric symbolism.
Quinn, 0£. clt . . p. 281.
Leonie Fuller Adams, Those Not Elect (New York: Robert
M. McBride and Company, 1925), p. 3.
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In any case the Interest in the last book of the Bible has
developed contemporaneously witn that in 31ake. For a study
of the 3jok of --Revelations which ';!;ives a key to the interpretation
of iiiodern poetic symbolism, tiie volume by Pryse, The Aoocalyose
Unsealed
.
is very helpful.
The figure of speech which aiakes the soul a bird confined
in a cage made of the ribs of a man recalls the Blakian figure
of the mind of m:in confined within the stony cave of the skuII.^^
And a roof vast, pe trifle, around
On all sides he fram'd, like a womb.
Where thousands of rivers in veins
Of blood pour down the mountains to cool
The eternal fires beating without
From Eternals; & like a black globe
View'd by sqs of Eternity, standing
On the shores of the infinite ocean.
Like a human heart strugling & beating
The vast world of Urizen appeared,
This strange sort of i.iiagery, like in many ways to the
extraordinary ziie taphysical "conceits," has, as irias been said,
a double source in Donne and William Blake. But the closer
parallels are with the latter. The way of presenting ideas is
so bizarre that the usual diffidence about assuming an actual
connection between two poets whose manner is sia:ilar, is
•unnecessary. V/e should not regard the sudden and startling
62 Cf . footnote 46.
Adams
,
og . ci t
. ,
p . 8
.
Blake, od. cit., pp. 81-2.
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of two purple cows as a coincidence; we should assume some
connection between the two apparitions. .\n extended example
of Blake's way of describing the human oody wil serve at once
as a footnote on the style of Leonie "-vda-ns in "Apocalyptic"
and on tiiat of Da-non in the poem which, by soaie thing more
than a coincidence, has the same title.^^ 'j<^q latter poem is
very close to Blake. At the same tiJie it will make clear the
poetic method of expression followed by Blake and characteristic
of h-is disciples among modern poets.
In a horrible dreamful slumber.
Like the linked infernal chain
A vas t Spine writhed in tormen
t
^^
Upon the winds, srjooting pain'd
Ribs, like a bending cavern;
And bones of solidness froze
Over all his nerves of Joy.67
And a first ige passed over.
And a state of dismal woe.
From the caverns of his jointed Spine
Down sunk with fright a red
Round globe, hot burning, deep
Deep down into the abyss,
Panting, Con^lobing, Trembling, °°
Shooting out ten thousand branches
Around his solid bones.
^5 Cf. footnote 45.
66 Blake, 0£. cit . . p. 84,
67 Ibid.
68 Ibid.
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In harrowing fear rolllns round,
his nervous brain shot branches
Round the branches of his heart
On higii two little orbs,o9
And fixed in two little caves
Hiding carefully the wind.
His eyes beheld the deep.
In ghastly torment sick
Within his ribs bloated round
A cravinr^ hun-ry Cavern.
Thence rose his channel' d hroat,
And like a red flame, a Tongue
Of thirst & of hunger appear ' d
.
''''^
The moral of "Tr.ief of Paradise" is Blakian:
How are you seekinr?; love
Being pointed to hate. 71
Elinor Wylie's symbolic and very Blakian treatment of the
same theme has been cited above. '''^
Reminiscent of "The Marriage of heaven and hell"
is "Companions of the Morass," like the "void boundless as
a nether sky, "73 where angels and devils meet:
I have sr-en also your angel
. In the isola.tion where we had descended
'^^ Ibid . . p. 85^
69 Ibid .
70
71 Adams, 0£. ci
t
. . p. 14.
Cf\ footnote 33.
73 Adams, ©£. ci . . pp. lb-7.
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To frequent the naked heart.
The external imagery Is here explicitly stated to be,
like that of Blake, only a curious bodying forth of "states" of
the human soul, or the "naked heart," as Leonie Adams chooses to
call it.
Throughout "Heaven's Paradox," the title Itself sucn as
mignt have been given to some of Blake's poems, the tone is very
familiar to a student of Blake; the last line might well have come
from "Auguries of Innocence."
Heaven, high heaven, is given by grace,
And alway shall holy eyes
Look on ringed celestial space.
Seraph faces like thin pearl
And the deep wells of Paradise.
Lambs would shrivel Hell to see.
The title-poem, "High Faiion," is even verbally reminiscent
of Blake; the sustained, compact symbolism is like that of "The
Tiger."
Send forJtb the high falcon flying after the mind
To topple it from its cold cloud:
The beak of the falcon to pierce it till its fall
Where the simple heart is bowed
0 in wild innocence it rides
The rare ungovernable element,
But once it sways to terror and descent.
The marches of the wind are its abyss,
No wind staying it upward of the breast
—
Let mind be proud for this.
74 Ibid ., p. 16.
Ibid .
.
p. 18.
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And Ignorant from what fabulous cause It dropt,
And with how learned a gesture the unschooled heart
Shall lull both terror and innocence to rest.'
"Cold" and "cloudiness" are regular attributed of the
reason In Blake, tr.e poet of fire, to v;hom vagueness, and.
Curiously, the reason in consequences, were anathema. Compare,
for example, with the symbolism of the poem above, these lines
from The Book of Ahania ;
"Shall we worship this Demon of smoke,"
Said Fuzon, "this abstract non-entity.
This cloudy God seated on waters, jj
Now seen, now obscur'd. King of Sorrow?"
and with these lines, further on in the same poem:
The broad Disk of Urizen upheav'd
Across the Void many a mile.
It was forg'd in mills where the winter
Beats incessant; ten winters the disk
Unremitting endur'd the cold hammer. 78
This is a representation of the reason peculiar to Blake; it has
been much more customary to emply the sun and flame as the symbol
of the intellect.
It cannot be an accident that the poem of Leonie Adams
contrasts the two states of experience or "terror" and innocence
in Just the way Blake does throughout his work. The title of
another poem, "Counsel to Unreason," gives the key to "High
76 Leonie Fuller Adams, Hip'ji Falcon and Other Poems
(New York: John Day Company, 1929) , p. 4-3.
77
Ibid.
Blake, 0£. ci
t
. . p. 97.
78
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Falcon," and to the Adam's literary credo, whlcn is very like that
of Blake.
>
VI. LOUISE BOGAN
Louise Bogan, to whom Hip-h. Falcon was dedicated, stresses
the erotic element in Blake rather than the laore broadly emotional
antagonism to reason. It is, however, not the eroticism of the
cavalier poets, but a mystical, intense eroticism hardly to be
distinguished from a purely religious fervor, (Cf. "Men Loved
Wholly Beyond Wisdom,") "The Alchemist" has an intensity worthy
of Blake:
I burned my life, that I might find
A pas aion wholly of the mind.
Thought divorced from eye and bone,
Ecstasy come to breath alone.
I broke my life, to seek relief
From the flowed light of love and grief.
With mounting beat the utter fire
Charred existence and desire.
It died low, ceased its sudden thresh.
It had found unmys terious flesh
—
Not the mind's avid subs tance--s till
Passionate beyond the will. 79
Again occurs the fire imagery.
"I Saw Eternity" presents a Blakean vision, with possible
reminiscences of Vaughn, such a vision as would have brought
suspicions of the desirability of confinement in Bedlam in Blake's
day, when audacious poetic statements were not quite so common as
79 Louise Bo^an, Body of This Death (New York: Robert M.
McBride and Company;, p. 19.
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they have since become.
0 beautiful Forever 1
0 grandiose Everlastlngl
Now, now, now,
1 break you Into pieces,
I feed you to the ground.
0 brilliant, 0 languishing
Cycle of weeping lightl
The mice and birds will eat you.
And you will spoil their stomachs
As you have spoiled my mind.
Here, mice, rats,
Porcupines and toads.
Moles, shrews, squirrels.
Weasels, turtles, lizards, --
Here's bright Everlastlngl
Here's a crust of Forever!
Here's a crust of Forever 1°*-^
"Winter Swan" has the line
C-i
But speak, you proud 1
as abrupt as the famous clipped lines of "The Tiger."
"The Flume," and "Betrothed," repeat the tiueme of erotic mysticism
mentioned above. "The Sleeping Fury" is written in septenaries,
possibly suggested by Blake's use of the rather unusual rhythm
in the Prophetic Books. The epigraph, from Bilke:
Wle 1st das Klein, womit wir rlngen;
Was mlt uns ringt, wle ist das gross.
is a paraphrase of Blake's insistence on the Inadequacy of the
senses, and is further proof of the kinship in idealism. The
Bo Louise Bogan, Dark Summer (ijew York: Ghailes Scribner's
Sons, 1929), p. 59.
81
Ibid
. , p. 3.
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Impression one receives, however, from reading Louise Bogan, Is
that she did not carry nearly as much from her reading of Blake
Into her own poetry as tnose other writers named by ^ulnn.
VII. HILDECJARDE PLANNER
"Dark Milton," by rilldegarde Flanner, treats the great
Protestant poet as a symbolic angel, In the manner of Blake.
Dark Milton with his constant nightingale
Sings In the terri.ces of paradise.
White with listening angels are the skies
And at his side the morning stars unveil.
He sings to harp and thunder, he cries Kail
I
Hall, G-od Almighty, blazing in the skies.
Before whose glory (Halll ) death prostrate lies.
And in whose total light the sun is pale.
His words leap like an eagle on the air.
Reeling sublimity over depths untold.
Hanging above the void where once resounded
Foul upon fouler screaming, even there
Where Satan faltered at the gates of hell, behold
Dark, bright and mighty Milton unSonfounded.S2
Compare the vision of Milton according to Blake:
. . . the Sea of Time & Space thunder 'd aloud
Against the rock, which was inwrapped with the weeds of
death.
Hovering over the cold bosom in its vortex Milton bent
down
To the bosom of death ...
Her Ideal of the poet is that of Blake:
All things are one. If I survive that sight
Death will despair of me when I write.
Eloquence will tremble with delight
82 Hildegarde Flanner, Time' s Profile (New York: The
Macmlllan Company, 1929), p. 22.
Blake, 02. cit . . p. 125.
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And glory spring upon me like a hound.
At one moment there Is the apocalyptic, "prophetic," tone
mentioned above:
85Almighty God's heel of loud flame,
and at the next the note of childlike wonder at a magic world
which is characteristic of the earlier Blake:
How can I stand where I once stood
A child, enchanted, in the ferny wood?
Staring clairvoyant at a tree
Because I heard it speak to me.
Or freezing into wonder where £5
A green moth tottered on the air.
There is, to be sure, a note of nostalgic longing for a past
blessedness in this poem which is not Blakean, Nearer to Blake
is this:
One day I met a fairy
Walking in the rain.
Holding up her foggy wings,
Tripping in her train. 87
The pale wild deer that has a lacy horn
And lives on hidden manna and star corn.^°
— this animal inhabits the same world of fancy as Blake's animals.
84 Flanner, o£. ci
t
. . p. 25.
85
Ibid., p. 36.
Ibid'
» P«
67
' Ibid . . p. 108.
00
Ibid
. . p. 52.
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Still more obvious Is the Blakean touch in "Vision":
Archangels with high foreheads, bright thighs,
Pause and glimmer near me in the night.
They flare upon their quiet feet and sway
Terrible and tranquil to my sight.
The least doubtful allusion to Blake is in "Unit of
Desire," It is unlikely that the first line does not have a
direct connection with the picture by Bl'^.ke which shows a small
white figure at the foot of a ladder the top of which rests on the
90far-away moon. The picture is captioned "I Wantl I Wantl" The
poem begins
:
I wantl I wantl I wantl
--Not the moon paved on air
G-ive me no fitful prophecy
Hope flaring at best.
But the small, specific gjpry
Burning in my own breast,"
VIII. JOHN HALL WHEELOCK
John Hall Wheelock, too, was affected by the Blake vogue.-
Like Benet, Wheelock employs animals to embody religious
symbols: "The Black Panther," "The Fish Hawk," "The Lion House,"
and "Earth" lie in the tradition of Blake and Thompson. How
iaad, innocent, and divine, Blake seems by comparison. 92
69 Ibid
. , p, 136.
90 Blake, 0£. ci
t
. . p. 301,
91
Planner, op . ci
t
. . p. 156.
92
Louis Untermeyer, American Poetry Since 1900 (l^ew
York: Henry Holt and Company, 1923)
, p. 15"^.
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"Earth" echoes not only the mood but the rhythm of
"Auguries of Innocence,"
G-ras shopper your fairy song
\ And my poems alike belong
To the deep and silent earth.
From which all poetry has birth;
All we say and all we sing
Is but as the murmuring
Of that drowsy heart of hers
When from her deep dream she s tirs
,
If we sorrow, or rejoice,
You and I are but her voice.
Deftly does the dust express
In mind her hidden loveliness.
And from her cool silence stream
The cricket's cry and Dante's dream.
For the earth that breeds the trees
Breeds cities too, and symphonies.
Equally her beauty flows
Into a saviour or a rose
—
Looks down in dream, and from above
Smiles at herself in Jesus' love. 92
There is a difference, however, between a poet who sees
unity in God and a poet who sees unity in Nature. Wheelock's is
ratherithe large and vague mysticism of Whitman than the intense
and concentrated mysticism of Blake.
IX. WINIFRED WELLES
It has been suggested that "The Unicorn in Memory," by
Winifred Welles, demonstrates her indebtedness to Blake it is
in the eerie mood of "The Tiger."
Elizabeth Atkins, "Man and Animals in Recent Poe
PMLA
. 51:264, March, 1936. .
\
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It is years since I have walked this way
—
I had forgotten how the hill
Loomb sombre at the end of day.
And how one Jerky whip-poor-will
Can Jansle all the heart; how gray
The wood draws in at dusk, how still
In moonlight on that wild flower bank,
Now I remember how you came.
The flakes of snadow on your flank
Your piercinp; eye as soft as flame .
The black stream silvered where you drank
I stood and called you by your name.
All glimmering then from tree to tree.
Lustrous, you stepped, and quieter.
Than leaves your hooves. I stared to see
My own small marble myth occur . , .
How sad I am; now fair you were,^'^
Whether the Jabberwock "with eyes of flame" had anything
to do with the way the unicorn is described or not, the poem
could owe little to Blake beyond an atmosphere of mystery, and
the two italicized lines. It is introduced rather because it has
been said to be derived from Blake than because of any conviction
on the part of the author that this is a genuine instance of
Blakean influence. To be^aure, the very use of animals in such
a way, as symbols of "states," was made a common poetical device
by the very considerable success with which Blake treated them so.
X. IS IDOR SCHNEIDER
Many of the parallels drawn between contemporary poets and
94 Winifred Welles, "The Unicorn in Memory," Harper '
s
169:135, July, 1934.
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and Blake are only possible, plausible, or probabl?; few Influences
are moral certainties, and fewer still are demonstrably so. The
coincidences in some of the poems by Isidor Sciineider are so
numerous, however, that it is very hard to believe tnat tney do
not indicate a saturation in the 31akean idiom. Take for example
his poem, "Fire, Fire." The title itself echoes that of Blake's
best knov/n poem, and the language of the poem is very close to
that of the original. Fire, in itself, is a typically Blakean
theme
.
What lightning was its match?
by what lens of a dread eye
was it kindled ijimemorially
that out of death-crisped leaves
the vivid snake of fire
rode the high trees?
from what chip of flints
sprang the red seed3?95
The second and third lines echo
What immortal hand or eye ^
Could frame thy fearful synimetry?^
even to the forced rhyme between "eye" and "y," the use of the
question form verifies the parallelism, and the word "dread" makes
it a moral certainty that Schneider was echoing Blake, who wrote:
What the hand dare seige the fire ?
and
. . . what dread grasp
95 Isidor Schneider, The Temp ta tion of Anthony, A Novel
In Verse and Other Poems (New York: Boni and Liveright, 1928)
,
p. 123.
96 Blake, od. cit , . p. 26.
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Dare its deadly terrors clasp?^?
Other Schneider poems also carry the evident impress of
Blake's influence, and each parallelism strengthens the conviction
that Sciineider had read Blake to advantage,
I have never liked the words good and evil
a thing so named loses sometning of its whole.
To me the two words are like a naming of the sexes.
To clothe the mind too surely, that perplexes
The simple way to consciousness . 98
The long, loose lines, very near prose in rnythm, are more
like Blake than like Whitman.
His picture of a tiger is reminiscent of Blake; we
should imagine it impossible for any poet to write about either
tigers or lambs without being reminded involuntarily of Blake's
poems, just as it is impossible to write of daffodils, skylarks,
and gentians, without thinking of Wordsworth, Shelley, and Bryant.
Hard hunter eyes with wirelike flames to prod tne ni-ght
stand in the strong, vast, mortal nead;
the tiger tramps like an Insane king, the nether Jaw
wields the scepter tooth.
The march of the awful body, missile light.
Is dim with hindered swiftness, invisible like a growing
—
faultless, still machine, engined with destiny.^^
97 Ibid .
98 Scirmeider, 0£. ci
t
. . p. 122.
99
Ibid.
, p. 73.
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Perhaps Schneider was even thinking of Blake's painting
of Nebuchadnezzar when he spoke of the tiger as "an insane king."
XI. ARChlSALD MACLEISH
Archibald MacLelsh's verse play, Nobodaldy . takes from
Blake its title, as well as its motif, the conflict between
Abel, the man of mystical imagination, and Cain, the man of
reason . 100
This play has an epigraph from Blake's poem "Kobodaddy"
(a telescoped form of "Nobody's daddy"):
Why art thou silent and invisible.
Father of Jealousy?
-j^q^
Why dost thou hide thyself in clouds?
According to the foreword:
The literary interpretation of ancient legends as expres-
sions in metaphor of man's experience of nature is so common
in our time that any other use of the material requires
explanation ... I have not assumed that the legend Cof the
Garden of EderG is a legend symbolizing the accident of human
self-consciousness and the resultant, human exclusion from
nature. I have not taken the '3-od of Genesis to be the
mysterious universal will which man at that point in his
history ceased to understand, I have not seen in Cain the
beginning of the human effort to occupy a man-made, man-
conscious universe within or without the other. ^02
All this sounds like a denial called forth by the use of
Blake's poem as the text for the play, that MacLeish was Intending
to do exactly what Blake would have done with such a theme. If
it were not for this explicit denial, however, the play itself
would lead one to suspect that these v/ere precisely the things
100 Quinn, oq. cit . . p. 280.
101
Blake, oq. cit . . p. 3cO
.
Archibald Macleish, Nobodaddy . A Play (Cambridge:
Dunster House, 1926), Foreword.
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that MacLelsh was trying to do. There are several hints of a
consciousness of Blake throughout the play. Almost a verbal
rendering of the painting "G-lad Day" is the picture of
The colors favored by modern poets are those, curiously
enough, employed by Blake In his painting; we should expect the
poets of an earlier generation to say "golden" v/here MacLelsh
says "yellow."
Like Blake's account of the creation, given above, is
... in your skull
Twisted the roots and fibers of a vine
That should grow over heaven, beautiful
Along the quickening sky and intertwine
With sun and moon and stars Its clear design
Of understanding. -^^^
In Blake's treatment of the same myth, when mankind ate
This is the actuality; the serpent's words are the promise
of what would happen were man to depend on his reason and not on
Young Adam, beautiful and naked, standing
Under the yellow sun defying god. 103
the serpen t-*-s description of Adam's brain:
of the tree of knowledge.
103Ibld .•
»
p. 19.
10^ Ibid.
105 Blake, 0£. cl
t
pp. 82-5.•
»
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his essential unity with creation. In MacLeish the reason is
glorified, from the point of view of an evil creature.
There is a hint of Blake's land of Beulah, the shadow
land into which the soul descends when it enters the body, in
the line
106
. . . bound in the darkness of your body,
and Adam's description of Eve reminds us of Blake's most famous
poem:
. . . your form as strange
As when the panther creeping through the moon.
From shadow to snadow all at once
Shows black against the glare. 107
Eve, the woman, the "female" principle of evil to Blake,
has become, like "The Tiger," the symbol of the "wrath" of (Jod,
of energy, of terrible beauty. The identification of '.7oman with
evil is not, of course, original with Blake; it is curious, however,
to note that in two plays, by Edward Knoblock and vVitter
Bynner, both taking their titles from Blake's poem, the same
lOS
ungallant point of view expressed.
XII. LEON FLEISCMMAN
There is a Blakean background to two poems by Leon
Fleischman. In "Nymphomania" the sex-obsession of modern
106 Macleish, og. ci
t
. . p. 20.
107
Ibid., p. 26.
108
Cf. pp. 183-166.
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literature, and Its association with mysticism, both elements
in the Blake tradition, are expressed:
Since love is blind,
Why do you mock
SecHUse I seize a phallus
And txiink I hold
The scepter of Heaven? ''-'^
In "Goal" there is a paraphrase of Blake's "Man by his
reasoning power can only compare & Judge of what he has already
perceived. "'^^
Nor reason.
Not what the eyes see
Nor the ears hear.
The deep invisible image
Of a forgotten day
In my life's mirage
—
And all my being
In an affirmation
Of what none can know.
Louis Untermeyer's poem "G-lad Day" was based upan the
Come day, glad day, day running out of the night
With breast of flame and your generous arms outspread;
With hands that scatter the dawn and fingers busy with
light.
And a rainbow of fire to flicker above your head.
Come soon, glad day, come with the confident stride
109 Leon Fleischman, Refractions (New York: Horace Liver
ight, 1929) , p. 9.
XIII. LOUIS UNTERMEYER
popular color print by Blake.
110
Blake, op. ci
t
. 3.
,
p.
Ill Fleischman, op. ci
t
p. 37.»
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Of the sun in its march over mountains of the wind on
its way through the air,
Naked, and noble, and new, throwing the darkness aside;
Come, with your gesture of space, and the heavens loesed
in your hair.
For the waiting is lifeless, and dawn is a lingering
doubt,
And our feet are confused in snadows that tangle and
rend.
Come day, glad day, come with a wordless shout;
Clean with rejoicing, complete in outgiving, come,
day without end.^12
The tone and the mode of expression, it is apparent, are
rather those of 'iVhitman than Blake. There is an ampleness
about Whitman's lines that Blake's do not possess.
There are other evidences that Untermeyer's knowledge
of Blake has affected his own poetry. His "Portrait of a Poet"
might have been intended for Blake:
Fire he sings of, fierce and poignant flame.
In "Menagerie" there is something like a note on Blake's
The madness of Blake, fascinating to so many readers of
112 Louis Untermeyer, Selected Poems and Parodies (New
York: Harcourt Brace and Company, 1935) , l69.
113
symbolism:
My thoughts are beasts
. . . and all have power
Uncommon to the cowering brutes of day. 114
XIV. VIRGINIA McCORMICK
113 Ibid p. 51.• >
114
Ibid
. . p. 142.
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G-llchrist and Cunningham, Interested Virginia McGormick; her
poem is based on the story of Wordsworth's comment on Blake:
Charles Lamb:
Mad, do you say? Yes, Yes, I think he is;
A man called Blake . . .
Not a mere name; a man who paints strange pictures;
Fire streaming from a lake,
And morning stars in women's forms
As Job once saw them
When the day was done.
Hands raised aloft.
Singing in unison.
WordBworth:
You say the man is real.
Yet somewhere flown.
To a madhouse perhaps,
To be deep alone.
To hear weird tappings on the pane;
Seeing the night come ebon dark
As a colossal cat
And be a timid mouse.
Mad he may be but I
Would barter sanity to see
That gleaming iris
Over soft pads, of an imagined beast
That wrung from Blake the haunting cry
" Tiger I"
(he quotes the first four lines)
Dorothy:
Blake madl Such pictures and such lines I
Can you not see
Genius seems always mad
To common folk like you and me?
3-0 WilliaxTi, to your daffodils and morals,
Rest, Elia, wearied by your heavy laurels,
^uite sane you two, but you may never take
Flight to the plane where roams the dreamer, Blake.
iib Virginia McCormick, "Overheard," Catholic World .
127:39^, July, 1928.
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The line "Go William . . ." expresses the temper of the
modern poetic generation, to which Blake is much more important
than Wordsworth.
XV. DWIOHT STRICKLMD
Dwight Strickland's "Descent into Hell" is rather Blakean
than Dantean; it is evident that in the many poems on Hell and
Satan written in the twentieth century, the point of view and
the diction is rather that of Blake than of any other poet. Not
only the subject hut the paradoxical attitude is that of Blake:
I would drink deeper than all subtlety,
and know of caverns where our mouths ma.y find
intoxication beyond philosophy
. . . sweet Helllll^
XVI. OLGxi KAT2IN
A semi-serious history of poetry in verse, by Olga Katzin,
described the mad poet:
Blake showed in London's atmosphere
The likeness of a sulky seer.
Whenever, soaring through the mist.
The Poet fled the Cabbalist,
He crashed upon man's hearing dense
With songs of flaming innocence . . .
She laughed at those imitators who tried
lib Dwight Strickland, Islanded (San Francisco: Paul Elders
Company, 1933), PP. A-5-6.
1 17
' Olga Katzin, Peeps at Parnassus (New York: Coward-
McCann, Inc., 1928), p. 4?.
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To chase Blake's coat-tails through the skylight.
XVII. BERENICE DF^EY
Berenice Dewey, a contrltutor to the ConnlriF. Tower , was
undoubtedly conscious of "The Tiger" as she wrote:
When afternoon, a tiger, lies at rest.
Under the trees the black and yellow stripes
Of sun and shadow lengthen from the west.
Unplucked the plum though redolent and ripe,
And through the clover bids the bee to feast
His drowsy weight inclines the slender stipe.
Of ancient ease the bright luxurious beast
Is perfect archetype
.
The tiger, however, has become merely a sort of image;
it is no longer a symbol.
XV I II. VAChEL LIIvlDSAY
Of Vachel Lindsay it has been said, "he is the William
120Blake of our modern industrial era." Said Ludwig Lewisohn:
American Fundamentalism has produced its mystic poet,
a poet cotoparable to the best neo-Catholic poets of the
Latin countries, and in the direct tradition of Blake and
Francis Thompson. 121
Elsewhere he spoke of Lindsay as writing:
. . . verses quite worthy of 31ake, entitled "'The Shield
of Faith," or those verses, magnificent variations again
upon the "Songs of Innocence," "Yet G-entle Will the Griffin
Be," or "The Sun Says His Prayers. "122
Ibid
. . p. 48.
Berenice Dewey, Poems (Privately Printed, 1933), p.
52.
Jolm Drlnkwater, Henry Seidel Canby, and William Rose
Benet, Twentieth Century Poetry (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Com-
pany, 1929)
, p. iW.
Ludwig Lewissohn, Expression in Amer i ca (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1932), p. 573.
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Loggins recognized the same kinship; he said, "Searching
in Lindsay for a philosophy is like searching in Blake for a
..123logical system. This particular criticism of Blake is
rather out-dated since Damon's study of Blake's system, however.
In Lindsay's notes and outlines for lectures was an item
concerning "Verses on Rameses, Rembrandt, Coleridge, Blake,
,,124
Beardsley, and Poe. The association of Coleridge, Blake,
and Poe shows the temper of Lindsay's poetic temperament, for
all three were of a like strange imagination.
Masters spoke of Lindsay as a visionary "like Blake and
Boehme." tihdsay made fourteen pages of notes on Blake as
126
Swinburne and Gilch±ist saw him. Early in 1901 he was
reading Blake, and attending church at the same period, one of
particular religious fervor. He belonged to the Swedenborg
Association in Springfield; nis experience as a painter gave him
a further point of contact with Blake.
Alice McG-uffey Ruggles made a study of the relationship
between D. H. Lawrence and Vachel Lindsay on the one hand, and
i
12^ Loggins, 0£. cit . . p. 98.
124 Edgar Lee Masters, Vachel Lindsay (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1935), p. 217.
125
Ibid . . p. 27.
126
Ibid
. . p. 76.
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II II
"
William Blake on the other. William Blake, she said, Lindsay
admired and studied in lAs college days.""^^'^ Both were
romantic, simple, and pious. Both related illustration closely
to poetry; both were to some extent self-taught; both spoke
with conviction; both were moved by a mystical love of mankind,
Lindsay was first recogniged as a poet; Blake as a painter.
Finally:
Blake's favorite doctrine that the true power of society
depends on its recognition of the arts, was what Lindsay
preached, in season and out, and Blake's dictum, "Giving
form is eternal existence," might have been the motto of
Lindsay's life. 128
In spite of all this parallelism in spirit, however, she
said that Lindsay "in no way derives from Blake. "-^^^
XIX. OLIVE DORCJAlvI
Olive Tilford Dorgan wrote "when an original copy of
Sori£S__of Innocence
. etched and colored by the author, was left
overnight on my pillow":
Be a god, your spirit cried;
Tread with feet that burn the dew
Dress with clouds your locks of pride;
Be achild, G-od said to you.
Then with blood a wild sea-wave.
Then while Death drew near to look.
Firm your fingers grew and gave
Man and me this gentle book.
-L^Y Alice ricGuffey Ruggles , "The Kinship of Blake, Vachel
Lindsay, and D. H. Lawrence, Poet Lore, 46:68, Spring, 1940.
128 Ibid
. . p. 90
/
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Dream that burns the dreamer mad
Swept you through and did not sere;
ForUi you looked, a little lad;
Sang the songs that all may hear.
Bright you go, with dewey fire .
Of your music-flowing feet;
Drifting lower, drifting higher,
With the wind beneath your feet.
And I'll take the way I'll find
With no thought of footing sore.
Stones are tender, thorns are kind.
Where your piping goes before.^29
This is the best of the numerous poems about Blake.
Others of Olive Dorgan 's poems bear evidence of a reading of
Blake. Like a giant creation of the young radical, Blake, was
her account of "La Dame Revolution":
Red was the Might that sired thee.
White was the Hope that bore thee,
Heaven and Earth desired thee.
And hell from thy lover tore thee;
But barren to the ravisher.
Thou bearest Love thy child,
Immortal daughter Peace; for her
Waits Man, the Undefiled.129
Certainly there was a connection between Blake, who trod
(Feet of flame, haste nor creep
Where the stars are of thy pace;
Heart of fire, in shadows sleep.
With the sun in thy embrace. )l30
l^y Burton Egbert Stevenson, compiler, Tne Home Book of
II
with feet that burn the dew," and "A Dirge
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Twentieth century poem titles are themselves Indications
of a new preoccupation among poets, a preoccupation with
supernatural experience. In "Vision" Olive Dor£;an wrote of
that sort of experience now associated primarily with Slake
raliher than with Dante.
Look in, 0 Mystic, on thy lease.
Thou tenant soul in G-od's demesnes;
Forego the shov/ of eyes that fail,
And walk the world that cannot gale.
Thine by a sealed and termless lien
Within his met eternities.
Yet look thou out, from thy still hour
With eyes that know and bear ?lls fire;
Till kindling on the wonder's verge
The transient days immortal merge
In Him fulfilled as worlds expire
In nestled love, a song, a flower. -^^-^
Finally, like a word picture of "Glad D§y" was her
"And the Last Shall Be First":
Ay, thy gleaming spear is ours;
Ours thy fearless, golden bow;
And our shining arrov/s go
From thy bright un taken towers.
. . . the world, a quickened whole.
Truth-delivered, naked, free.132
XX. PARODIES
Parodies of "The Tiger" do not appear to be as numerous
as one would anticipate, considering the popularity of the
poem. It may be that the serious tone of the original and
131 Ibid., p. 49.
Ibid . . p. 74.
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the symbolism make It less easy to parody; the compression of
the poem makes parallelism difficult. As in Bynner's play,
Wilfred J. Funk's beast, in "Tiger Land," was a symbol of
.
sexual passion, licentious rather than free, although in this
case not considered from a serious point of view.
Painted heels and painted faces.
Lowered lights in lurid places.
Tinkling ice and wine that dances,
Beaded bubbles, secret glances.
Shimmering silken gowns revealing
Figures poignantly appealing,
Weaving hips and muted brasses,
Livid lips and amber glasses . . .
Tip.er
.
tiprer
.
burnlnp". bri/^ht
In the .1un£;le3 of the ni.g.ht , -^-^
Note that Funk wrote "jungles" for the more familiar "forests."
Basil Bunting took "The Tiger" with typical twentieth
century insouciance. The title of his poem, "Fearful Symmetry,"
is the key to the original of which his poem is a parody.
Muzzle and jowl and beastly brow,
bilious glaring eyes, tufted ears,
recidivous criminality in the slouch,
--This is not the latest absconding bankrupt
but a "beautiful" tiger imported at great
expense from Kuala Lumpur.
7 photographers, 4 black- and-v/hite
artists and an rl. A.
are taking his profitable likeness;
28 reporters and an essayist
are writing him up.
133 Wilfred J. Funk, Li^ht Lines and Dears (New York:
x^obert K. McBride and Company, 1932), p. 67.
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Several ladies think he is a darling
especially at mealtimes, observing
that a firm near the Docks advertises replicas,
full-grown on approval for easy cash payment,
Felis Tigris (Straights Settlements) (Bobo)
takes exercise
Up and down his cage before feeding,
in a stench of excrements of great cats
indifferent to beauty or brutality.
Re is said to have eaten several persons,
but of course you can never be quite sure
of these things. -^^^
Ogden Nash parodied Blake. His "Lamb" is characteristically
irreverent:
Little gamboling lamb,
Do you know wnere you am?
In a patch of mint.
I'll give you a hint:
Scram
Lamb:
The first, foutth, and fifth lines are Nash's version of
Little Lamb, who made thee? , . ,
Little Lamb, I'll tell thee, . . .
Little Lamb, G-od bless thee. 135
When he parodied "The Tiger" in "The Beggar" (there is an
echo even in the title), whether swayed by the intensity of the
original, or by his own social conscience, he was considerably
grimmer than a good writer of light verse should be.
Beggar, beggar, burning low
IJ)^ Basil Bunting, "Fearful Symmetry," Poetry . 39:251,
February, 1932.
135 Blake, o^. cit., p. p5.
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In the city' a trodden snow,
What immortal hand or eye
Could frame thy dread asymmetry?
In what distant deep of lies
Died the fire of thine eyes?
What the wind that planned the same?
What the hand dare quench the flame?
And what shoulder and what art
Could rend the sinews of thy hear?
And when thy heart began to fail.
What soft excuse, what easy tale?
What the hammer? What the chain?
What the furnace dulled thy brain?
What the anvil? What the blow
Dare to forge this deadly woe?
When the business cycle ends
In flaming extra dividends,
Will he saiilel his work to see?
^
Did Ke who made the Ford make Thee?-^^^
The last line saved the poem from being almost entirely
Blake's
.
W. H. Davies, the English poet, confessedly an imitator
of Blake, wrote poems like the following, taken from Sony;s of
Joy , a title in itself derived from Blake:
No house of stone
Was built for me;
When the sun shines
—
I am a bee.
The short lines and the "happy" tone of an innocent
childhood are obvious Biakean elements. Louis Untermeyer
136 Ogden Nash, The Face Is Familiar (Boston: Little
Brown and Company, 1940), p. 75.
^^'^ William h. Davies, Sonr.s of Joy (tondon: A. C.
Fifield, 1911), p. 68.
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scorned this "Blake of one syllable," and wrote a parody of
his style which is thus indirectly a parody of Blake. It was
entitled "Spring Song of a Super-Blake; After W. rl. Davies."
The grass is green,
The sky is blue.
The bird will preen.
The cat will mew.
The fly has wings.
The child a toy--
Such little things
Do give me Joy.
The tree has leaves
,
The road has miles.
And nothing grieves
Whene'er it smiles.
The crops have sun;
The streams close by
Do ramble on.
And so do I.
And happy there
My lot shall be.
While rook and wren
Build in the tree;
While ring-doves coo.
And lions roar.
As long as two
^
And two are four.
American poets are free from this insipidity, under the
guise of simplicity, even when under Blake's influence, whicK
could lead, as it did in the case of Davies, to the worst kind
of childish poetry. Blake's symbolism rather than his child-
like tone is the significant element in his influence on other
poets
.
138 Louis Untermeyer, Selected Poems and Parodies (New
York: Harcourt Brace and Company, 1935), p. 257.

CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSION
I. RESUME OF THE HISTORY OF BLAKE'S REPUTATION
William Blake was practically unknown in America at his
death in 1827. Through various English publications, some of
which were republished in this country, through the acquain-
tance of Wilkinson, his first editor, with Henry James senior,
and with other Bostonians, and through the publication of
Blake's poems in several anthologies, his name had become
familiar to many Americans a decade before the publication
of the biography by Gilchrist in I863. The Transceuden talis
t
group was particularly impressed by his poetry. It was his
Poetical Ske tches which Americans first read. Later, the
most popular of his poems were those of humanitarian interest,
like "The Little Black Boy." The Poems were regarded as
primarily intended for children.
In 1863 there was a revival o finterest because of the
publication of Gilchrist's biography. Writers of the Period,
however, with whom Blake has often been compared--Emerson,
Whitman, and Melville, knew Blake only when they had already
written most of their significant work, and do not show signs
of having been influenced by his poetry.
He was regarded primarily as a painter during this
period, and Americans began to collect Blakeana almost at once.
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Exhibitions of his work were held in Boston and Philadelphia
before 1&93; these made his art familiar.
The gospel according to Biake was spread successively
by his early disciples, "The Ancients," and later by the Pre-
Rap
Raphaelites, the Celtic Renaissance poets and playwrights, the
Imagists, and the Cerebralis ts , More recently his reputation,
like his influence, has declined soi^ewiiat, because of the
rise of sociological and proletarian writers.
II. RESUME OF THE HISTORY OF BLAKE'S INFLUENCE
He has had specific influence on the structure and
diction of American verse. The long rhytnmic verse and
poetic prose owe their theoretical Justification and perhaps
their actual employment to his example. The imagery of fire
has become almost the hallmark of the new "intense" poetry.
He first anathematized conventional restraints on poetic
form, and first insisted on the necessity for the poet's
being specific and concrete. It is he wiiO is responsible
for the current convention of confident assertion which has
replaced the older convention of pleasing poetic fancy, he
is associated with the revived Interest in the occult, in
mysticism, in the Kabalah, in black magic, in all the long
cultural tradition which verges on the unsound and the
insane. It is he who made extreme cor.centration popular in
poetry, and who intensified the language of poetry to the
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degree that It has become the language of pain.
It is he who has Justified the use of the symbol, even
to the point of obscurity, who has made difficult beauty more
sought for than patent beauty, and who has sponsored the
poetry of "delayed appreciation." It is he who has made sex
imagery prevalent in poetry; it is hard to think of another
poet who has been more uncompromising in its use. It is he
who has made sanity in a poet a reproach, and vision a
necessity.
These are strong statements. But there is a great
change in the temper of American poetry to be explained.
What can have changed the mood of American poets so completely
between the time of 3ayard Taylor and Hart Crane, of .lichard
Watson Gilder and S, Foster Damon, of Lucy Larcom and
Elinor V»ylie? The whole temper of ti.e times had changed, it
is true, but why should the change have taken the extraordinary
form that it did? There are only two writers in English
who give the impetus for the altera tion--Donne and Blake.
An analysis of the poems of many modern poei.s shows that
Blake was the likely influence, and statements of the poets
themselves, as well as innumerable hints by literary critics,
show that Blake was admittedly a great factor in their think-
ing.
We may repeat for ourselves and for our generation the
belief expressed by Thomas Bird Mosher in the xast decade of
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the last century, apropos of Ihe influence of Blake on the
revival of poetry under the auspices of William Butler Yeats.
In The Bibelot (Volume 20, p. 255), he wrote:
The affinity to William Blake may be doubted or denied:
for us in all that is deepest and inost autLeiit-lc in this
modern revival , --renaissance if you will,—his shadowy
but perceptible touch is beyond question.
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In order to discover the relative popularity of the
various Blake poems in the anthologies, a list v/as made of
these poems with the number of anthologies in which each has
been published. The ba:;is for the tabulation v/as Granp:er* s
Index to Poetry and Recitations ."^ In those instances in
which selections rather than the whole v/ere published, this
has been parenthetically indicated; v;hen the poems were
published under varying titles, and these titles v;ere
significant of the point of view from which the poems were
regarded, these titles have been given parenthetically. One
definite conclusion from this list v;as discussed in the
chapter on the painters."' There v/as a decided preference
for the Sonf:s of Innocence . as compared v/ith the 3onp.s of
Experience; with the exception of the parallel poems, "The
Tiger" and "The Lamb," the former were six-to-one favorites,
as may be seen by comparing the two versions of the "Nurse's
Song," the two versions of "Holy Thursday," and "Infant Joy"
and "Infant Sorrow." The poems are arranged, not alphabetically,
as in the Index, but according to the frequency of publication.
It will be seen that far and av/ay the most popular of the
poems are "The Tiger," "The Piper," ahd "The Lamb," in that
I
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order. Two surprises are t]v
twice) , and the frequency of
times) •
72 The Tiger
(The Beauty of Terror)
50 The Piper
(The Happy Piper)
(HapT>y Songs)
(A Song of Singing)
47 The Lamb
35 Milton ( sel.
)
30 Auguries of Innocence (
(Lessons on Cinelty)
(Our Lesser Kindred)
(Things to Remember)
24 Night
20 To the Muses
20 Love*s Prisoner
19 Nurse* s Song (SI)
18 My Silks and Fine Array
17 Alil Sunflower
16 Love*s Secret
16 The Clod and the Pebble
15 Little Black Boy
14 Infant Joy
14 To the Evening Star
12 Poison Tree
12 A Cradle Song (Sleep
.
11 A Dream
11 The iCchoing Green
11 Holy Thursday (SI)
11 Shepherd
10 Laughing Song
10 Sick Rose
9 The Chimney Sv/eeper
9 The Divine Image
9 The G-arden of Love
8 On Another's Sorrow
7 A Cradle Song (Sweet ,
7 Mad Song
6 To Spring
6 Lan>i of Dreams
6 Eternity
( Opportunity)
(Unquestioning
)
rarity of "Sunflov/er" (only
reproduction of "Thel" (three
.)
. .)
. .)
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6 Daybreak
(Ideas of Good and Evil)
(The Spirit's V/arfare)
6 The Bard
5 London
5 Memory, Hither Come
4 Jerusalem (sel.)
4 A Little Boy Lost
4 Mock On, Mock On
3 War
3 To V/inter
3 To Slimmer
3 Schoolboy
3 Nurse's Song (Sii;)
3 Little Vaf^abond
3 Grey Monlv (sel.)
3 Holy Thursday (SE)
3 The Fly
3 The Everlasting Gospel (sel.)
3 The Defiled Sanctuary
3 An Angel Singing
3 The Book of Thel
2 The Angel
2 The Birds
2 The Crystal Cabinet
2 Cupid
2 Gnomic Verses
2 To Horning
2 To Autumn
2 Tv/o Kinds of Riches
2 Thy Maker is Hear
2 Sunflo^7er
2 Marriage of Heaven and Hell
1 Blind-Man's Buff
1 The Blossom
1 The Building of Jerusalem
1 Couplet (Great things are done)
1 Gromek Speaks
1 The Door" of Death
1 Gates of Paradise (sel.)
1 I Love the Jocund Dance
1 The i.iayors
1 The Mental Traveller
1 The Smile
1 Song of Liberty
1 The &.vord and the Sickle
1 To Mrs. Ann Flaxman
1 To the Cliristians
1 To the -lueen
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1 To V/iliiara Hayley
1 Universal Huinanity
1 l/ild-Flov/er* s Gong
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The bibliography is intended to be comprehensive so
far as publications in the United States are concerned,
whether these are editions of Blake, anthology entries, books
and articles about Blake, or books by English or French
authors republished in this country. It included as v/ell
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dissertation. Finally, it includes all the works cited in
the dissertation as containing material showing Blake's
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ABST.UCT
What the author of this dissertation proposed to dis-
cover was the manner and cause of the growth In Blake's post-
humous reputation and influence. The method pursued was that
of scanning the Blake literature published in America for hints
as to the way in which he was regarded. The result of tne
research should prove a valuable contribution to the
analysis of American literary tradition, and to the problem
of posthumous literary reputation generally.
There is an account of the men who knew Blake and who
also knew America and Americans, to demonstrate the possibil-
ity of Blake's having been known by verbal and personal
rather than literary communication. Included in this section
are accounts of Englishmen in America, and of Americans in
England
.
Tj:.e early publications, both American and English, in
which Americans might have read of Blake, have been given,
and their tone analyzed to discover wnat sort of impression
was given of Blake on his first appearance in the new world.
Even in those few cases in which there is a possibility of
Blake influence, although no really good evidence, the
details are given because the parallelisms are striking and
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may yet be shown to be more than coincidental. The author
has added one new item to the early American bibliography
of Blake, the second edition of an anthology, not before
mentioned, in which three of Blake's poems appeared. A
further contribution to Blake bibliography includes the identi-
fication of h. G. Scudder as the author of an article previously
listed as anonymous.
It is demonstrated tiriat Allan Cunningiiam was the
primary source for knowledge of Blake before 1363. This is
not a discovery, but verification is given to the assertion
of this fact by S. Foster Damon.
The bibliography of certain volumes containing Blake
material, h^as been made more complete by giving an account
of the successive editions published in this country. This
material has, apparently, not before been published.
The early anthologies in which Blake's poems appeared
have been listed, and the significant prevalence of Blake's
humanitarian poems pointed out. The connection is described
which existed between Blake and the following: Thomas
Kolley Chivers, Poe, Maria Lowell, "A.", "A Son of Africa,"
W. K. C. Hosmer, Mrs, Elizabeth Eames, Henry Coggswell Knight,
Emerson, Whitman, Hawthorne, Emily Dickinson, William Norman
a-uthj:'ie, William Vaughan Moody, Eugene O'Neill, Whittier,
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Amy Lowell, James Russell Lowell, Olive Dorgan, Isidor
Scimeider, Willia.ii rlose Benet, Elinor Wylle, Joim Gould Fletch
er, Louis Untermeyer , Hart Crane, S. Foster Damon, Laura Benet
Hildegarde Flanner, Wilfred Funk, Ogden Nash, William Morris,
Jolnn Singer Sargent, A.lbert Pinkham Ryder, Elinu Vedder,
Winifred Welles, Sarah Orne Jewett, Basil Bunting, Herman
Melville, honore Wi lisle Morrow, G-ouverneur Morris, Willard
Maas, Leonie .^dams, Archibald MacLeish, Leon Fleischman,
Dwigiit Strickland, Olga Katzin, and Vachel Lindsay.
The influence of Blake is traced through the "Ancients,
the Pre-Raphaeli tes , the Celtic Renaissance poets, the Imagist
•j.nd the Cerebralis ts .
An account is given of the exhibitions of Blakeana
held in America.
In order to show the growth of Blake's reputation
among critics, excerpts are given from books and articles,
in chronological order, and attention is drawn to the
shifting emphases and the growth in critical appreciation.
By means of this detailed analysis of Blake's reputa-
tion and influence, a decision is reached as to the cause of
its growth and its probable future growth. In brief the
conclusion is this: that Blake's reputation has grown because
his works bear manifoid interpretation and become more pro-
found as they are more thoroughly understood. And since the
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process of understanding la not yet complete, the likelihood
is that Blake's reputation has not yet reached its highest
point. Blalte is as aiuch the prophet of the future as the
poet of the present.
The larger significance of the study lies in the
application of this discovery as to Blake's reputation, to
that of posthumous reputation generg,lly. It does, for example,
explain the growth of Shafefespeare ' s reputation; like Blake
a neglected figure in the generation succeeding his own, and
like Blake growin gin stature with the years.
It is not argued that lihls is a novel contribution to
the history of literature. It is rather proposed that this
"points" as the news analysts say, the history of Blake in
America; that it gives a unity which it has been supposed was
lacking between his earlier and later work, between his
reputation in the nineteenth and his reputation in the twen-
tieth century. It -toerifies the assertion often made, that
great literature is that which has universal and enduring
appeal; and it is this verification, as S. Eoster Damon has
said, which is the function of scholarship.
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What the author of this dissertation proposed to discover was the manner
and cause of the growth in Blake's posthumous reputation and influence. The
method pursued was that of scanning the Blake literature published in America
for hints as to the way in which he was regarded. The result of the research
should prove a valuable contribution to the analysis of American literary
tradition, and to the problem of posthumous literary reputation generally.
There is an account of the men who knew Blake and who also knew
America and Americans, to demonstrate the possibility of Blake's having been
known by verbal and personal rather than literary communication. Included
in this section are accounts of Englishmen in America, and of Americans in
England.
The early publications, both American and English, in which Americans
might have read of Blake, have been given, and their tone analyzed to discover
what sort of impression was given of Blake on his first appearance in the new
world. Even in those few cases in which there is a possibility of Blake in'
fluence, although no really good evidence, the details are given because the
parallelisms are striking and may yet be shown to be more than coincidental.
The author has added one new item to the early American bibliography of
Blake, the second edition of an anthology, not before mentioned, in which
three of Blake's poems appeared. A further contribution to Blake bibliography
includes the identification of H. C. Scudder as the author of an article pre-
viously listed as anonymous.
It is demonstrated that Allan Cunningham was the primary source for
knowledge of Blake before 1863. This is not a discovery, but verification is
given to the assertion of this fact by S. Foster Damon.
The bibliography of certain volumes containing Blake material, has been
made more complete by giving an account of the successive editions published
in this country. This material has, apparently, not before been published.
The early anthologies in which Blake's poems appeared have been listed,
and the significant prevalence of Blake's humanitarian poems pointed out. The
connection is described which existed between Blake and the following:
Thomas Holley Chivers, Edgar Allan Poe, Maria Lowell, "A Son of Africa",
W. H. C. Hosmer, Mrs. Elisabeth Eames, Henry Coggswell Knight, Ralph
Waldo Emerson, Walt Whitman, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Emily Dickinson,
William Norman Guthrie, William Vaughn Moody, Eugene O'Neill, John
Greenleaf Whittier, Amy Lov^'ell, James Russell Lowell, Olive Dorgan, Isidor
Schneider, William Rose Benet, Elinor Wylie, John Gould Fletcher, Louis
Untermeyer, Hart Crane, S. Foster Damon, Laura Benet, Hildegarde Flanner,
Wilfred Funk, Ogden Nash, William Morris Hunt, John Singer Sargent,
Albert Pinkham Ryder, Elihu Vedder, Winifred Welles, Sarah Orne Jewett,
Basil Bunting, Herman Melville, Honore Willsie Morrow, Gouvemeur Morris,
Willard Maas, Leonie Adams, Archibald MacLeish, Leon Fleischman, Dwight
Strickland, Olga Katzin, and Vachel Lindsay.
The influence of Blake is traced through the "Ancients", the Pre-
Raphaelites, the Celtic Renaissance poets, the Imagists, and the Cerebralists.
An account is given of the exhibitions of Blakeana held in America.
In order to show the growth of Blake's reputation anmong critics, excerpts
are given from books and articles, in chronological order, and attention is
drawn to the shifting emphases and the growth in critical appreciation.
In 1893 the process really began by which Blakc came to be a very
considerable factor m American cultural history. Exhibitions and periodical
articles multiplied, and the foundations were laid for collections of Blake's
prints and painted btxiks which have now in many cases surpassed the
material still held by England.
In 1907 there was an upsurge of interest in Blake; the coming of the
American literary renaissance was already in view, and Blake's share in that
renaissance was prophesied. Meanwhile Blake had passed to some extent into
academic hands, attcr having been the property of the group of painter-poets
known as the Pre-Raphaelites, and that of tlic writers of the Celtic renaissance,
led by William Butler Yeats.
The Imagists based much of their theory upon Blake, and to some extent
their practice also. John Gould Fletcher was much more genuinely influenced
by Blake than was Amy Lowell, and Imagism itself was not completely
Blakian in temper.
When Imagism was defunct, Cerebralism succeeded, and with its advent
Blake came into his own. The tone of many modern American poets is
almost exactly that of Blake, and in many ways they have acknowledged their
indebtedness to htm. Blake's future reputation and influence rest on the
reputation and influence of this school, at least insofar as poetry is concerned,
and there seems no present indication of a decline of intellectualist poetry.
Propagandistic literature is very popular, but its vogue has historically been
evanescent; the literary tradition that has elements of permanence stems
directly from Blake and Donne.
Blake's present vogue and the astonishing rise in his reputation are results
of his many-faceted personality, primaril)'. He has become and continues to
be popular among cultured people because he presents something of interest
to every man, whatever his interests. In a kaleidoscopic age Blake is at home.
Homer, Dante, and Shakespeare are written of endlessly because they are
great; but they are great because they furnish material for such unending
reinterpretation. Blake is similarly profound. New meaning is given his work
by the passage of time and the coming of new conceptions, which, on reflection,
are found to be anticipated in his utterances. Great men are forever the
fathers of an ever-receding future. Whenever that future becomes the present,
their art is recognized as essentially propagandistic, it soon becomes old-
fashioned, and it is soon forgotten. The question is whether the twentieth
century has plumbed all the depths of Blake.
By means of this detailed analysis of Blake's reputation and influence, a
decision is reached as to the cause of its growth and its probable future
growth. In brief the conclusion is this: that Blakcs' reputation has grown
because his works bear manifold interpretation and become more profound as
they are more thoroughly understood. And since the process of understanding
is not yet complete, the likelihood is that Blake's reputation has not yet
reached its highest point. Blake is as much the prophet of the future as the
poet of the present.
The larger significance of the study lies in the application of this dis-
covery as to Blake's reputation, to that of posthumous reputation generally
It does, for example, explain the growth of Shakespeare's reputation; Hke
Blake a neglected figure in the generation succeeding his own, and like Blake
growing in stature with the years.
It is not argued that this is a novel contribution to the history of litera'
ture. It is rather proposed that this "points", as the news analysts say, the
history of Blake in America; that it gives it a unity which it has been supposed
was lacking between his earlier and later work, between his reputation in the
nineteenth and his reputation in the twentieth century. It verifies the assertion
often made, that great literature is that which has universal and enduring
appeal; and it is this verification, as S. Foster Damon has said, which is the
function of scholarship.
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